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HANDICRAFT SERIES. 
A Series of Practical Manuals. 

Edited by PAUL N. HASLUCK, Editor of "Work." 

Price 60cts. each, post paid. 
Hou- Decoration. Comprising WHITEWASHING, PAPERHANGING, 

PAINTING, etc. With 79 Elngravings and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Colour and Paints. Pigments, Oils, Driers, Varnishes, etc. Tools used by Painters. How to Mix Oil Paints. Distemper or Tempera Painting. 

Whitewashing and Decorating a Ceiling. Painting a Room. Papering a Room. 
Embellishment of Walls and Ceilings. 
Boot Making and Mendin ... Including REPAIRING, LASTING, and 

FINISHING. With �Z9 EngraVJ_ngs and Diagrams. 
c,.te,.ts.-Repairing Heels and Half-Soling. Patching Boots and Shoes. 

Re-Welting and Re·Soling. Boot ]\taking. Lasting the UpJ?er. Sewing and 
Stitching. Making the Heel, Knifing and Finishing. Makmg Riveted Boots 
and Shoes. 
How to Write Signs, Tlcketa, and Posters. With z7o Engravings 

and Dia�s. 
C""tents.-'tbe Formation of Letters, Stops, and Numerals. The Signwriter's Outfit. Making Signboards and Laying Ground Colours. The S.impler Forms of Lettering. Shaded and Fanc;v Lettering. Painting a Signboard. 

Ticket-Writing. Poster-Painting. Lettermg with Gold, etc. 
Wood Flnlshlng. Comprising STAINING, VARNISHING, and PoLISHING. 

With Engravings and Diagrams. 
Ctmtents.-Processes of Finishing Wood. Processes of Staining Wood. 

Freneh Polishing. Fillers for Wood and Filling In. Bodying In and Splr'iting Of£. Glazing and Wax Finishing. Oil Polishing and Dry Shining. Re-polishing 
and Reviving. Hard Stopping or Beaumontage. Treatment of Floors Stains. Processes of Varnishing Wood Varnishes. Re-polishing Shop Fronts. 
DJrnamos and Electric Motors. With 142 Engravings and Diagrams 

CMtent.r.-Introduction. Siemens Dfnamo. Gramme Dynamo. Manchester 
Dynamo. Simplex Dynamo. Calculatmg the Size and Amount of Wire for 
Small Dynamos. Ailments of Small D�m!l Electric Machines : their Causes 
and Cures. Small Electio-motors without Castings. How to Determine the 
Direction of Rotation of a Motor. How to Make a Shuttle-Armature Motor. 
Unde>:type so-Watt Dynamo, Manchester Type 44o-Watt Dynamo. 
OJrcle Building and Repalrlnc. With 142 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-lntioductory, and' Tools Used. How to Build a Front Driver. 
Bnilding a Rear-drivin� Safetv. Building Tandem Safeties. Building Front· 
driver Tricycle. Building a Hand Tricycle. Brazini. How to Make and Fit 
Gear Cases. Fittings and Accessories. Wheel Makmg. Tyres and Methods of Fixing them. Enan�elling. Repairing. 
Decorative Deslcn• O'Y All Ag- ft»r All l"urposes. With 277 

Engravings and Diagrams. 
Ctmtmts.-Savage Ornament. Egyotian Ornament. Assyrian Ornament. Greek Omament. Roman Ornament. Early Christian Ornament. Arabic 

Ornament. Celtic and Scandinavian Ornaments. Medizval Ornament. 
Renascence and Modem Ornaments. Chinese Ornament. Persian Ornament. 
Indian Ornament. Japanese Ornament. 
llountlnc and Framing Pictures. With 240 Engravings, etc. 

Ctmtents.-Making Picture Frames. Notes on Art Frames. Picture Frame CramPS- Making Oxfotd Frames. Gilding Picture Frames. Methods of 
Mounting Pictures. Making Photo!l"aph Frames. Frames covered with Plush and Cork.. Hanging and Packing Pictures. 
8mlths' Work. With 2u Engravings and Diagrams. 

rt���tents.-Forges and Appliances. Hand Tools. Drawing Down and Up
setting. Welding and Punchin_g. Conditions of Work: Principles of Forma· 
tion. Bending and Ring Makmg. Miscellaneous Examples of Forged Work.. 
Cranks, Model Work, and Die Forging. Home-made Forges. The Manipula· tion of Steel at the Forge. (Continued on next paee.) 

DAVID McKAY, Publisher, 61o South Washington Square, Philadelphia. 

HANDICRAFT SERIES (continued). 
G .... Working by Heat and Abrasion. With 300 Engravings and Diagrams. 

C�tenls . -Appliances used !n 91ass Blowing. Manipulating Glass Tubing. Blowmg B':'lbs and Flasks. Jomtmg Tubes .to Bulbs forming Thistle Funnels, ,etc. Blowmg_ '!n.d Etchmg Glass Fancy Articles; Embossing and Gilding Flat Surfaces. Uuhsm� Broken Glass Apparatus; Boring Holes in, and Riveting Glass. �and-workmg of Telescope Specula. Turning, Chipping, and Grinding Goass. l he Manufacture of Glass. 
Building Mo��l Boats, With 168 Engravings and Diagrams. C�nlen/s.-'!'1'\•ldmg; Model Yachts. Rigging and Sailing Model Yachts. Mak.mg and .Fittmg Simple Model Boats. Building a Model Atlantic Liner. Yettlcal Eng:me for a Model Launch. Model Launch Engine with Reversing Gear. Makmg a Show. Case for a Model Boat. 
Electric. Bells, J:low to Make and Fit Them. With t62 Engravmgs and Diagrams. Contents.-T�e Electr. c Current and the Laws that Govern it. Curfent Conductors u':"? Ill Electnc-Bell Work. Wiring for Electric Bells. Elaborated Systei_DS ofWmng; BUiglar Alarms. Batteries for Electric Bells. The Construction of ElectriC Bells, Pushes, and Switches. Indicators for Electric� Bell Systems. 
8amboo Work. With 177 Engravings and Diagyams. CMJtents. -Bamboo.: Its Sources and Uses. How to Work Bamboo. Bamboo Tables. Bamboo Chatrs and Seats. Bamboo Bedroom Furniture. Bamboo Hall Racks and Stands. Bamboo Music Racks. Bamboo Cabinets and BookM!ij·

C
�

t
�mboo Window Blinds. Miscellaneous Articles of Bamboo. Bamboo 

Taxidermy. With zoS Engravings and Diagyams. 
Contents.-Skinning Bir?s. SLffing and Mounting Birds. Skinning and �tufting Mamm�ls.. Mounting Animals' �orned. Heads : Polishing and MountI:Dg �oms.. SklDnmg, S�uffing, and Castm� lft,sh. P1 eserving, Cleaning, and J>Ye�g Skms. Preservmg Insects, and Birds Eggs. Lases for Mounting Specimens. 

Tailoring. With tSo Engravings and DiajZrams. Co,.dents.-Tailors' Requisites and Methods of Stitching. Simple Repairs and Pressing. Relining, Repocketing, and Recollaring. How to Cut and Make Trousers. How to Cut and Make Vests. Cutting and Making Lounge and Reefer Jackets. Cutting and Making Morning and Frock Coats. 
Photographic Cameras and Accessoriee. Comprising How TO MAKE CAMERAS, DARK SLIDES, SHUTTERS, and STANDS. With xtio Illustrations. 

Ctmlents.-Photographic Lenses and How to Test them. Modern Half-plate 
Cameras. I;Iand and "Pocket Cameras. F errotype Cameras. Stereoscopic 
Cameras. Enlatging Cameras. Datk Slides. Cinematograph Management. 
Optical Lanterns. Comprising THE CoNsTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 

OF OPTICAL LANTERNS AND THE MAKING OF SLIDES. With I6o 
Illustrations. 

Content.r.-Single Lanterns . Dissolving View lanterns. llluminant for 
Qptical Lanterns. Optical Lantern Accessories. Conducting a Limelight 
�ntern Exhibition. Experiments with Optical Lanterns. Painting Lantern 
Sbdes. Photogtaphic Lantern Slides. Mechanical Lantern Siides. Cinemato
graph Management. 
llncravin&' Metals. With Numerous Illustrations. 

Contmt.r.-Introduction and Terms used. Engravers' Tools and their Uses. Elemen� Exercises in Engraving. Engraving Plate and Precious Metals. Engravmg Monograms .. Trans(er Processes of Engraving Metals. Engraving Name Plates. Engravtng Coffin Plates. Engraving Steel Plates. Chasing and Embossing Metals. Etching Metals, 
Basket Work. With tll9 Illustrations. 

COMtents.-Tools and Materials. Simple Baskets. Grocer's Square Baskets. Ronnd Baskets. Oval Baskets. Flat Fruit Baskets. Wicker Elbow Chairs. Basket Bottle-casings. Doctors' and Chemists' Baskets. Fancy Basket Work. Sussex Trug Basket. Miscellaneous Basket Work. Index 
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IIANDICR.AFT SERIES (conti'nued). 
Bookbindin g .  With 125 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Bookbinders' Appliances. Foldin� Printed Book Sheets. Beat
ing and Sewing. Rounding, Backing, and Cover Cutting. Cutting Book Edges, 
Covering Books. Cloth-bound Books, Pamphlets, etc. Account Books, 
Ledgers, etc. Coloring, Sprinkling, and Marbling Book Edges. Marbling 
Book Papers. Gilding Book Edges. Sprinkling and Tree Marbling Book 
Covers. Lettering, Gilding, and Finishing Book Covers. Index. 
Bent I ron Work. Including ELEMENTARY ART METAL WoRK. With 26g Engravings and Diagrams. 

Ex;:Ctt:::i�·B!�oi:o��d M�::liC::�a!:���f�r
aB�: 1::�ni �:k:P ���d1e���k�� 

Hall Lanterns. Screens, Grilles, etc. Table Lamps. Suspended Lamps and 
Flower Bowls. Photograph Frames. Newspaper Rack. Floor Lamps. 
Miscellaneous Examples. Index. 

Photography. With 70 ·Engravings and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Tlie Camera and its Accessories. The Studio and Darkroom. 

PJates. Exposure. Developing and Fixing Negatives. Intensificat�on and 
Reduction of Negatives. Portraiture and Picture Composition. Flashli&ht 
Photography. Retouching Negatives. Processes of Printing from Negatives. 
Mounting and Finishing Prints. Copying and Enlarging. Stereoscovic 
Photography. Ferrotype Photography. Index. 
Upholstery_. With 162 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Upholsterers' Materials. Upholsterers' Tools and Appliances. 
Webbing, Springing, Stuffing, and Tufting. Making Seat Cushions and Squabs. 
Upholstering an Easy Chair. Upholstering Couches and Sofas. Upholstering 
Footstools, Fenderettes, etc. Miscellaneous Upholstery. Mattress Making 
and Repairing. Fancy Upholstery. Renovating and Repairing Upholstered 
Furniture. Planning and Laying Carpets and Linoleum. Index. 
Leather Working. With 152 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Qualities and Varieties of Leather. Strap Cutting and Making. 
Letter Cases and Writing Pads. Hair Brush and Collar Cases. Hat Cases. 
Banjo and Mandoline Cases. Bags. Portmanteaux and Tra veiling Trunks. 
Knapsacks and Satchels. Leather Ornamentation. Footballs. Dyeing 
Leather. Miscellaneous Examples of Leather Work. Index. 
Harness Making. With '97 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Harness Nlakers' Tools. Harness Makers' Material"i. Simple 
Exercises in Stitching. Looping. Cart Harness. Cart Collars. Cart Saddles. 
Fore Gear and Leader Harness. Plough Harness. Bits, Spurs, Stirrups, and 
Harness Furniture. Van and Cab Harness. Index. 
Saddlery. With 99 Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Gentleman's Riding Saddle. Panel for Gentleman's Saddle. 
Ladies' Side Saddles. Children's Saddles or Pilches. Saddle Cruppers, Breast
plates, and other Accessories. Riding Bridles. Breaking-down Tackle. Head 
Collars. Horse Clothing. Knee-caps and Miscellaneous Articles. Repairing 
Harness and Saddlery. Re.Jining Collars and Saddles. Riding and .Driving 
Whips. Superior Set of Gig Harness. Index. 
Knotting and Splicin g ,  Ropes and Cordage. With 208 

Engravings and Dragrams, 
Contents.-Introdut.:tion. .l<.ope Formatim�. �Imple and Useful Knots. 

Eye Knots, Hitches and Bends. Ring K�ots and .l<.ope Shortenings. Ties 
and Lashings. }l'ancy Knots. Rope ::iphcing. Working Coraage. Ham
mock Making. Lashmgs and Ties for ::.catfolding .• 5pbcing and Socketing 
Wire Ropes. Index. 

Beehives and Beekeepers' Appliances. With 155 Engravings 
and Diagrams. 

Contents.-Introduction. A Bar-Frame Beehive. Temporary Beehive. 
Tiering Bar-Frame Beehive. The "W. B. C." Beehive, Furnishing and 
Stocking a Beehive. ObserYatory Beehive for Permanent Use. Observatory 
Beehive for Temporary Use. Inspection Case for Beehives. Hive for Rear· 
ing Queen Bees. Super-Clearers. Bee Smoker. Honey Extractors. Wax 
Extractors. Beekeepers' Miscellaneous Appliances. Index. 
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PREFACE. 

THIS Handbook contains, in a form convcment for 

everyday use, a comprehensive digest of the knowledge 

of Sign-Writing, Ticket-Writing, and Poster-Painting, 

scattered over ten thousand columns of WORK-one of 

the weekly journals it is my fortune to edit-and 

supplies concise information on the general principles 

of the crafts on which it treats. 

In preparing for publication in book form the mass 

of relevant matter contained in the volumes of WORK, 

much had to be arranged anew, altered and largely 

re-written. From these causes the contributions of 

many are so blended that the writings of individuals 

cannot be distinguished for acknowledgment. 

Readers who may desire additional information re

specting special details of the matters dealt with in this 

Handbook, or instruction on kindred subjects, should 

address a question to the Editor of WoRK, La Belle 

Sauvage, London, E.C., so that it may be answered 

in the columns of that journal. 

P. N. HASLUCK. 
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SIGNS, TICKETS, AND POSTERS 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTORY AND PRELIMINARY PRACTICE. 

THE use of signs as a means of advertising is of very 
ancient origin. In old Rome the taverns had signs, and 
tlie Greeks also made use of them, as is proved by 
allusions made by the old Greek writers on the subject. 
In England, during the middle ages, when most people 
could neither read nor write, a sign, or signboard, was of 
absolute necessity to the tradesman. These were gene
rally indicative of the trade carried on within. With 
the spread of education these signs gradually fell into 
disuse ; still many exist to the present day, as the three 
golden balls of the pawnbroker and the gaily-painted pole 
of the barber. The modern practice of sign-painting
accepting the term in its original sense-is an almost 
obsolete art, which survives only in the royal arms, arms 
of public companies, heraldic shields, and in some hotel 
sign-boards. It is, however, the modern practice of 
lettering on signs, shop-fronts, walls, vehicles, etc., that 
will be dealt with in this handbook. The preciRe 
name of this art has invariably presented a difficulty 
with previous writers on the subject, but the present 
title sufficiently describes the work, as now practised. 
There are three distinct classes of work, sign-painting, 
sign-writing, and lettering. 

The sign-puinter is an artist capable, as a rule, of 
doing any class of letter painting. The sign-writer is 
capable of doing any class of writing and lettering, from 
church work to the outside of a tradesman's shop, but 
stopping short of pictorial work. The letterer may be 
an ord[u�ry painter, who is able to exactly form letters 
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10 How TO 1VRITE SIGNS, TICKETS, ETc. 

and numerals, and who by practice acquires consider
able skill Men of this last class are to be found 
working in wheelwrights' and carriage-builders' yards, 
and in the railway-carriage and waggon works through
out the country. They generally use block letters, simply 
shaded, such as one sees on railway waggons and coal 
trucks. This work is simply letter painting. It has 
much sameness about it, and holds out small field for 
improvement in the way of spacing, style and display. 
Probably many of these letter painters, after a little 
training, would be ablll to execute sign-writing with 
credit. 

It must not be inferred from what has been said that 
it requires a gifted nature to properly acquire the art of 
sign-writing, for with proper and methodical training it 
is within the reach of all. Indeed, it will be shown how 
the more simple styles of plain lettering may be carried 
out by almost mechanical means. The instructions, 
however, are principally intended for those who follow 
some trade in which a little lettering is sometimes 
required, and thus the workman has a chance to learn, 
by properly following up the course of instruction laid 
down in the,;e pages. 

It is very essential that the sign-writer should acquire 
some practical knowledge of freehand drawing and 
geometry. A little only is better than none at all ; but 
the more the student knows the more will he be a 
master of his art. It is not necessary to draw copies 
exactly the same size as they are given in these pages, 
although, for the purpose of training his eye, he should 
for some time endeavour to draw them to the same 
scale, and then ascertdn by measurement how far his 
completed drawing is out. Afterwards it is neces
sary to become proficient in both reducing and enlarging, 
and after awhile the student should make each drawing 
larger than the preceding one, and taking this last as 
copy for the next one. He can thus go on until the 
limits of a full-sized sheet of drawing paper are reached, 
so that when the time comes to practise upon the 

INTROD UCTION AND PRELIMINAR Y PRACTICE. Il 

black-board he will gradually have worked up to the en
largements almost without being aware of it. All these 
intermediate drawings should be kept as copies to prac
tise from on his blackboard, and it will be a good plan 
to practise until he actually makes a drawing on the 
blackboard enlarged direct from the illustrations in these 
pages, and when doing this he should put his intermediate 
drawings out of sight. 

To commence a short series of drawing lessons, the 

A tB 

\ I 
\-�--------------------� \ I 
\ I 
\ E I 
\ I 
\ I 

\ I 
\ I 

\ I 
\ I 
\ I 

\ I 
\ I 

c\ /o 
Fig. I.-Perpendicular 

Straight Lines. 
Fig. 2.-Horizontal and Oblique 

Straight Lines. 

student should provide himself with a few sheets of 
common drawing paper, a twopenny HB pencil, and a 
piece of indiarubber. The paper should be pinned to a 
drawing board. The sign-writer must learn to draw in a 
bold, fearless style, straight, horizontal, perpendicular 
and oblique lines, and afterwards graceful curves. These 
are the first exercises in freehand drawing, and until 
they are thoroughly mastered it is useless to attempt to 
proceed further. 

To do good work, the pencil-that being the first tool 
the draughtsman will handle-must be properly pointed, 
as shown on p. 136. Then let him draw a perpen
dicular straight line, A, in Fig. I, which may be done the 
more easily by first marking it out as a dotted line, :u, 
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1 2  .Ho w  ro WRITE SIGNS, TICKETS, Ere. 

and afterwards filling it in with a firm, decided stroke 
from top to bottom. Horizontal and oblique lines are 

B 

Fig. 3.-Various Angle1. 

Fig. 4.-Parallel Line1. 

_,..--..... , .... 
\. 
\ ' 

\ 

I 
AI B 

Fig. 5.-Simple Curves. 

to be practised in the same way as shown in the 
examples c, D, E, in Fig. 2. Lines should also be drawn 
to meet each other at right, acute, and obtuse angles, as 
illustrated at A, B, c, in Fig. 3. Drawing parallel linea 

INTRODUCTION .AND P.RELIMIN.ARY PRACTICE. 1 3  

(Fig. 4) should also be practised. The student must next 
pay attention to simple curved lines, A, B (Fig. 5), and to 

Fig. 6.-Compound Curves. 

Fig. 7.-Simple Curved and Straight Lines, 

Fig. 8.-Circle. Fig. 9.-0val. 

'Compound curves, c, D, E {l!'ig. 6J. Practice is continued 
with straight and curved compound lines (Fig. 7), whic1t 
may either be continuous or broken ; and, following 
these, the circle and oval (Figs. 8 and 9) must be taken 
in hand. 
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to be practised in the same way as shown in the 
examples c, D, E, in Fig. 2. Lines should also be drawn 
to meet each other at right, acute, and obtuse angles, as 
illustrated at A, B, c, in Fig. 3. Drawing parallel linea 
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(Fig. 4) should also be practised. The student must next 
pay attention to simple curved lines, A, B (Fig. 5), and to 

Fig. 6.-Compound Curves. 

Fig. 7.-Simple Curved and Straight Lines, 

Fig. 8.-Circle. Fig. 9.-0val. 

'Compound curves, c, D, E {l!'ig. 6J. Practice is continued 
with straight and curved compound lines (Fig. 7), whic1t 
may either be continuous or broken ; and, following 
these, the circle and oval (Figs. 8 and 9) must be taken 
in hand. 
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14 flow TO WRITE SIGNS, TICKETS, Ere. 

This initial stage is the most uninteresting part of our 
work, and it needs great patience, but if persevered in, 
the learner will be amply rewarded in the near future. 
In order to give variety to the drawing lessons, the 
learn�r may presently proceed to copy, until perfect, 
such subjects as are shown in Figs. 10, 11,  and 12, all of 

Fig. 10.-Freehand Drawn 
Coil Round Cylinder. 

Fig. 11-Freehand Drawn 
Cable Twist. 

which immediately concern the subject of this handbook. 
They are given merely as copies for incessant practice, and 
need no description. These should Le followed with the 
alphabet drawn within faint-lined squares. 

It will be helpful here to learn descriptive definitions 
of those geometrical terms with which the sign-writer 
should be quite familiar. 

Geometrical problems would be out of placl\ here, but 

INTROD UCTION AND PRELIMINAR Y  PRACTICE. 1 5  

the learner of the art of sign-writing should obtain a 
good treatise on plane geometry, and carefully work oul 
those problems which are likely to prove serviceable to 

... ---.... 
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Fig. 12.-Freehand Drawn Scroll for Inscription. 

him in his work. Elementary problems are those which 
he will find most useful. 

AB we shall have occasion to use a blackboard for 
f�t�re lessons, the following directions for making one, 
s1m1lar to the board shown in Fig. 13, will be useful 
rrocure a good, thoroughly dry and well-seasoned yellow 
deal board, measuring 10 ft. long, 9 in. wide and i in
thick. Also another board of the same wood, 12 ft. Ly 
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16 How To WRITE SIGNs, TICKETS, ETc. 

9 in. by 1 in., to provide the legs and cross pieces of the 
stand, as shown in the illustration. 

Take the f in. board and square both ends ; saw those 

Fig. 13.-Sign-Writer's Blackboard and Easel. 
off, leaving the board just 9 ft. long, and then saw 
this into three equal lengths ; these should then be 
tongued and grooved in a workmanlike manner, glued and 
clamped up until dry. 

The frame consists of the two legs, the centre-piece. 

INTRODUCTION A ND PRELIMINARY PRACTICE. 1.7 

&:td the two cross pieces. These should be put together 
with mortise and tenon joints, and finally well screwed 
on to the back of the boards, and the hind leg attached 
with an ordinary " butt " hinge. The board must now 
have several coats of paint, containing plenty of driers, 
and must be well sanrl·papered and allowed to rest 
between each coat. When thoroughly dry it is fit for 
use, and should be in constant demand for free
hand sketching, lettering, and working out original 
designs. 

An arrangement that will possibly be found to be 
more convenient is to let the frame form an easel, the 
board being supported on pegs inserted in holes in the 
framework, as shown in Fig. 13. 

Lettering is merely a special class of drawing, more 
or less advanced, according to the proficiency attained 
in the higher orders of ornamental lettering ; thus a good 
deal of practice, after the plan laid down in the pre
ceding pages, is absolutely necessary. 

One of the best examples for practice in freehand 
drawing the pupil in lettering could have placed before 
him is the drawing of circles. Of course, a perfectly 
true circle is quickest drawn with the aid of compasses, 
and these are always used in actual work, though it is 
possible to produce one with the hand, guided by the eye 
alone. This entails close application and constant 
practice, but success in course of time is an ensured 
certainty. Perhaps one of the best methods of educating 
the hand and the eye, and of enabling the former to 
obey the dictates of the latter, is repeated practice in 
drawing the circle in all sizes, and without any extra· 
neous aid. 

Almost every sign-writer has his own individual 
method of procedure ; but whatever this may be, he 
must, before he proceeds to " chalk in '' his work, picture 
to himself, to a. certain degree, the size, shape and con
struction of the letters, and the hand obeys the eye 
accordingly. The proper and methodical training of the 
hand and eye wil� it is hoped, be followed by the student 

B 
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18 How TO WRITE SIGNs, TICKETS, Ere. 

with due appreciation, as it is an important matter often 
entirely overlooked. 

The illustrated examples of freehand drawing and 
outline subjects on pp. 11-15 have_ been selected for the 
special purpose we have in view, but as the novice has 
been so urgently advised to diligently practise drawing 
the circle, some remarks should be made on the best 
method of proceeding to this work. 

Fig H.-Concentric Circles. 

It is easier to draw a small circle than a large one, 
The beginner should therefore start by describing a circle 
about three inches in diameter, persevering until he is 
able to draw it, time after time, with tolerable correct
ness. This is best done with slate pencil, on a large 
slate, which should not be allowed to lie upon the table, 
but should be nearly upright, propped up with books, 
held by the left hand, or, better still, placed on a small 
easel, which is easily constructed. 

Having made satisfactory progress with small circles, 
draw a circle three inches in diameter and then larger 

INTROlJUCTION ANlJ PRELIMINARY PRACTICE. 1 9  

ones outside this, and all at a given distance apart, 
as shown in Fig. 14, until the whole surface of the 
slate is covered. Larger circles may afterwards be 
drawn upon the blackboard with both cl1alk and brush 
but the student must not confine himself to any on� 
class of work, but should change from one subject to 
another, for the sake of variety and interest. 

Fig. 15 . 

....... 11111111�1!11�1*�1@�����1�Wfi¥1G-;-��D�uc�K�.��� 
Fig. 18. 

CROW 

Fig. 19. 

LARK 

Fig. 20. 

Figs. 15 to 20.-Camel-Hair Writers. 

Having tired of pencil and paper the student next 
brings his blackboard into requisitio�. He · will also 
require a few white demonstration chalks-these are 
tapered chal�s four inches long, and are more expensive 
than the ordmary blackboard chalk, which would be of 
no use for our purpose ; a camel-hair writer (Figs. 15 
to 20), a thin piece of planed board to act as a pal
ette, and ;;orne zinc white paint thinned to the proper 
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2 o  How To WRITE SIGNs, TickETs, Ere. 

consistency with a little sweet oil, and some old dusters 
or rags. Palettes of various forms are illustrated by 
Figs. 21 to 24. 

After the pupil has practised for some hours on the 
blackboard with chalk, and has redrawn each subject 
several times over, he should practise with his camel-

Fig. 21 .  Fig. 22. 

Fig. 23. Fig. 24. 

Figs. 21  to 24.-Palettes. 

hair writer. Having worked a little white paint on to 
his extemporised palette, and thoroughly cleaned the 
chalk marks from the black board, all the freehand 
subjects should be drawn with the brush and paint, com
mencing with straight lines and curves. His first effort 
is to make with his camel-hair writer a line of the same 

INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINAR Y  PRACTICE. 21  

thickness throughout. He may use a mahl stick to rest 
the wrist upon, or may rest his right hand vn the left 
wrist, the left hand being placed against the board. If 
his hand is sufficiently steady and firm he had better 
dispense with all these aids in his preliminary work ; 
afterwards he will be the better able to appreciate the 
help of a mahi stick, though this is never absolutely 
necessary for a man with a steady hand. 

'l'he lines should be made, as far as possible, with the 
point of the brush, and not with the side. Work with 
a bold, unhesitating hand, to give a firm and finished 
appearance to the work. Any timidity or hesitancy will 

Fig. 25.-Pair of Tin Dippers. 

at once betray the hand of the novice. The white paint 
should be of Nst such a consistency as to flow freely 
and evenly from the brush, and at the same time give 
sufficient covering power on the board. The brush is 
held in much the same way as a pen in ordinary 
writing ; it should not be grasped tightly, as the 
strain on the sinews of the hand tends to cramp it, and 
this very soon tires the hand and so renders it unsteady. 
When the board has been covered with paint marks, it 
must immediately be wiped clean with a piece of rag, 
which has previously been steeped in a little common 
�u£pentine. It is as well to have the paint in a tin 
dipper, such as shown at Fig. 25 and on p. 40. 

The student should not confine himself to the 
examples given here, but should draw anything that 
comes in his way that is likely to be of use to him. He 
will find plenty of other subjects in books and illustrated 
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2 2  How TO WRITE SIGNs, TICKETS, ETC. 

advertisements, and even on the p<>ster hoardings in 
the street. He should also go round, book in hand, 
and make sketches of any little bits of good work over 
shop fronts and other places of business to which he 
may take a fancy, afterwards making finished drawings 
of them at home for future use and practice. Practis
ing in this way will prove of great assistance to the 
student in his course of self-tuition. 

CHAPTER TI. 
rHE FORMATION OJ!' LETTERS, STOPS, AND NUMERALS, 

A GREAT aid to successful sign-writing is a study 
of the principles upon which the letters, numerals, and 
stops of a block alphabet are constructed. Before going 
in detail over the formation of these, it may be as 
well to point out that it is not intended that in the 
actual writing of a ticket the mechanical measurements, 
etc., given should be followed ; yet, at the outset, it 
will be well if a complete alphabet, with the stops and 
numerals, be drawn, character by character, on separate 
pieces of paper by the method now to be indicated. By 
the time this course has been gone through, the learner 
will have acquired quite a readiness in the formation of 
letters which would be vainly sought in desultory copying 
and sketching of this, that, and another example that may 
turn up haphazard. 

It might be thought by a casual observer that the 
several letters of an alphabet have little in common 
except that they come between the same pair of parallel 
lines-that is, they are all of the same height. Besides 
this, they bear throughout their structure definite 
relative proportions, which must be observed in order to 
produce artistic writing. With the exception of I, W, 
and M, all the letters of one alphabet may be drawn in 
the same-sized rectangle, the sides of which touch the 
limits of the letters. Figs. 26 to 29, are monograms 
forming an alphabet, and showing the interdependence 
of the limbs on each letter. 

Block letters are those most generally in use. They 
are the most effective for business tickets, labels for 
museum and cabinet specimens, and all work where 
legibility rather than ornament is wanted. 
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In the examples here given, the limb-width of the 
letters is one-sixth of their height. This makes a very 
good proportion for all bold, business-like writing. 
When the limb-width is excessively thin as compared 
with the height, letters have a spindly and undecided 
look, and do not attract the eye so well. When very 
thick, they have a clumsy, unformed appearance, which 
makes them difficult to read. The letter-width here 
used is nine-twelfths of the letter-height. 

Take each letter in order of its simplicity, commenc
ing with I .  About this there is no difficulty ; it is 
merely a rectangular character, the height and width of 
which determine the height and limb-width of the 
others. L, F, E, H, and T contain the element 1, 
combined with one, two, or three horizontal limbs. L is 
a left-hand upright, joined to a horizontal limb at the 
bottom, going right across. F has the same limb as L, 
but it forms a cross-bar at the top instead of the 
bottom, and a cross-bar midway between top and 
bottom, reaching five-eighths across from left to right. 
E is merely F with L's cross-limb added. H is a right 1, 
a left I, and a cross-bar joining them halfway between 
top and bottom. T is an I midway between right and 
left, with the top cross-bar of E added. T frequently 
has its cross-limb made to exceed the general width of 
cross-bars, to satisfy the eye, and counteract the ten
dency T has to apf)ear not wide enough. H is likewise 
often made a little narrower, to counteract its tendency 
to appear too wide. These and several other deviations 
from hard-and-fast ruJ.e will be taken up by the learner 
as progress is made ; they can be disregarded for the 
present. V has two slanting limbs ; and here let it be 
noted that the width of slanting limbs is measured at 
right angles to their length, as 1, 2 (Fig. 26), not at their 
junction with the enclosing rectangle, as 3, 4. To form 
V, find 5, the central point at the bottom, and from 5, 
on each side, mark 6 and 7, both being distant from 5 to 
the extent of three-fourths of the limb-width. From 6 
draw the line, fl. 8 ;  an<l frQm 7 4raw the lit�e, 'l, 4, 

TnE FoRMA TION oF LETTERS. 

Measure 1 2 the limb-width, at right angles to 7, 4, 

and draw a 10 and 9 10 to meet at 10. A is an inverted ' ' . 
d V with a cross-bar added to it. The cross-bar 1s rawn 

so that its centre line, shown by the dashes 11, 12, 

is one-third up from the bottom. Many amateur 

writers err in making this cross-bar half-way up. X 
is made by finding 15, the centre of the rectangle 

6 
Fig. 26.-Monogram showing how to draw the letters 

I, L, F, E, H, T, A, V, and Z. 

(Fig. 27). This centre is the point where lines 16, 17 
1 8, and 19 cross. 

Round the centre, 15, draw the circle shown, with 
diameter equal to limb-width. This will require the 
compass points to be half limb-width apart. Place the 
straight-edge to pass through 16, a corner of the n�ct
angle, and place the pencil point in position there, 
ready to draw a line. Keeping its edge against the 
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as progress is made ; they can be disregarded for the 
present. V has two slanting limbs ; and here let it be 
noted that the width of slanting limbs is measured at 
right angles to their length, as 1, 2 (Fig. 26), not at their 
junction with the enclosing rectangle, as 3, 4. To form 
V, find 5, the central point at the bottom, and from 5, 
on each side, mark 6 and 7, both being distant from 5 to 
the extent of three-fourths of the limb-width. From 6 
draw the line, fl. 8 ;  an<l frQm 7 4raw the lit�e, 'l, 4, 

TnE FoRMA TION oF LETTERS. 

Measure 1 2 the limb-width, at right angles to 7, 4, 

and draw a 10 and 9 10 to meet at 10. A is an inverted ' ' . 
d V with a cross-bar added to it. The cross-bar 1s rawn 

so that its centre line, shown by the dashes 11, 12, 

is one-third up from the bottom. Many amateur 

writers err in making this cross-bar half-way up. X 
is made by finding 15, the centre of the rectangle 

6 
Fig. 26.-Monogram showing how to draw the letters 

I, L, F, E, H, T, A, V, and Z. 

(Fig. 27). This centre is the point where lines 16, 17 
1 8, and 19 cross. 

Round the centre, 15, draw the circle shown, with 
diameter equal to limb-width. This will require the 
compass points to be half limb-width apart. Place the 
straight-edge to pass through 16, a corner of the n�ct
angle, and place the pencil point in position there, 
ready to draw a line. Keeping its edge against the 
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26 How ro WRITE SIGNS, TICKETs, ETC. 

pencil, turn the straight-edge about, until it also touches 
the circle ; then draw the line 16, 20. Treat the three 
other corners in the same way, drawing lines from them 
to touch the circle, and to pass on to the limits of the 
rectangle at points 20, 21, 22, and 23. 

Fig. 27.-Monogram showing how to draw the letters 
X, Y, N, and K. 

Y is the upper half of X and the lower half of T 
(Fig. 27). Z (Fig. 26) is the upper and lower cross-bars 
of E, and a slanting limb, drawn from top right to 
bottom left, but not quite like the similarly-placed limb 
of X in Fig. 27. The centre round which the circle for 
Z is drawn is found at the crossing of two lines (dashed 
in the figure) from 13 to 14 and corresponding points. 

THE FoRMA TION OF LETTERS. 

Having found the centre and drawn the guide-circle, 
the leaning limb of Z is formed by drawing, from point 
13 a line to touch the circle and pass on to the lower 
li�b of z and then from point 14, a similar line. ' ' . N (Fig. 27) is often a stumbling-block to the novice ; 
and a common mistake he makes is that of drawing the 
leaning limb from top right to bottom left, instead of 
from top left to bottom right. To draw N, make the 
left and the right uprights, and between them the 
proper limb of X. 

_ K (Fig. 27) is drawn by first making the left upright, 
then drawing the line 18, 19 from top right to bottom 
left corners, and another line parallel to it, at limJ:'
width distance, towards the upper left corner. K IS 
completed by adding the right-hand lower half of X. 

Coming now to the rounded letters (Fig. 28), 0 is 
formed by drawing at top and bottom of the rectangle 
round the centres 32, 33, 34, and 35, four quarter-circles 
of radius equal to quarter-letter height added to half· 
limb-width. The dashed lines-24, 25 ; 26, 27 ; 28, 29 ; 
30, 31-are all drawn at this distance from top, bottom, 
and sides respectively. Inside these four quarter
circles are drawn four others, smaller by a limb-width. 
These double quarter-circles are joined by the two middle 
portions of the right and left uprights of H and the two 
middle portions of the top and bottom cross-bars 
of E. 

C is like 0, except that the middle of the right up
right of H is not drawn and the ends of the quarter
circles are closed by the lines 36, 37 and 38, 39. G is 
like C with the bottom corner of the right upright of H 
added. Q is 0 with the end of A's right leaning limb 
added. 

P is the left upright limb and portions of the top and 
the middle cross-bars of E. These portions of cross-bars 
are drawn after the curved parts. The curved parts are 
formed by half-circles drawn round the centre, 33. B is 
P with a second curved portion drawn below the top one, 
and like it exactly. 0 is B without the middle part of H's 
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z8 How TO WRITE SIGNS, TICKETS, Ere. 

cross-bar and adjoining quarter-circles, and with the 
middle part of H's right upright. 

J is the lower curved part of 0, with the left end of 
the quarter-circle closed by the line 40, 41. This is 
joined to the upper part of the right upright of H. U 
is J without a closed quarter-circle and the upper parts 
of both right and left uprights of H. 

J5 J, 
Fig. 28.-Monogram showing how to draw the letters 

0, C, G, Q, P, B, D, J, U, R, and S. 

R is P with the lower part of the right-hand portion 
of A added. R looks much better with a strai.ght than 
a curved lower right limb. With R made this way, no 
difficulty will be felt ; but if a likeness is made between 
R's lower right part and B's, �reat difficulty will be 
found in making it look well. 

� is the most diffic'tllt letter of all to form. It consists 

TnE FoRMA TiON oF LETTERS. 

of the upper part of 01 the lower part of J, and two 
quarter-circles drawn round the centres 32 and 35, 
joined by the middle part of H's cross-bar. 

In 0 G J and S there are short lengths of upright 
limbs add�d 'to the ends of the quarter-circles before 
th� cross-line is drawn closing them. In the monogram 
(Fig. 28) these short lengths are about quarter limb
width · but if a rult� is wanted, they may be made ' 

43 
Fig. 29.-Monogram showing how to draw the letters 

M and W. 

to extend one-third of the way towards the cross-bar of 
H, top or bottom, as the case may be. 

M and W (Fig. 29) are drawn in rectangles of greater 
width than those enclosing the other letters of the same 
alphabet. These larger rectangles are, in the case of 
M, ten-ninths and, in the case of W, twelve-ninths of 
the usual width. In other words, the rectangle enclos
ing M must be wider than that enclosing A, B, or 0, 
etc., by one-ninth ; the rectangle enclosing W must be 
three-ninths wider than that enclosing A, B, or C, etc. 
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M h3 formed by drawing the right and the left up
rights and adding the leaning limbs. Find 42, the 
middle point of the bottom of the rectangle, and on 
each side of 42 mark 43 and 44, so that the space 
between 43!and 44 is limb-width. Draw a line from 43 
towards 45 as far only as 46 ; then draw a line from 47 
to 48 parallel to 43, 46, and at limb-width distance from 
it. The other leaning limb is formed in the same way. 

W is made by finding 49, one-fourth of the letter's 
width from right bottom corner. To the right of 49 
mark 50, so that the space between 49 and 50 is equal to 
half limb-width. From 50 draw a line to 51, the top 
right corner. Draw 52, 55, a line parallel to 50, 51, at 
limb-width distance from it. Find 54, the middle point 
of the top of rectangle, and mark 53 half limb-width to 
the right of 54. From 53, towards 50, draw a line as 
far as 52 ; at limb-width distance from it, and parallel 
to it, draw 57, 56. The other two limbs of W-the left
hand side ones-are drawn in similar way. 

The full-stop is a square placed on the line. It is of 
limb: width, and the same height. The comma is a full
stop with a tail, the diagonal half of a full-stop below 
the line. A colon is two full-stops, one above another, 
half limb-width apart. The semi-colon is a colon 
with a comma instead of a full-stop below. An apos
trophe is a comma placed with the uppermost edge level 
with the tops of the letters. The same position is occu
pied by quotation marks. The quotation marks to th� 
left of a word are commas upside down. The exclama
tion mark is a full-stop separated by half limb-width from 
part of an upright limb drawn above it. The hyphen is 
the cross-bar of H, separating two letters by letter-width. 

The Arabic numerals cannot be said to have such 
definite proportions as block letters, neither can the 
hieroglyph &. However, ONE is represented by the 
letter I, NouGHT by the letter 0, and the structure of the 
rest will be made out on carefully inspecting the num
eral monogram (Fig. 30) on p. 31. SIX is an inverted 
NINE. EIGHT is the foundation of the SIX, NINE, Tm:� 

THE FoRMA TION oF NUMERALS. 

and of the lower part of FIVE. The top part of FIVE is 
the cross-bar of the letter T. The upper half of the 
curved part of FIVE is unlike any part of the other 
figures. Two has its uppermost part shaped like 'rmum's 
and its lowermost part like L's. Its central part is 
formed by joining these two others, and is almost 

I 
Fig. 30,-Monogram showing how to draw the Arabic 

numerals. 

wholly a straight bar. SEVEN requires the whole of T's 
cross-bar, which is not bevelled off at the right-hand end. 
The leaning limb of SEVEN is formed in the same 
manner as the leaning limbs of X, Z, N, etc.-namely 
by finding the centre of the rectangle in which it is con
tained, and drawing the guide-circle round it. The lower 
line of the cross-limb of FouR is raised one-foilrth of the 
letter-height, less half limb-width, above the bottom of 
the enclosing rectangle. The short projection to the 
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right, beyond the upright limb of FoUR, is half the 
length of the short piece of the upright limb that comes 
b�low the cross-bar. FouR is, therefore, that much 
Wider than the rest of the figures. 

EIGHT, which is the mother, so to speak, of many of 
the other fi�res, is drawn in the same way as S (Fig. 28) 
�he part commg midway between top and bottom being, 

�n the �ase of EIGHT, doubled and turned over. THREE 
1s the nght-hand half of EIGHT, together· with its upper 
and lower left-hand corners. The portion of H's cross
b�r in THREE's formation is drawn a little beyond the 
middle towards the left, before closing it with the line 
58, 59 (Fig. 30, p. 31). �IX

. 
is th� whole of ��UGHT except the middle part 

of H s nght hmb ; to th1s 1s added the remaining part 
of EIGHT's lower loop. NINE is Six turned upside down 
Briefly, Two, THREE, FIVE, Six, EIGHT, NINE, and 
NOUGHT, have all more or less of their forms in common 
and ONE, FouR, and SEVEN, are odd. 

' 

The hiero?lyph & must be formed by drawing an 
EIGHT, and shghtly altering it to bring out the two ends. 
Properl� spea�ing, & is not to be formed mechanically. 

Havmg wr1tten an alphabet, letter by letter in the 
manner just described, it will be quite an easy m�tter to 
construct alphabets of other than plain block letters 
In course of time it will be found that wherever a. few 
odd letters of some alphabet can be got the rest can be 
added by building them up on the principle of the mono
gram alphabet here given. 

It is necessary to repeat that whilst for the learner's 
use a me�ha�ical v:ay of forming the l�tters by rule and 
compass IS g1ven, It must not for a moment be supposed 
that by such means ticket-writing, properly speaking, is 
done. The two parallels between which each line of 
letters is written are the only guides permissible as 
soon as a sufficiently trained eye allows the rest to' be 
dispensed with. Even these two lines will, in time be 
found unnecessary ; such is the skill acquired by �on
tinuous and careful practice. 

33 

CHAPTER IIL 

TilE SIGN-WRITER's OUTFIT. 

To do good work of any kind we require the best of 
tools, and the result of using bad tools is indifferent and 
unsatisfactory work. A description shall therefore now 
be given of the best and most durable tools required by 
the sign-writer, and also a few hints and directions as 
to their proper use and their care when lying idle. This 
latter point must always be attended to immediately the 
tools are done with, otherwise the pencils will soon 
become worthless for doing good work, besides causing 
an unnecessary outlay for new ones, and the apprentice 
or young workman should at the very commencement of 
his tuition take a pride in keeping in workmanlike con
dition and business order what will prove his best friends 
through life, perhaps his bread winner and his 
credentials, viz., his " kit of tools." 

Under no circumstances is it advisable to purchase 
cheap and badly-made tools ; those of the best quality 
are the cheapest in the end, both as regards wear and 
tear and also the turning out of good work. This 
applies specially to camel-hair and sable pencils, and the 
colours and vehicles used in sign writing. 

The reader who will follow the advice contained in 
this chapter will not have cause to complain of his tools, 
even though he may never become an excellent 
workman. 

The hair pencils used by sign-writers are made in 
various sizes (which are distinguished according to the 
bird from which the quill was taken), see Figs. 31 to 
43, and the student will do well to obtain a complete 
set as soon as he can afford it. He had better, however, 
commence with a few good pencils in preference to 

0 
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many common ones. The brush or .pencil must �e 
chosen according to the size or nature of the work m 

Fig. 31 .  Fig. 32. Fig. 33. Fig. 34. Fig. 35. 

Figs. 31 to 35.-Hair Pencils-large sizes. 

hand · the small pencils being used for fine and delicate 
work 

'
and the larger sizes for large lettering. 

The goose, or full-goose size, would be a medium 
quill, and its cost would be : goose, about ninepence, and 

THE SIGN- WRITER's OuTFIT. 35 
large goose fifteen pence. These two sizes, with a duck 
quill, costing about sixpence, would suit for almost any
thing up to six-inch work, using a flat long-hair fitch 
(Fig. 53) for filling in the letters. When buying, observe 
that the quill is well filled and the hair securely fastened. 

Fig. 13. 
Fig. 41. 

Fig. 42. 

Fig. 40. 

n'ig. 38· 

Flg. 36. 
Figs. 26 to 43.-Hair Pencils-small sizes, 

The brush should taper to a fine point, and should main
tain the point unbroken when in use. To test the 
brush, moisten it in the mouth, and then, whilst wet and 
the hair thus holding together, try the point by twisting 
it upon a finger nail making all sorts of circles and 
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work 

'
and the larger sizes for large lettering. 

The goose, or full-goose size, would be a medium 
quill, and its cost would be : goose, about ninepence, and 
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large goose fifteen pence. These two sizes, with a duck 
quill, costing about sixpence, would suit for almost any
thing up to six-inch work, using a flat long-hair fitch 
(Fig. 53) for filling in the letters. When buying, observe 
that the quill is well filled and the hair securely fastened. 

Fig. 13. 
Fig. 41. 

Fig. 42. 

Fig. 40. 

n'ig. 38· 

Flg. 36. 
Figs. 26 to 43.-Hair Pencils-small sizes, 

The brush should taper to a fine point, and should main
tain the point unbroken when in use. To test the 
brush, moisten it in the mouth, and then, whilst wet and 
the hair thus holding together, try the point by twisting 
it upon a finger nail making all sorts of circles and 
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turns. If the point keeps firmly together, and the brush 
works with spring and solidity, it is a good article, Lut 

iW 
Fig. 4.4.-Crow. 

Fig. 45.-Duck. 

Fig. 46.-Small Goose. 

Fig. 47.-Goose. 

Fig. 48.-Extra Goose. 

Fig. 49.-Extra Small Swan. 

Fig. 50.-Small Swan. 

Fig. 1!1 .-Middle Swan. 

Fig. 52.-Large Swan. 

Figs. 44 to 52. -Sable Pencils. 

if the point splits and the hair spreads about, try another 
one. 

The pencils are made in the sizes shown by Figs. 31 
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t o  52  :-Crow, duck, small goose, goose, extra goose, 
extra small swan, small swan, middle swan, and large 
swan are the most useful sizes, and they will be found 
illustrated on page 36, Figs. 44 to 52. 

Fig. 53 .-Long-hair Fitch. 
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Fig. 5-!.-0val and Round Pencil Cases. 

Camel-hair writers are the cheapest, and they are 
well-suited for some work, but with heavy paints they 
are useless, as the weight of the paint causes the brush 

Fig. 55.-Crow. 

d 
Fig. 56.-Duck. 

= 
Fig. 57.-Small Goose. 

Figs. 55, 56, 57.�Rigg·ers. 

to droop or sag, so that it is difficult to get a sharp, 
clear outline. Sable pencils (Figs. 44 to 52) are mor(} 
expensive, but they are the best as the hair is stiffer 
than camel-hair, though just as pliable and considerably 
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more durable. These must always be kept to perfection, 
and at once cleaned on the completion of a job. Another 

Fig. 58. 

& di n . •  
Fig. 59. 

Fig. 60. Fig . 61. 

;a,o _fl3rlf'!1- _ ra 

Fig. 64. 
Figs. 58 to 6!.-Sable Liners or Tracing Pencils. 

class of pencil for writing, and so forth, is made from 
brown ox hair ; some call them " Taurus '' pencils, 
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They are not so fine as sable, but are considerably 
cheaper, and answer capitally for general use. Cleaning 
is best done by rinsing the pencils in turpentine, wash
ing with soap and warm water, and dipping the points 
into sweet oil, finally putting away in a tin case (Figs. 54). 

Fig. 65.-Short-hair or Filling-in Brush. 

Fig. 66.-Filling-in Brush with Tin Ferrule. 

Fig. 67.-Badger-hair Softener. 

Some workmen merely grease their brushes ; for 
this purpose they have a little compartment in the tin 
box holding a supply of grease ; others keep brushes 
always immersed in a little sweet oil at home . . The be

.
st 

plan is to thoroughly clean them, as expenence will 
teach. The wooden handles should be removed before 
putting the pencils away. A very good rece�tacle for 
the pencils is a long tin box which has contamed wax 
vestas. The sixpenny size is the most useful, and as 
these may be bought without trouble, the young work
man may soon possess as many as he requires. 

The sign-writer will eventually also require " riggers," 
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or short hair pencils (Figs. 55, 56, and 57), " liners " 
(Figs. 58 to 64), and full, short hair or " filling-in " 
brushes (Figs. 65 and 66). The use of these will be 

Fig. 68.-Sable Blender. 

described in a future chapter. The badger-hair softener 
(Fig. 67), is used for blending two or more colours on 
any large surface, and the sable blender (Fig. 68) is used 

Fig. 69. Fig. 70. Fig. 71. 

Fig. 74. Fig. 75. 

Fig. 73. 

Fig. 77. Fig. 78. 
Figs. 69 to 79.-Tin Dippers. 

Fig. 72. 

4 
.F.ig. 76. 

� �  ,QU 
Fig. 79. 

for the same purpose in shading letters and blending their 
colours. 

Next come the wooden palettes, which are held in 
the left hand, and are used for mixing and working the 
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colours upon. They are made in various shapes and 
sizes, as shown in Figs. 21-24 (p. 20). The last (Fig. 24) 
is a folding palette for the pocket, etc. 

A few tin dippers are very useful appendages to 
these palettes. They are made with a flange clip for 
sliding on to the edge of the palette. Dippers are used 
for holding small quantities of tube colours, oils and 

Fig. 80.-Paint Strainer. 

c 

Fig. SL-Parts of Paint Strainer : A, Strainer ; B, Stroddle ; 
c, Water Dish. 

turps, so as to have them close at hand. A pair of tin 
dippers is illustrated on p. 21. Other forms are shown 
in Figs. 69 to 79. 

A small paint strainer should be possessed by every 
sign-writer, and one of the most useful is that illus
trated in Figs. 80 and 81. This strainer is designed to 
meet the wants of the sign-writing trade ; the triangle 
straddle will rest over any sized paint pots, and there 
is a water dish for keeping the strainer in water when 
out of use. It is made of stout zinc, with brass wire 
gauze, and those who have used it say that it is 
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durable, easily kept clean, and cheap. The price for 
the medium size is about 2s. 6d. 

L iDI ) 
Fig. 82. 

• � J 
Fig. 83. 

Fig. 84. 

Fig. 85. 

Fig. 86. 

Figs. 82 to 86.-Palette Knives. 

. : :� 

:;:-
Fig. 87.-Compasses and Dividers. 

Fig. 88.-Jointed Mahl or Rest Stick. 

One or two palette knives (Figs. 82 to 86) will be 
needed. Their price ranges from a shilling upwards. ThEJ 
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dividers (Fig. 87) are used for many purposes, such as 
measuring out spaces and describing arcs, circles, ovals, 
and scrolls. 

A useful and handy appliance for the sign-writer 
is the jointed mahl stick (Fig. 88). It is made in three 
or four divisions, and jointed after the manner of a 
fishing-rod, so that the stick can be made to any desired 

Fig. 89.-Sign-Writer's Candlestick with Shifting 
Reflector. 

length according to the nature of the work. When 
taken to pieces it is conveniently carried. 

The candlestick (Fig. 89) is furnished with a shifting 
reflector, so that the light can be thrown on any 
particular spot. It is also fitted with a flange clip for 
attaching to the palette. This is very useful when 
working awhile after sunset in order to complete a job, 
and for evening practice on the black board. 

The young workman will also require some sticks of 
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pipe-clay, a. chamois leather, a good sponge, cotton 
wool, and a chalk line and reel. 

Brodie and Middleton's sign-writer's box (Fig. 90) is 
useful to every sign-writer. It is made of japanned tin, 
and to contain every requisite. There is a series of 
compartments, with tightly-fitting lid'>, to contain the 
paints, so avoiding the danger of their getting mixed 
and spoiled, a.s often accidentally happens when carried 

Fig. 90.-Sign-Writer's Outfit in Japanned Tin Box 

loosely in a basket. There are bottles, with screw lids 
to contain oils, turpentine, varnishes, and other diluents ; 
spaces for gold leaf, brushes and pencils, and a palette. 
The spaces for the whole of these articles are so adjusted 
that there is a maximum of convenience with a minimum 
of bulk. 

Scores of colours used by the sign-writer are 
enumerated in the full list of tube colours as put 
up by the artists' colourmen, but many of these colours 
are rea_lly hardly ever use� by him. The following is a 
short hst of those colours m request for the sign-writer's 

THE SIGN- WRITER's OUTFIT. 4$ 
palette, and by mixing these a. varied assortment of other 
tints and shades can be obtained :-Raw sienna, burnt 
sienna, raw umber, burnt umber, Vaudyke brown, 
ultramarine, Prussian blue, indigo, yellow chrome (Nos. 
I, 2, 3, 4), yellow ochre, ivory black, vegetable black, 
gamboge, yellow lake, green lake (Nos. I, 2, 3, 4), 
emerald green, vermilion, Indian red, venetian red, 
crimson lake, scarlet lake, rose madder, flake white, 
white zinc. 

A few other colours are best purchased in the dry 
state-in fact, they are not always found in the tube 
colour list. Amongst these are Chinese red, Persian red, 
orange lead, and they can frequently be made good use 
of, and often save some more expensive tube · colours. 
This list refers to tube colours for lettering only, and 
not to those for painting the ground of sign-boards. 
Other colours can be bought in the dry state, but those 
most difficult to grind are purer and finer in tubes than 
those sold dry. 

The novice need not purchase a full supply of the 
colours named in above list to commence with ; he may 
select a few most in accordance with his taste and 
requirements, and add others as wanted. There are 
four shades in chrome yellow and green lake res
pectively, but Nos. I and 3 will do to start with. Dis
cretion and economy will prevent many halfpence being 
wasted on plant of no immediate use to its owner. 

To excel in workmanship needs a thorough know
ledge of the tools and of the materials to be manipu
lated. The sign-writer should have some idea of the 
bases and composition of the various pigments he works 
with, as unless the workman has some knowledge con
cerning the colours he uses, such as their liability to 
change or fade under certain conditions, their per
manency, and the destructive qualities of some pigments 
when mixed with others, he cannot hope to execute 
permanent and satisfactory work This subject is one 
upon which whole books could be written, and its study 
would prove a. great boon to the worker in paints. 
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HousE DECORATION, a companion volume in this 
series of Handbooks, contains several chapters treating 
upon colour and paints, etc. 

The general qualities of pigments, often called 
eolours, are, on the authority of Mr. George Field, 
summarised as follows : (1) Beauty of colour, which 
includes purity, brightness, and depth ; (2) body ; (3) 
transparency or opacity : (4) working well ; (5) keeping 
in place ; (6) dryiug well ; and (7) durability. Few 
pigments possess all these qualities to an equal degree. 
Body, in opaque and white pigments, is the quality 
of efficiently covering surface , in transparent pigments 
it signifi_es richness of colour or tinting power. Working 
well depends much on sufficient grinding, or goodness 
of quality. Keeping in place and drying well depend 
greatly on the vehicles with which they are diluted or 
tempered. Durability also depends on the goodness of 
quality of both pigments and vehicles, and of the 
varnish used as the finishing coat. Bad varnish ruins a 
sign as quickly as bad oil and bad pigments, and is the 
most general cause of premature deterioration of work. 
This is a subject of which the sign-writer requires to 
have exceptional knowledge. 

In the mixing of tints, great care and caution are 
necessary, not only to obtain a lasting colour, but also a 
bright and clear one, qualities which are often absent in 
home-made tinted colours. The ordinary painter fails 
as a tint manipulator, mostly because he uses wrong 
colours, and is not sufficiently clean in his methods, and 
does not allow the time necessary for proper and 
thorough mixing. Thus a pure, bright, clean tint seldom 
keeps so, but soon appears faded. But improper mixing, 
and insufficient blending of the pigments used, result in 
muddy, impure, and uneven tints. This will not do for 
the sign-writer, who must have bright, clean colours, or 
his work will prove a failure. 

In mixing pigments, one great consideration is to get 
the tint, shade, or hue required with the least number of 
colours. Generally speaking, the less colours used in 
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making a tint, the purer it is. But we must mix the 
proper colours necessary for the correct rendering of any 
tint according to the recognised formula. There may be 
more than one combination for obtaining most tints, 
and that which contains the least number of colour� 
usually gives the best results. 

White is the basis of all paints, and upon its virgin 
purity depends the resulting tint when the white is 
stained with colours. The best and palest linseed oil 
must be used for diluting and thinning : any other 
would spoil our work. The theory and practice in 
compounding paints is this. The very best white lead (or 
for indoor work, zinc white) is thinned down to a working 
consistency, or nearly so, and the requisite amount of 
driers is added. The paint must be well stirred, and 
left long enough-say half an hour-for the driers to 
incorporate with the oil, etc. The paint is next care
fully strained, and the colours required for the tint are 
thinned with oil ; they should be measured in the 
required proportions, mixed together, and gradually 
added to the white, which must be constantly stirred 
until the desired tint is obtained. In this process there 
is some white paint to be transformed into some delicate 
tint, and to do this we dye it, or, as it is tech.nically 
called, stain it. This is a proceeding somewhat different 
from taking certain portions of some two colours, such as 
red and yellow, and mixing them to obtain orange. 
Hence, certain transparent colours, as Prussian blue, 
siennas, and lakes, are " staining " colours used to obtain 
certain tints, by dyeing the basis of white paint to 
a tint required. 

The sign-writer seldom has occasion to mix paints in 
large quantities, and he often mixes them on the 
palette, dipping the brush in the various colours, blend
ing them on his palette, and then adding the white 
It is much better to take a little of each colour on 
the tip of a palette knife, wiping it clean of one colour 
before introducing to it the next, and then mixing 
with the knife or brush. The following selection of 
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the sign-writer, who must have bright, clean colours, or 
his work will prove a failure. 

In mixing pigments, one great consideration is to get 
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making a tint, the purer it is. But we must mix the 
proper colours necessary for the correct rendering of any 
tint according to the recognised formula. There may be 
more than one combination for obtaining most tints, 
and that which contains the least number of colour� 
usually gives the best results. 

White is the basis of all paints, and upon its virgin 
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stained with colours. The best and palest linseed oil 
must be used for diluting and thinning : any other 
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until the desired tint is obtained. In this process there 
is some white paint to be transformed into some delicate 
tint, and to do this we dye it, or, as it is tech.nically 
called, stain it. This is a proceeding somewhat different 
from taking certain portions of some two colours, such as 
red and yellow, and mixing them to obtain orange. 
Hence, certain transparent colours, as Prussian blue, 
siennas, and lakes, are " staining " colours used to obtain 
certain tints, by dyeing the basis of white paint to 
a tint required. 

The sign-writer seldom has occasion to mix paints in 
large quantities, and he often mixes them on the 
palette, dipping the brush in the various colours, blend
ing them on his palette, and then adding the white 
It is much better to take a little of each colour on 
the tip of a palette knife, wiping it clean of one colour 
before introducing to it the next, and then mixing 
with the knife or brush. The following selection of 
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tints specially used by sign-writers is taken from 
the sign-writer's table of tints and shades :-

Buff.-Pale chrome yellow and white, tinged with 
a little Venetian red, or carnation, lake, and white. 

Chocolate.-Vegetable black and Venetian red ; or 
white, Spanish brown, Venetian red, and vegetable black. 

Glaret.-Red, umber, and black. 
Gream.-Chrome yellow, Venetian red, and much 

white. 
Drab.-Raw or burnt umber and white, with a little 

Venetian red. 
Fawn.-White and burnt sienna, ground very fine ; 

white, burnt umber, and Venetian red ; white, stone 
ochre, and vermilion. 

Fle�h Tint, Gommon.-Stain white lead with light 
red, and add a very little yellow ochre. 

Flesh Tint, Fine. - White, lake, vermilion, and 
Naples yellow, or yellow ochre. 

Gold. - White, stone ochre, and red ; pure light 
ochre ; white, yellow chrome, and burnt sienna to 
desired shade. 

Green Tints.-White, Italian pink, Prussian blue ; 
Prussian blue, chrome yellow, and burnt umber (olive 
green) ; Prussian blue and yellow chrome (liable to 
fade) ; yellow ochre and indigo ; raw umber and indigo ; 
brown, pink, and indigo ; raw umber and Prussian blue 
(sage green) ; white and Brunswick green (pea green). 

Grey Tints.-White and verditer, a blue hue ; white 
and indigo, a blue hue ; white, Indian red, and indigo, a 
brown hue ; white, light red, and Prussian blue, a brown 
hue ; white, burnt sienna, lake, and indigo, a brown hue. 

Lead.-White, black, and indigo. 
Lilac, Lavender, and French Greys.-White, lake, 

and indigo ; Indian red and Prussian blue ; white, 
indigo, and rose pink ; white, Prussian blue, and a little 
vermilion (French grey) ; white, with a little violet (lilac) 

Peach.-Vermilion, Indian red, purple brown, and 
white ; white lead tinged with orpiment ; white, red, 
blue, and yellow. 
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Pearl Grey.-Prussian blue and black, equal portions, 

and white. 
Pink.-White, vermilion, and lake ; white, crimson 

lake, or scarlet lake. 
Salmon.-White tinged with Venetian red · white 

tinged with vermilion ; white tinged with 
'
yellow 

chrome, raw umber, and vermilion. 
Silver.-White lead, indigo, and a little black, ac-

cording to the shade required. 
Snuff.-Vandyke brown and yellow. 
Sky.-Prussian blue and white. 
Straw.-White and pale chrome. 
Violet.-Prussian blue, black, vermilion, and white ; 

French ultramarine, white, and a little black. 
This list will be found of service, but in some cases 

the worker may fail for a time in getting the desjred 
tint, owing · to wrong proportions in the various 
colours composing the tint. The exact proportions can 
only be found by repeated practical experiments. 
Experiment will show that the addition of any one 
colour gives the predominating tone of the tint which 
a.lso 

_
makes it warm or cold ; by more white a

' 
lighter 

tmt 1s produced, and more of all the darker colours gives 
a deeper shade. To understand this subject, the correct 
meanings of " tint," " shade," " hue," and '' tone " must 
be remembered. The leading colour always gives the 
tone, which is the general effect as influenced by what 
are called warm or cold colours. ·warm colours are 
those in which red or yellow predominate · and cold 
col?urs �hose. in which blue and green ti�ts appear. 
ThiS subJect 1s fully dealt with in HousE DECORATION. 

Grey is termed the neutral tint, on account of it 
being the mean between black and white ; but any 
two of the secondary colours will neutralise each other 
as is the case with the primaries. The neutralisin� 
or compensating power is the foundation of all agree
mont or harmony amongst colours. 

Contrast also requires much thought and study-thi1 
is the arrangement of colours, in such opposition or 

D 
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dissimilitude, that the one shall give greater visibility 
and effect to the other. 

The arrangement of colours used for letters, and 
their harmony with the ground colour upon which they 
are painted, may be considered. Except in special 
cases where a certain colour is used as a sort of trade 
mark or distinguishing sign, the ground should not be 
a bright and glaring colour ; but it should be a subdued 
and quiet tone. A ground of bright colour will not 
show up brilliant and showy writing so well as one of a 
quiet and neutral tone. Letters always stand out with 
greater distinctness on a quiet secondary or tertiary 
colour than they do on a primary colour, unmixed with 
white. On a neutral subdued ground letters are brought 
or thrown forward ; on a bright gaudy ground they are 
lost, the greater prominence being given to the ground 
itself. 

A great point in colouring a sign is to make its 
colours, as far as possible, emblematic, and suggestive of 
the business to which it relates. The style of lettering 
to be employed must also be chosen on the same lines, 
and it should be the effort of the writer to emblematise 
in every detail each sign he paints. The exact effect 
a given combination of colours will produce as a finished 
whole should be known. When we see a yellow or 
even a red letter on a black ground, we must always feel 
pity for that writer's taste. 

It is a rule that one colour shall not overlap the one 
below it, so it is necessary to divide with a thin line the 
letter colour from the ground colour. Suppose green 
letters have been painted on a dark ground of reddish 
hue, such as purple brown, the harshness of the con
trast is striking ; then outline the letters with white or 
gold colour, and see how the effect is softened by this 
simple expedient. Or upon an eme::-ald green ground 
paint letters with vermilion or Chinese red : the eff�ct 
is worse than in the first case ; but edge them w1th 
black or gold, and the effect is good. A black shading 
will throw the letters out, and help to give them a 
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raised appearance. In some cases a coloured thickness 
may be rendered effective on a dark ground, the gold or 
white line being indispensable. It ought never to 
be allowed to impinge upon the colour of the letter 

Cor..ouRs FOR LETTERING ON VARIOUS CoLOURED 
GROUNDS. 

Ground Colour. 

1 Stone colour 

2 White 
3 Black 
4 Light blue 

6 Bronze green 

6 Marble 

7 Mahogany grain
ing 

8 Walnut 

9 Oak graining, 
dark 

10 Oak graining, 
light 

11  Chocolate 

12 Dark blue 

13 Medium blue 

14 Vermilion 

15 Sage green 

Letter Colour. I 
Black 

Any colour 
White or gold 
Dark blue and 

vermilion 
Gold, yellow, 

red 
White incised 

letters 
Any light colour 

and gold 
Any light colour 

and gold 
Gold or red 

White 

Pink, salmon, 
fawn, prinlrose 

Gold, outline 
white 

Gold 

Gold or yellow 

White 

ShadowB. 

White and dark 
stone colour 

Any colour 
(Plain) 
Light blue, dark 

shade, black, etc. 
V e r m i l i o n ,  

emerald green 

Various 

Various 

Dark colour and 
black 

Black 

Letter colours 
and black 

Pbin 

O range and 
Vandyke 

Green, white, and 
black 

Purple brown and 
black 

itself, unless that be of gold ; in which case it ought ta 
be regarded not as a colour, but as the material which 
it represents. This principle was exemplified by Owen 
Jones in the interior decoration of the Great Exhibition 
of 1851. There the primary colours were so arranged as 
to neutralise each other ; and to avoid harsh antagonism 
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from their contact, or any undesired complementary 

secondaries arising from their immediate proximity, a 

line of white was interposed between them, which had 

the effect of softening and giving them their true colour 

value. These remarks do not apply to letters on a 

black ground. The edging round the letters must be 

boldly and neatly done, especially on gilded work, with 

the best sable pencils ; it must show no sign of timid

ness or indecision, otherwise the line will have a rough, 

ragged appearance, and completely spoil the letters. 

Gold letters particularly show up an unequal line. 
It may require some time for the student to find out 

which coloured letters look "Qest on certain coloured 

grounds ; but he need only take a walk along the 

streets to see hundreds of practical examples. The 

table given on page 51 shows quite a wide rJ.nge of 

useful combinations, and each item is numbered for 

possible future reference. 
The preceding table is a short list, and refers mainly 

to simple plain lettering. It is inserted for the special 

purpose of giving assistance to the beginner who ha-s

no knowledge of the subject. The learner should now 

be able, from the directions given, to proceed with the 

practical application of colours with scme degree of 
success. 

53 

CHAPTER IV. 

MAKING SIGNBOARDS AND LAYING GROUND COLOURS 

THE making of signboards is carpenter's work but the 
sign-writer should give proper instructions

' 
to the 

carpenter in order to ensure a suitable article being 
made. Some simple directions as to making a sign
board, �n� painting and preparing the surface ready 
for recetvmg the sign-writer's inscription thereon are 
therefore given here. 

The wood used in the manufacture of signboards 
must be well:seasoned and perfectly dry when being 
worked, and It should be as far as possible free from 
knots ; the only effectual cure for these is to cut them 
out and insert a piece of sound wood. Not every kind 
of wood is suitable for this purpose. For instance if 
the board were of pitch-pine, the paint would not rem�in 
�n l.t if it were exposed to the sun. The resin would 
liquefy and push off the paint, especially if this were ?lack. The best wood, commonly used for signboards, 
IS good old yellow pine, and next comes any old dead 
well-�easoned white-wood. In any case, wood that 
contams sap must be avoided. The expensiveness of 
maho�ny s�n�s in the way of its general adoption, 
otherwlSe this 1s far superior, and a well-made sign
board �f Honduras mahogany will serve for generations . 

. 
A

. 
s1gn�oard should contain as few joints as possible, 

so 1t IS advisable to use Wide boards in its construction �he thickne�s of the bo�r� often varies according to th� 
size of the sign, and opmions appear to differ consider
ab�y 

_
on the p�i�t. �ne who has been making and 

pamtm
_
g and wntmg Signboards for fifty years, considers 

that i m. to f in. stuff is quite thick enough, and that 
when properly made the thinner they are the better.. 
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A carpenter \YOuld make a cheap and serviceable sign
board, as shown in Fig. 91. He would employ a frame 
the size required, dovetailed at the corners, as at A, 
havinrr a width equal to or greater than that of the 
propo�ed board and a de�th about three t�mes its 
width. To make a frame tor a panel, c, of l m. stuff, 

Fig. 91. -:ti'Iaking Frame for Signboard. 

A 

Fig. 92 . ....:...Section of Signboard. 

A 
Fig. 93.-Covered Signboard. �=====B==�A===========7r 

c 
Fig. 94.-Glazed Signboard. 

use strips 3! in. by 1 in., or lt_- in., with d�vetail.ed joints 
at the corners ; the ends of the ledges, D, wh1eh cross 
the board, should fit into mortises in the frame as shown 
in Fig. 91. To avoid weakening the frame excessively, 
these mortises should be nearly central, with tenon 
shouldered behind the ledge. The panel itself should 
fit easily in the fmme, and be screwed from the back 

MAKING SIGNBOARDs, E Tc. 55 
through holes in the ledges, all the holes except those in 
the centre bein!:{ elongated to allow a trifling movement 
when the boards which form the panel shrink or expand. 

The end-grain of the panel boards must be well 
painted before fixing, then a moulding can be fitted in 
the angle formed by the face of the panel board and the 
inner edge of the frame. This moulding is fixed to the 
frame and not to the board, which ensures a durable 
and an economical construction. 

A prepared canvas is made in very large sizes by 
floor-cloth manufacturers and is used for the purpose of 
covering gigantic signboards. This canvas stands well 
when the frame has enough ribs to prevent the canvas 
vibrating under the influence of wind. Frames for 
these large canvas signs should be made of yellow deal 
timber from 3! in. to 4! in. wide, and li in. to 2 in. 
thick. These should be framed together by mortise and 
tenon like a door without panels, and painted well before 
canvas is put on. Moulding is applied either by rebating 
or screwing to the edge of frame. 

The heart side of a board is the best for tho face 
side of a sign, but the carpenter will prepare the reverse 
side if not specially instructed, as the outer-side is easier 
to plane smooth. Particularly should the heart side be 
used for the face when prepared canvas is fixed upon 
the wood like a veneer. This is an excellent plan for 
making curved signs. 

Frames for glass signs may be made like Fig. 92, but 
preferably with a moulding like Fig. 93. Upon the 
wooden back, behind a glass facia, there should be 
a soft cloth or felt, to prevent injury to the painting and 
gilding at the back, and special care should be taken to 
prevent the entrance of water. 

Another way to make a signboard is to place battens 
about 3 ft. apart ; rebate their edges and fix with 
buttons screwed, not too tightly, to the board. This 
will allow it to expand and contract, the battens being 
left a trifle shorter than the width of board, so that the 
cappings will not be pushed off on the board contracting. 
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at the corners ; the ends of the ledges, D, wh1eh cross 
the board, should fit into mortises in the frame as shown 
in Fig. 91. To avoid weakening the frame excessively, 
these mortises should be nearly central, with tenon 
shouldered behind the ledge. The panel itself should 
fit easily in the fmme, and be screwed from the back 
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through holes in the ledges, all the holes except those in 
the centre bein!:{ elongated to allow a trifling movement 
when the boards which form the panel shrink or expand. 

The end-grain of the panel boards must be well 
painted before fixing, then a moulding can be fitted in 
the angle formed by the face of the panel board and the 
inner edge of the frame. This moulding is fixed to the 
frame and not to the board, which ensures a durable 
and an economical construction. 

A prepared canvas is made in very large sizes by 
floor-cloth manufacturers and is used for the purpose of 
covering gigantic signboards. This canvas stands well 
when the frame has enough ribs to prevent the canvas 
vibrating under the influence of wind. Frames for 
these large canvas signs should be made of yellow deal 
timber from 3! in. to 4! in. wide, and li in. to 2 in. 
thick. These should be framed together by mortise and 
tenon like a door without panels, and painted well before 
canvas is put on. Moulding is applied either by rebating 
or screwing to the edge of frame. 

The heart side of a board is the best for tho face 
side of a sign, but the carpenter will prepare the reverse 
side if not specially instructed, as the outer-side is easier 
to plane smooth. Particularly should the heart side be 
used for the face when prepared canvas is fixed upon 
the wood like a veneer. This is an excellent plan for 
making curved signs. 

Frames for glass signs may be made like Fig. 92, but 
preferably with a moulding like Fig. 93. Upon the 
wooden back, behind a glass facia, there should be 
a soft cloth or felt, to prevent injury to the painting and 
gilding at the back, and special care should be taken to 
prevent the entrance of water. 

Another way to make a signboard is to place battens 
about 3 ft. apart ; rebate their edges and fix with 
buttons screwed, not too tightly, to the board. This 
will allow it to expand and contract, the battens being 
left a trifle shorter than the width of board, so that the 
cappings will not be pushed off on the board contracting. 
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The caps, mouldings, etc., may be put on by any skilled 
woodworker. In jointing a signboard never use glue, 
but in its place use paint. Instead of groove and tongue 
some prefer a smooth, straight slot joint with iron 
dowels. All battens, mouldings, caps, etc., should be 
well . painted before being put together ; all external 
woodwork should be jointed with paint. Glue is a 
source of great trouble when used ; its affinity for 
moisture keeps the parts wet, and causes rot and decay 
in external woodwork. 

For general work the boards are planed smooth and 
true, and tongued and grooved in dovetailed manner, 
the better to prevent them opening. The boards are 
laid, edge to edge, close together face downwards upon 
some level surface, and ledges or cross pieces, not to be 
more than two feet six inches apart, are firmly attached 
to the back with plenty of strong screws. 

To clamp up the boards before having the cross 
pieces affixed would be a great mistake, because sign
boards are exposed to all weathers, hot and cold, wet 
and dry, consequently they undergo a large amount 
of expansion and contraction. When the boards are 
clamped up, which is frequently done, allowance is not 
made for their expansion, so in wet or damp weather, 
when the boards expand and exert a tremendous force, 
this causes the whole signboard to warp and twist. Dry 
weather will cause the boards to shrink and leave 
glaring cracks at the joints. When making a signboard 
the carpenter should therefore use his skill and know
ledge to overcome this swelling and shrinking. The 
science of making signboards is to do away with all 
th2se defects. 

An ornamental moulding placed around a signboard 
should be mitred at the corners, and placed as in a 
picture frame ; it should be screwed to the edges of the 
frame, and never to the front of the signboard. 

A carpenter who makes signboards a specialty, can 
generally be relied upon to tum out a good article 
without receivinQ: special instructiolll!. These hints will, 
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however, assist the young sign-writer to give special 
orders to a carpenter ; and these should be written in 
the form of a specification, in order to avoid disputes. 
Bad work, which shows itself in cracked, warped, and 
twisted signboards, such as one may sometimes discover, 
rendefs !lbortive the labour and art bestowed upon them 
by the painstaking sign-writer. 

The preparation of the surface for lettering, when 
the carpenter has delivered the board properly glass
papered and perfectly smooth, is a job generally 
done by the ordinary house-painter, or beginner, and 
when they do the work in their own way, without 
special instructions it often happens at sign-writing that 
soon after completion the signboard blisters, the colour 
fades or the paint cracks. The clever sign-writer who is 
fully employed, cannot afford t.o do this preparatory 
work himself, but he should have it done under his 
immediate supervision, for his reputation rests upon the 
lasting result of the sign he paints ; and it behoves him 
therefore, to see that great care is taken in preparing the 
groundwork of his signboards. 

Some firms employ men who thoroughly und�r · 

stand the whole process of preparing the ground, a11d 
in such cases the sign-writer need give himself no 
trouble. 

The many ways of preparing signboards have their 
advocates and detractors alike. But no matter which 
method may be adopted, when there are any knots in 
the wood the first process is to effectually destroy the 
damaging power of these, carefully coating them with 
patent knotting. When this has dried the knots are 
glass-papered, and again carefully coated. The panel is 
now ready to be primed with equal proportions of red and 
white lead, to which raw linseed oil, a little driers, and a 
little turpentine may be added ; this priming should be 
thoroughly strained. When this is perfectly dry, a second 
coat of the same priming may be put on, but both must 
be laid very thinly and sparingly, especially if the panel 
i.<! made of oak or mahogany. This priming must be 
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made for their expansion, so in wet or damp weather, 
when the boards expand and exert a tremendous force, 
this causes the whole signboard to warp and twist. Dry 
weather will cause the boards to shrink and leave 
glaring cracks at the joints. When making a signboard 
the carpenter should therefore use his skill and know
ledge to overcome this swelling and shrinking. The 
science of making signboards is to do away with all 
th2se defects. 

An ornamental moulding placed around a signboard 
should be mitred at the corners, and placed as in a 
picture frame ; it should be screwed to the edges of the 
frame, and never to the front of the signboard. 
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generally be relied upon to tum out a good article 
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however, assist the young sign-writer to give special 
orders to a carpenter ; and these should be written in 
the form of a specification, in order to avoid disputes. 
Bad work, which shows itself in cracked, warped, and 
twisted signboards, such as one may sometimes discover, 
rendefs !lbortive the labour and art bestowed upon them 
by the painstaking sign-writer. 

The preparation of the surface for lettering, when 
the carpenter has delivered the board properly glass
papered and perfectly smooth, is a job generally 
done by the ordinary house-painter, or beginner, and 
when they do the work in their own way, without 
special instructions it often happens at sign-writing that 
soon after completion the signboard blisters, the colour 
fades or the paint cracks. The clever sign-writer who is 
fully employed, cannot afford t.o do this preparatory 
work himself, but he should have it done under his 
immediate supervision, for his reputation rests upon the 
lasting result of the sign he paints ; and it behoves him 
therefore, to see that great care is taken in preparing the 
groundwork of his signboards. 

Some firms employ men who thoroughly und�r · 

stand the whole process of preparing the ground, a11d 
in such cases the sign-writer need give himself no 
trouble. 

The many ways of preparing signboards have their 
advocates and detractors alike. But no matter which 
method may be adopted, when there are any knots in 
the wood the first process is to effectually destroy the 
damaging power of these, carefully coating them with 
patent knotting. When this has dried the knots are 
glass-papered, and again carefully coated. The panel is 
now ready to be primed with equal proportions of red and 
white lead, to which raw linseed oil, a little driers, and a 
little turpentine may be added ; this priming should be 
thoroughly strained. When this is perfectly dry, a second 
coat of the same priming may be put on, but both must 
be laid very thinly and sparingly, especially if the panel 
i.<! made of oak or mahogany. This priming must be 
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allowed to get quite dry and hard, and then it may be 
rubbed down with glass-paper. 

The signboard now receives a thin coat of the ground 
colour, mixed in the ordinary way ; it is allowed to get 
dry and hard, and is then glass-papered. The processes 
are repeated, but this time the glass-papering is done 
with extra care. Next a good round coat of flatting of 
the same colour is laid, and if this does not sufficiently 
cover the board, it must be lightly rubbed down with fine 
glass-paper and again flatted. Now it must be decided 
whether the panel is to be varnished before or after 
lettering ; if the former, it receives two good coats of 
copal or amber varnish ; if the latter, it is ready for 
the sign-writer without any further work. 

Another method of preparing the ground is as follows. 
The back and front of the signboard are brushed over 
with equal quantities of linseed oil, japanner's gold size, 
and turpentine, to which a little ground white lead is 
added, rubbing the material well in. The second coat is 
composed of equal quantities of white lead, common 
spruce ochre, and whiting, all well dried and ground fine 
and stiff, separately, with raw oil. The whole are mixed 
and sufficient gold size is added to cause the mixture to 
dry quickly, firm, and hard ; turpentine is added to make 
it of proper consistency, and two or three coats are then 
applied to the board. When dry and hard the surface is 
rubbed smooth with sand paper or pumice stone and water. 
Equal portions of spruce ochre, whiting, bath brick, and 
white lead are ground with two parts oil and one part 
turpentine, a little gold size diluted with turpentine is 
added and one, two, or three coats are applied as may be 
necessary, the panel being rubbed down and washed off 
between each coat. Repeat the rubbing and colouring 
until the surface is smooth and level like plate glass, and 
it is then fit to receive the final coat upon which to write, 
marble, or grain. 

Whether it be a plain ground, landscape, figures, or 
letters, the finishing coat ought to stand until thoroughly 
dry and hard. The signboard should be finally varnished 
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twice with best body copal or amber varnish, as the deli· 
cacy of the painting demands. 

For temporary purposes, signboards may be prepared 
with a coat of size, or, better still, with ordinary dis
temper, that is, size and whiting, and when dry, the 
surface should be rubbed down with fine glass-paper 
and the boards well dusted. 

American cloth or leather is a material frequently 
used as a surface for the sign-writer to work upon for 
temporary purposes, such as bazaar or fancy fair an
nouncements. In such cases the cloth may be simply 
stretched on a frame, and the letters painted direct upon 
the black shining surface. This is a simple expedient 
as a cheap substitute for a wooden signboard. 

For covering signboards that are very dilapidated, 
and when the expense of a new board is not allowable, 
the face of the signboard may be covered with stout 
American cloth, made to adhere to the board with boot
maker's paste, which is made of glue, flour, and alum. 
The cloth must be large enough to lap over the edges of 
the board, and must be closely tacked down all round with 
tinned tacks ; iron or blue tacks rust and soon rot the 
fabric. The cloth, if well pasted, should dry ot't per· 
fectly taut and free from wrinkles. 

As a preservative, the edges of the board, where the 
tacks are, are painted with a good coat of red and white 
lead mixed thick, taking care to keep the front of the 
cloth surface clean. The mouldings, which have been 
primed and given one coat of paint, are next bradded 
on, and nail-holes, joints, etc., well stopped with putty. 
The back of the board and the mouldings next receive 
three good coats of slate colour paint made with black, 
white lead and red lead. 

The surface of the cloth itself being shiny and non
porous requires but two thin coats of paint, mixed with 
equal quantities of copal varnish, raw linseed oil, and tur
pentine. The first coat must be allowed to get perfectly 
hard, when it is lightly glass-papered with No. 0 or No. 1, 
and is then ready for the second coat. If the writing is 
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it of proper consistency, and two or three coats are then 
applied to the board. When dry and hard the surface is 
rubbed smooth with sand paper or pumice stone and water. 
Equal portions of spruce ochre, whiting, bath brick, and 
white lead are ground with two parts oil and one part 
turpentine, a little gold size diluted with turpentine is 
added and one, two, or three coats are applied as may be 
necessary, the panel being rubbed down and washed off 
between each coat. Repeat the rubbing and colouring 
until the surface is smooth and level like plate glass, and 
it is then fit to receive the final coat upon which to write, 
marble, or grain. 

Whether it be a plain ground, landscape, figures, or 
letters, the finishing coat ought to stand until thoroughly 
dry and hard. The signboard should be finally varnished 
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twice with best body copal or amber varnish, as the deli· 
cacy of the painting demands. 

For temporary purposes, signboards may be prepared 
with a coat of size, or, better still, with ordinary dis
temper, that is, size and whiting, and when dry, the 
surface should be rubbed down with fine glass-paper 
and the boards well dusted. 

American cloth or leather is a material frequently 
used as a surface for the sign-writer to work upon for 
temporary purposes, such as bazaar or fancy fair an
nouncements. In such cases the cloth may be simply 
stretched on a frame, and the letters painted direct upon 
the black shining surface. This is a simple expedient 
as a cheap substitute for a wooden signboard. 

For covering signboards that are very dilapidated, 
and when the expense of a new board is not allowable, 
the face of the signboard may be covered with stout 
American cloth, made to adhere to the board with boot
maker's paste, which is made of glue, flour, and alum. 
The cloth must be large enough to lap over the edges of 
the board, and must be closely tacked down all round with 
tinned tacks ; iron or blue tacks rust and soon rot the 
fabric. The cloth, if well pasted, should dry ot't per· 
fectly taut and free from wrinkles. 

As a preservative, the edges of the board, where the 
tacks are, are painted with a good coat of red and white 
lead mixed thick, taking care to keep the front of the 
cloth surface clean. The mouldings, which have been 
primed and given one coat of paint, are next bradded 
on, and nail-holes, joints, etc., well stopped with putty. 
The back of the board and the mouldings next receive 
three good coats of slate colour paint made with black, 
white lead and red lead. 

The surface of the cloth itself being shiny and non
porous requires but two thin coats of paint, mixed with 
equal quantities of copal varnish, raw linseed oil, and tur
pentine. The first coat must be allowed to get perfectly 
hard, when it is lightly glass-papered with No. 0 or No. 1, 
and is then ready for the second coat. If the writing is 
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to be put on before varnishing, the surface should be 
flatted in the same colour as that used for the first coats. 
When this is thoroughly hard, it is ready for the letter
ing to be set out. For binding on the flatting copal 
varnish should be used, and also for finishing off the 
signboard. 

Canvas will be found to answer every purpose for 
large pieces to be set up out of doors, whilst for small 
indoor pieces holland will do. The canvas may be 
bought ready tanned, or this can be done by soaking it 
in tanning liquor for forty-eight hours. The tanning 
hquor is made by boiling 21 lbs. of good oak tan in 
4j gals. of soft water for thirty minutes. Stretch the 
canvas on its frame, and then paint the writing sur
face evenly with several coats of good oil paint till a 
smoothish surface is obtained. If a very smooth surface 
is needed, it can be glass-papered or pumice-stoned 
between the application of successive coats. A flat 
board is placed so that it supports the canvas from 
behind whilst this is being done. 

When writing a fresh in;cription upon an old sign
board, it is frequently necessary to clean off all the old 
material and otherwise prepare it, to make it fit for 
repainting. The old paint can be burnt off with the 
spirit torch, and the board rubbed smooth with sharp 
new glass-paper. Holes, cracks, and other imperfections 
should next be stopped with white lead and putty, and 
the knots freshly coated with knotting. The board 
should be primed with equal parts of red and white lead 
mixed with oil and turps. This priming has great pro
tecting power, and soon dries quite hard. The oxides of 
iron and the earths have little body, and are consequently 
unfitted for the purpose. 

Much might here be said as to the general tints and 
shades of colour which show off the lettering to the best 
advantage, but a great deal must be left to individual 
taste and requirement. Gold lettering is always most 
effective upon a black groundwork ; the letters show up 
plainly, viewed from any angle ; this is not so with a 
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white or other light ground. Gold letters also look well 
on a groundwork of dark blue, or of bronze green, when 
properly shaded. Gold also shows up well on a ground 
of Chinese red, the colour used on the Royal Mail carts. 
It is liable to fade when exposed to the light and 
weather, so several coats of flatting must be applied, 
and after the gold leaf has been affixed, it must be pro
tected with two good coats of varnish. A black ietter 
shows up best on a white ground, but a white letter on 
a black ground is much more effective. This is particu
larly so with small lettering on a limited space con
taining much matter. Boards crowded with lettering 
can be read easiest and at a greater distance when 
the letters are white on a black ground, using oxide of 
zinc or, better still, Charlton white, but never white lead. 
When tube paint is used, flake white is good ; this is 
the carbonate of lead which does not discolour so 
quickly on exposure to the atmosphere. 

There is another species of ground, the marbled or 
grained surface, frequently seen on shop facias ; an 
inscription written on this in the ordinary style gener
ally looks bad. It frequently appears as though the 
grain of the wood or veins of the marble spring out in 
all directions from the letters themselves. A grained 
ground is unsuitable and the employment of a tablet 
painted in one colour, which harmonises with the grain
ing colour around it is preferable. If a grained ground 
is used, it should imitate a material very different from 
that used for the rest of the work, and should contain a 
small close grain. 

Only one class of letter looks. really well written on 
an imitation marble surface ; that is the imitation incised 
letter. It is difficult to write, and requires skilful 
handling to look effective and real. If the whole of a 
shop front is marbled, and the lettering has to be in· 
scribed also on a marble surface, the facia or signboard 
which is to receive the writing sh<>uld be painted a 
marble of a lighter tone, which gives it the appearance 
of a slab let into the main surface. 
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a black ground is much more effective. This is particu
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taining much matter. Boards crowded with lettering 
can be read easiest and at a greater distance when 
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zinc or, better still, Charlton white, but never white lead. 
When tube paint is used, flake white is good ; this is 
the carbonate of lead which does not discolour so 
quickly on exposure to the atmosphere. 

There is another species of ground, the marbled or 
grained surface, frequently seen on shop facias ; an 
inscription written on this in the ordinary style gener
ally looks bad. It frequently appears as though the 
grain of the wood or veins of the marble spring out in 
all directions from the letters themselves. A grained 
ground is unsuitable and the employment of a tablet 
painted in one colour, which harmonises with the grain
ing colour around it is preferable. If a grained ground 
is used, it should imitate a material very different from 
that used for the rest of the work, and should contain a 
small close grain. 

Only one class of letter looks. really well written on 
an imitation marble surface ; that is the imitation incised 
letter. It is difficult to write, and requires skilful 
handling to look effective and real. If the whole of a 
shop front is marbled, and the lettering has to be in· 
scribed also on a marble surface, the facia or signboard 
which is to receive the writing sh<>uld be painted a 
marble of a lighter tone, which gives it the appearance 
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CHAPTER V. 
THE SIMPLER FORMS OF LETTERING. 

[N previous chapters, freehand and other methods of 
drawing have been considered in a general way, but 
attention must now be given to the best course to pursue 
in order to become proficient in accurately forming and 
drawing the letters of the alphabet without mecha:nical 
aid. Directions shall be given later for making various 
guide lines, which are sometimes used �y the sign-writer 
as an aid in forming accurately and qmckly some of the 
more difficult characters, such as C. G, S, and &. The 
student must, however, first be able to draw in a bold 
and workmanlike manner by freehand alone, using only 
his eye as his guide. Guide lines may be very good in 
their place, but the young student who wishes to master 
this art and become a capable workman must eschew 
them altogether in the preliminary stages of practice. 
The best writers do not make use of these aids to correct 
drawing· they trust to the eye and hand alone, and the 
best dis�lay and bold work, which invariably bears the 
imprint of the master hand and the artistic eye and 
mind, is done in this way. 

Occasionally it is next to impossible to construct 
letters correctly without the help of mechanical means, 
as for instance when the workman is confinr.d in a very 
a�kward and �ramped position, or is up aloft on a frail 
platform and at a height sufficient to unsteady the 
nerves a�d consequently, the hand. Again, supposing 
very large ietters have to be pa!nted on �he w�ll of a 
house also at a great height ; 1t 1s almost 1mposs1ble for 
the w�rkman to have sufficient space to stand away f:il 
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enough to occasionally survey his work, and judge of its 
appearance or detect any imperfections of letters. In 
such circumstances as these the use of any mechanical 
aid or guiding lines is perfectly legitimate. 

The most dexterous and expert sign-writers seldom 
chalk out their letters, but write them in offhand with 
the brush and colour. Even when they previously 
mark out their letters, it is in a rough and sketchy 
manner, chiefly with the object of properly spacing the 
letters and evenly filling in the allotted space on the 
board. They very seldom follow the chalk lines when 
painting the letters. 

In commencing to draw the alphabet in freehand, it 
is better for the learner to practice with simple fine line 
letters, such as those " skeleton " letters, together with 
numerals, given in Figs. 95, 96, and 97. 

In the first place, these should be drawn on papt.r 
with the lead pencil, for practice ; but when the learner 
has practised this hard and attained some success, re
course should be had to the blackboard, and the drawing 
should be done with both the chalk and the camel-hair 
pencil filled with colour. It takes but very few words to 
describe the method of procedure for a first attempt upon 
the alphabet, but it is the foundation of letter-forming 
and letter-painting. It is very important that the 
student should completely master this, because he must 
be able to form each letter in, at least, a creditable style 
before he can hope to be reckoned a craftsman and earn 
money by his craft. Therefore, at this stage of the be
ginner's work, even more than at any other, there must 
be continual practice. 

Failures there must and will be at the commencement, 
but repeated practice will surely, if slowly, overcome 
all difficulties. 

Some letters will be most difficult to form correctly, 
especially the S and the " short and "-& ; but each 
succeeding effort will produce some improvement, how
ever slight and imperceptible to the untrained eye. As 
the work improves in quality, the workman will be 
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CHAPTER V. 
THE SIMPLER FORMS OF LETTERING. 
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Fig. 95,-Skeleton Letters. 

TeE SiMPLER FoRMS OF L.BrTERING. 

Fig. 96.-Skeleton Letters. 
E 
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Fig. 97.-Skeleton Letters and Numerals. 

TeE SIMPLER FoRMS OF LETTERING. 

better able to see its imperfections, although, per· 
haps, he cannot tell exactly where the faults lie. But 
afterwards he will perceive and locate these also, and 
eventually be able to correct bad lines, with a precise and 
masterly touch. When he has surmounted the some
what difficult task of forming in shapely and pleasing 
manner all the letters which our alphabet contains, his 
great obstacle on the road to progress is passed. Progress 

Fig. 98.-Letters Formed of Straight Lines at Right Angles. 

wiii follow naturally and easily to him, with one pos
sible exception-that of colours and colouring. 

The examples given in the accompanying skeleton 
alphabet on pages 64 to 66 should be drawn on a larger 
scale, as should also the other freehand exercises that 
are given on several other pages. 

Let us now consider the letters of the alphabet as 
they stand in relation to the sign-writer and his work. 
They are here grouped into five divisions, for the s-ake of 
clearness and the proper understanding of fhe subject. 
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It will be readily underiltood the easiest letters to 
form are those which consist wholly of parallel lines 
at right angles to each other. The letters in this 
group are shown in Fig. 98. This drawing shows the 
sans-seriff order of letter, which are given here in out
line only. In forming letters, no precise rule can be 
followed as to their general construction and symmetry, 
Letters may be of an average width and length, or they 
may be " elongated " or " extended," and consequently 
the distances between all parallel lines vary accordingly. 
Referring to Fig. 98 and the letters E and F, the middle 

Fig. 99.-Letters Formed by Oblique Lines. 

members (which expression indicates each portion of 
which the letter is " built up ") should never be quite so 
long as the outside ones. They may be nearly so, but 
should never be less than one half as long as the other 
members. The letter H has one horizontal member 
exactly in the middle of the two uprights. This should 
be of the same width or thickness as the rest of the 
letter. 

The other three letters are some of the easiest to 
form, and require no remarks other than that the top 
member of the T should always be equally distributed on 
each side of the upright. 

The group Fig. 99 shows the only letters which are 
composed wholly of slanting or oblique lines. The 
V is not difficult to form if care be taken not to give it 
IUl appearance of falling or leaning on either side, Lut to 

THE SIMPLER FORMS OF LETTERING. 6g 

allow each arm or member to slant at the same angle. 
¥1_ resem�les t.wo V's joined together, but must not be so 
wide, or It Will give a very unsightly appearance to the 
whole word of which it is a part. For letters of normal 
dimensions, the average width of the W should be about 
half as wide again as the letters F or N ; elongated and 
extend�d letters are not at present under consideration. 
The X IS generally formed in a rectangle, and the upper 

Fig. 100.-Letters Formed by Combined Vertical Hori-
zontal, and Oblique Lines. 

' 

triangle, formed by the members crossing should be 
very. slightly smaller than the lower one. ' The lower 
portion must never be the smaller of the two or the 
letter will look ugly and top-heavy. ' 

Another group is the letters formed of combined 
ve�tic�l, horizon�al, and oblique lines shown in Fig. 100. 
A IS simply an mverted V with the addition of a erose. 
member, which should be nearer the bottom than the 
top, as shown in the drawing. • It is somewhat difficult 
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to draw K to give it a pretty appearance. The style 
shown here is that generally accepted, at least for all plain 
lettering. M is a wider letter than N, but the middle 
member should not be shortened, as is sometimes done, 
it should be allowed to come down to the base line. 
Some writers have likened M to V, supported on each 
side by perpendiculars, the lines of the V starting from 

Fig. 101.-Letters Formed by Combined Straight And 
Curved Linea. 

about the centre of the top of the vertical members. 
This is a very good description of the letter M. The 
way to draw N is to draw the perpendicular lines of 
equal width, and the oblique one from the inner angles 
Y is fashioned after a V, supported on a single stem, and 
Z is formed within a rectangle. 

The next group is letters composed of both straight 
and curved lines (Fig. 101.) The construction of B and R 
are very similar, the only difference being in the lower 
member, which in B curves inwards and in R curves out-

THE SIMPLER FoR:�rs OF LETTERING. 7 1  

wards, though, as explained on p. 28, a good appearance 
is more easily obtained if the lower limb of R be made 
perfectly straight. The lower curve in B should always 
be slightly fuller than the upper one ; the letter is thus 
saved from having a top-heavy appearance, and looks 
altogether more solid. The D consists of a perpendicular 
and a full-length curve, the P of a perpendicular and a 
half-length curve, the J a perpendicular with a curved 

Fig. 102.-Letters Formed Chiefly by Curved Lines. 

base, and the U a curved base continued into two 
perpendiculars. 

The group that now remains (Fig. 102) contains the 
five most difficult letters, which consist entirely of curved 
lines, and it is the foundation upon which C, G, and Q 
9.re constructed. 0 should be a perfect ellipse. S is the 
most difficult letter for a novice to draw, but by assidu
ously practising freehand drawing he should soon be 
able to give it • a graceful rendering without any 
extraneous aid. The letter should be contained within 
a parallelogram, and it should have a proportionate 
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appearance throughout. If the learner wishes he can adopt 
certain guide-lines for the correct drawing of this letter, 
but it is not recommended, for if the eye is not trained 
to a

. 
correct perception and an accurate discrimination, 

and 1f the hand bas not, as the result of experience, the 
power of exact definition and precise demonstration, the 
ultimate result will be indefinite and unsatisfactory. 

In Chapter II. the method of forming each letter 
of the alphabet by mechanical means has been fully 
explained, but, as there pointed out, such a method 
would not be adopted by the practical sign-writer. It 
has been thought advisable therefore in this chapter, even 
at the risk of some repetition, to explain how each letter 
is formed and point out its relation to other letters with
out any reference to mechanical ways of drawing letters. 

Having learnt that all letters are formed of lines 
straight and curved, either singly or combined, the 
student should now be better able to understand the 
individual construction and character of all letters in 
our alphabet. But it is necessary to consider the alpha
bet of small letters, called by the printing profession 
" lower case." They may be divided into four classes, 
short, ascending, descending, and " kerned " letters. The 
short letters are a, c, e, i, m, n, o, r, s, u v, w, x, z ;  ascend
ing letters are b, d, £, h, k, I ; and descending letters are 
g, j, p, q, y. " Kerned " letters are those which have part 
of their face overhanging either one or both sides of 
their shank. In the Roman type f and j are the only 
" kerned '' letters, but in Italic b, cl, j, g, h, j, k, l, p, y 
are kerned. '' Kerned " letters are so made by type 
founders, because the compositor has no share in the 
proper spacing of letters ; the sign-writer, however, has 
unrestricted freedom in the spacing of his letters and 
displaying his words. It is to this point that the fore
going analysis of the alphabet has been leading. Where 
the novice is using kerned letters he must give special 
care and attention to their spacing, otherwise his com
pleted work may have an ungainly and awkward 
appearance. 

THE SIMPLER FoRMS oF LETTERING. 73 

To make this apparent, suppose the sign-writer is 
called upon to write in Italic letters the word 

Sw a ff h a m  
and he spreads the letters as here shown ; the word looks 
most unsatisfactory-divided in the middle as much as 
if it consisted of two words. This is caused solely 
by bad spacing. Now let us see how the same word 
appears when judiciously spaced, as in this specimen -

Sw affham 
The word has now a symmetrical appearance. In the 
first example the fact th'lt the " kerned " letters take up 
more space in width than the others causes the unsightly 
spacing ; so, to have each letter symmetrically spaced in 
thi� particular word, it is necessary to have the short 
letters a little farther apart than they would be if no 
" kerned " letters were used. Words such as this require 
much forethought, but the subject of spacing will be 
dealt with fully in a subsequent chapter. Enough has 
been said to show that it is essential to consider the 
alphabet in all forms and combinations, for such know
ledge will be most important in after-work. 

It is necessary to give this minute analysis of the 
alphabet, as all good sign-writers should possess such 
knowledge. Most of the various styles of letters used 
by sign-writers are more or less close copies of ordinary 
printing type letter. This probably results from the 
sign-writer originally learning his letter forms from the 
specimens of letters found in " Books of Alphabets," 
which are frequently printed from ordinary type. Many 
professionals make complete sets of ornamental letters 
from any printed example which takes their eye, bu' 
without much regard for artistic effect. 
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l'l ., "" 0 

� i-
·� 0 

� 0 � 
I .... 0 ...... 
t.G 
if: 

Fig, 103,-Roma.n Capitals, Solid. 
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l'i 
8. 0 

t i "' 0 � ,!l- z .s 'd ·s. ta cos 0 
i � ·� 0 0 � 

I. � lQ s 0 0 ...... 

l -� r;.. "" 0 ...... 
Ill> 
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r--\ --� 
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0 
q 9 0 

--===:::J:> o (c: ====--
Flfl. 107. Roman Numerals, Stop9, and Dashes or Rules. 

THE SIMPLER FoRMs oP LETTERJ.Nc. 79 

a b c d e f g  
h i j k l m  

n o p q r s t  
u v w x y z 
Fig. 108.-Roman Brackets, Braces, and Small Letters. 
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A B C D E  
F G H I J 
K L M N 
O P Q R S  
T U V W  

X Y Z  
Fig. 109,-Egyptian Capitals. 

THE SIMPLER FoRMS OF LETTERING. 8 1  

A B ODE 
F G HIJ 
I< L M N 
O P QR S 
T U V W  
X Y Z 
F Fig. 110,-Ital.io Capita.la. 
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a b c d e 

t g h i ;· 

k l m n o  

p q r s t 
U V W X 

y z 
Fig. 111.-Italic Small Letters 
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A I Qt lJ  
� JF � I! 
JJ � j[ft( 
� ® J Q@  
R £5 '0C N  

Fig. 1 12.-0ld English Capitals. 
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\!t U X  
! & Z 

tt b c b t f 9 
� i j k l m  
n o p q -r -6 t  
u b ltt t 11 �. 
Fi£". 118.-0ld English Ca.pita.ls and Sma.ll Letteta. 
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A BC D E F  
G H I J  K L 
M O P Q 
R S T U V 
W X Y Z 

& £  
1 2 3 4 5 6  

7 8 9 0 
�� li li � ? � ,  , liiil liil liil liiil li 

Fig. 116.-Tablet Letters, Numerals, Stops, et.o. 
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a bcdejghi  
Jlclmnopq 
r s t Lt V  w.x !/3 

Fig. 117.-Hair-line Italic Small Letters. 

When the student has made fair progress in drawing 
sans-seriff letters, his attention must be directed to 
more difficult work, such as alphabets of Roman capitals 
(Figs. 103 to 107). The small letters are shown in 
Fig. 108, and any special comment seems unnecessary. 
Excepting the first six letters on p. 74, the capitals are 
drawn in the style known as " Open Roman." To form 
them correctly will require more practice than in the 
case of their predeces11ors, but as this is one of the most 
commonly used styles, the letters must not be abandoned 
till perfection in drawing them has been attained. The 
relative proportions of each letter as explained in Chapter 
II. should be carefully observed, and to be in due pro
portion to the capitals, the small letters should be one 
half as high. . 

The student who has practised drawing his letters in 
outline only-first of all this outline should be drawn 
very softly with sign-writer's pipe-clay, which costs 
about 3d. per dozen sticks-may now commence to fill in the alphabet as shown from A to F in Fig 103. He 
should do this with the camel-hair brush and paint, 

TeE SIMPLER FoRMS OF LETTERING. 

having first drawn the outline with the same tool and 
material the novice will quickly discover that defects 
show up more plainly when the letters are �ll�d in t?an 
when in outline. He will also find that It IS possible 
very often to perfect the shape of letters in the process 
of filling in, but this should not tempt him to draw a. 
careless outline at the outset. 

Having made satisfactory progress with letters, we 
may next pay attention to the numerals 1 to 0, and t�e 
stops, commas, dashes, brackets and braces, as show? m 
Figs. 106, 107, and 108. The use of these is descnbed 
in the pages devoted to spacing and display, and it is 
sufficient for the present to learn how to make them. 

The student should soon commence working on the 
Old English letters, proceeding in the way before 
recommended, first outlining the letters, and afterwards 
filling them in. First practise upon the capitals only, 
Fig. 1 12, and when fairly successful pay atte?tion to the 
small letters, Fig. 1 13. These are the most difficult work 
yet attempted, but it is easy to practise their formation 
in leisure moments, and not force the hand nor the 
patience. These Old English characters must not be 
ne"'lected alto"'ether, although when once the student 
ca� draw with precision he will find it a comparatively 
easy task to form any ornamental and fancy alphabets 
and church text letters which he may eventually be 
called upon to paint. 

These lessons on forming alphabets may appropriately 
conclude with a few remarks on " script," or hand
writing letters, which are illustrated in Figs. 1 14 and 1 15. 
This is the ordinary writing we have all been taught at 
school and is known in the copy books as " round-hand." 
It is �mch more difficult to execute this writing with 
the camel-hair pencil than with the pen, but it must be 
thoroughly practised, as the style is in great demand in 
sign-writing, and it requires to be done well or should 
not be attempted. 

A sable writer is the best brush for practising " script " 
writing, and no outline should be made, but a straight 
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line is useful to work upon. The wrist must rest com· �ortably . on the mahl-stick, and the work has to be done 
m a qmck, bold, unhesitating manner. The beginner 
may advantageously practise writing Old English and 
" script " letters with pen and ink on good glazed writing 
paper, and afterwards on an enlarged scale on hot
pressed drawing-paper. If this has beP.n previously done 
at s�h?ol and so�e proficiency has been acquired, such 
prehmmary work IS not requisite. 

The har�est part of the sign-writer's work is now 
over. SpeCimens of the different forms of letters most 
cot;n�only in use have been given, with instructions for 
pamtmg them. These are the foundation of other styles 
and varieties in use at the present day. When once the 
reader has become complete master of these alphabets, 
and of the freehand drawing given in the first lessons 
he may styl� himsel� a sign-writer. He has only to lea� 
what experience will teach him, such as spacing his 
letters and the proper display of his words. 

Some alphabets of modern ornamental and of 
medireva.l style have the face of the letters shaded by 
sharp clear markings or linings. The thickness or 
breadth of thea? lines is symmetrical throughout in 
some alphabets, m others it is thickest in the middle 
and dimi�is�es outwards to the top and bottom of th� 
letter until It becomes a fine hair line. Letters known 
as Tuscan are ?f this description, and they have a very 
¥orgeous and riCh 

_
appearance when well done, especially 

if the letters are gilded. When being copied for practice, 
�he lette.rs should be enlarged to about three or four 
m�es high, and they will then prove useful for future 
gmdance. Th� letters should be drawn on separate 
squares of BriStol board and preserved in a strong 
�nvelope or. case. . They can be made still more useful 
!f coloured m vanous designs by the method described 
m the ch�pter on ticket-writing : thus they will be handy 
for showmg to 

_
customers as specimens of style, colour 

and workmanship. This suggestion applies equally to ali 
alphabets, and a good way of assuring satisfaction is to 

THE SIMPLER FoRMS oF LETTERING. 9 1  

give a customer the opportunity o f  choosing from speci
mens before commencing the work, though few sign
writers consult their customers or study their wishes in 
such a way. 

Another alphabet is known as Tablet letters ; these 
represent letters of marble or china affixed to the sign
board. Here the shading is all done upon the face of 
the letter, and to look well this requires a skilled and 
decisive hand, besides a knowledge of the art to get the 
proper effect. 

Another style of letter is the sunken or incised letter, 
which is just the opposite to the Tablet. This is diffi
cult to paint, and the whole effect depends upon clever 
shading. The difficulty in shading Tablet and incised 
letters is to give each style the appearance of a solid 
letter laid on the board or of a sunken letter cut 
into it, as the case may be. A complete Tablet alphabet 
is given on p. 87, and the letters should be redrawn and 
painted on an enlarged scale, so as to learn and judge 
the proper effect and the suitability for various pur
poses. 

In these incised letters the depth is the equivalent of 
the thickness in raised letters, but there are also the 
shadows and reflections, which must be put in carefully 
to obtain the desired effect. It is best to let the light 
fall on that side visible to the spectator-this will be in 
the highest light-and the opposite side in shadow. 
The letters are often viewed from below, and also the 
light principally strikes down from above, so the 
revealed parts at top and bottom should be in shadow. 
Prismatic letters are incised, but more elaborate, and 
consequently harder to produce successfully. 

Letters which form the various styles of plain alpha
bets comprise the foundation for most of the orna
mental alphabets. When the student has fully mastered 
the plainer series of letters, he should be ready to 
handle with success the more difficult combinations 
which a first-class sign-writer is called upon to produce. 
It is in such work that the genius of the painter is most 
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severely tested. To satisfactorily execute the com para· 
tively simple forms of the Roman, p. 74, sans-seriff, 
pp. 67 to 71, and Egyptian alphabets, p. 80, neatness and 
finish are the main requirements. The angles should be 
clean and true, the lines straight, and the curves regular. 
A considerable amount of dexterity, which can only be 
acquired by much practice, is necessary to attain per
fection in these particulars. But when the learner 
comes to the more difficult accomplishment of orna
mental writing, in addition to this he must familiarise 
himself with the general principles of design. A good 
sign-writer will not rest content with always copying 
the productions of others, however much they may be 
worthy of imitation. 

Writing names on carts and waggons is a very simple 
affair, as plain block letters are generally used for all 
cc untry rolling stock. Ordinary paint thinned with a 
little turps is generally used for common work of this 
kind, and when a lot of it has to be done speed is neces
sary, so the more simple the diluents the less likely one is 
apt to go wrong. The last coat of paint put on the cart 
or waggon is usually mixed with as much boiled oil as 
possible, so that it may dry with a good gloss, and also 
keep out the weather. This glossy surface is fatal to 
good lettering, as the letters will run ragged at the edges. 
Sometimes this may be prevented by using nearly all 
turps in the paint used for writing with, or by rubbing 
the surface with a little turps, or by wetting with a leather. 
If neither of these remedies is effective, repaint the part 
where letters are to go. 

In what has to follow, there is nothing but 
pleasurable and interesting information for the as
piring sign-writer, and in perusing it he will be adding 
to his knowledge without apparent effort. The expert 
sign-writer will always have in the later chapters a 
handy book to which he may refer in any case of 
uncertainty or doubt. 

93 

CHAPTER VI. 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERING. 

ORNAMENTAL lettering affords scope for origi?ality, 
and the scope is practically boundless, there bemg_ no 
limit to the forms which may be given to alphabet_ICal 
characters. It is necessary, however, to guar� agamst 
an extravagant use of ornament. As a rule, It should 
be simple rather than complex, and the style of em
bellishment should not detract from the legibility of the 
lettering, for, if this occurs, the resul� ca� scarcely �e 
deemed satisfactory ; it must be borne m mmd that legi
bility is the first purpose which the writing has to serve, 
to which decorative accessories are subordinate. 

The style of the lettering must in all . cas�s he in 
harmony. A common fault, 

_
an? one very offensive to �he 

educated eye, is the associatiOn of styles of let�ermg 
and of ornamentation which war with each other m the 
properties of both time and form. 

. . . 
When proficiency has been attamed 111 �he plam 

styles of lettering, the pupil will find it not �Ifficult to 
introduce fresh and graceful lines into the pla111 letters, 
to ornament their faces and beautify them. He 
may get many suggestions in t�is way fro� orna
mental founts, impressions of whiCh appear 111 t�pe
founders' specimen-books, and from these the sign
writer may work out and adapt ornan�ental alpha�ets as 
required. The specimen-books mentwned contam only 
a few letters, generally a complete word is printed. 
Those who need every letter of the alphabet should 
procure books sold for the special purpose. . The 
following books of alphabets by Delamotte, published 
by Crosby Lockwoo� & So

.
n, are �seful,. and ought to be 

studied by every sign-wnter :- Medireval Alphabets 
and Initials," 4s. ; " Examples of Modern Alphabets," 
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2s. 6d. ; and '' Ornamental Alphabets," 2s. Gd. There 
a.re several books of a similar kind, published from Is. 
upwards, and specimens of various ornamental letters 
will be found in this handbook. 

A " blocked '' or " raised " letter is one which stands 
out in relief, such as solid wood letters, and it is the aim 
of the sign-writer to imitate this on a flat surface by 
skilful perspective and colouring. A " double blocked " 
letter is one which is blocked out on both sides, or 
internally and externally. The "thickness " is the sides 
or edges, ahd the ends of a blocked letter ; but only 
one side and one end are visible to the eye at one time. 
Letters are generally viewed froll! below, and commonly 
shaded on the right, so the bottom and right sides 
are usually those where the thickness is given. Though 
this thickness can be put at either side of the letter, or 
at the top or bottom, it cannot properly be put on both 
sides at once, because it would be impossible to see both 
the edges of a solid letter at one and the same time. 
The same applies to the top and bottom edges. The 
" cast " shadow is that which is thrown on to the back
ground by a raised letter through the rays of l ight 
shining upon it in an oblique direction : this shadow is 
on the side opposite to that upon which the rays of 
light fall. A graduated thickness is one of graduated 
tints, in order to represent more vividly the degrees of 
light that fall on. different portions of the thickness ; 
these may be divided into the high light, the middle or 
secondary light, and deep shadow. A graduated thick
ness is often painted for mere ornamental effect and 
showy colouring. The " face " of a letter is its front, 
which is painted to appear in the highest light, sunken 
letters excepted. The explanation of these terms will 
be better understood on referring to Fig. 1 18, where A is 
the face of the letter, B B the thickness or blocking, and 
c c the shadow, or shade. 

Writing in blocked letters is of comparatively recent 
introduction ; about the year 1840 it first came into 
vog11e, and soon became immensely popular. It wae 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERING. 95 

considered to be a vast improvement on the old style 
flat lettering, which is now seen only on the comm�nest 
work. The real purpose of these blocked letters IS to 
convey to the eye of the spectator, it may be said, an 
idea of the raised letters cut out in solid wood which no 
doubt at that date came into sudden and unexpected 
competition with painted signs. A technical writer of 
the period remarks : " The projecting letters, formed of 

B 

c 
Fig. 1 1 8.-Formation of a Blocked or Raised Letter, 

wood or metal, have of late become so fashionable that 
the writers on shop fronts and signboards have had 
recourse to imitating them, and have produced letters in 
such bold relief, that they look more real and much 
bettet' than their wooden rivals." 

In blocking-up, each letter must have its thickness 
outline in its own perspective, which must be tho same 
in each letter, 45° being the angle usually adopted. 
For plain work, the thickness is usually a darker colour 
than either the ground on the face of the letter, but 
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there are exceptions even in the simple form of blocked 
letter. When dealing with light and shade, the side of 
the letter upon which the light is to strike must be 
decided upon. When the thickness is shown away from 
the source of light, its shade colour will be darker than 
the face of the letter and the ground colour ; when 
it fronts the light, it will be lighter than the ground 

Fig. 119.-Letter with thickness underneath and towards 
light, shadow on opposite side. 

cobur, but darker or of a. more retiring colour than the 
face colour of the letter (see Figs. 118 to 121.) 

It must be remembered that writing on a shop front 
Clr on a signboard is generally looked at from below, so 
that it is a general rule to show thickness at the bottom 
end of the letters and not at the top (Fig. 119.) A letter 
to appear as shown in Fig. 120, must be seen from above, 
but this shading is often done when the letter stands 
above the point of sight, and it is out of all true per· 
spective. There is much latitude allowed in sign· 
writing, and this anomaly is permitted, as it obtains a. 

SR A DED AND FANCY LET1'ER1NG. 97 

somewhat picturesque effect. In this system the whole 
of the painting is between the two horizontal lines 
which contain the body of the letters, and though there 
is not a. single slanting line in any letter, they have 
the appearance of projecting, as will be seen on looking 
at Fig. 121. 

In a graduated thickness, the various tints or 
colours must be carefully blended into each other. In 
examining the best specimens of sign-writing which 

Fig. 120.-Letter with thickness above partly towards light 
and partly against, shadow on opposite side. 

may be seen in the principal streets of some large 
town, one cannot help being struck with the taste and 
talent displayed in beautifully blending and colouring 
thicknesses, which play an important part in adding an 
air of positive grandeur to the work. 

To ensure success in the imitation of a raised letter 
upon a flat surface it is necessary to be correct in 
drawmg, colouring, and shading ; the drawing must be 
true, the colouring bold and effective without being 
gaudy, and the shading and gradation appropriate, to 

G 
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give the subject an appearance of solidity which it has 
not in reality. The most beautiful softened thicknesses 
are obtained with slow-drying colours, and the judicious 
use of the blender. Thicknesses may be bright or 
otherwise, according to the scheme of colouring em
pbyed by the operator. 

However bright in colour the body and thickness 
may be, when a cast shadow is added it must be quiet in 
tone, being a mere glaze on the ground to make it darker 
where the shadow falls. The siennas, umbers, Vandyke 
brown, and asphaltum are good glazing colours for 
rendering cast shado\\'s. Letters may be shadowed 

Fig 121.-·I,etters with thickness against light and without 
slanting lines. 

either on the same side as the thickness or on the 
opposite side ; the latter system is generally adopted, 
and in this the thickness receives the rays of light, and 
is therefore painted in a brighter colour than if it were 
represented as in the shade. It is satisfactory if painted 
the same colour as the face of the letter, but in a some
what darker shade. When a thickness faces the light 
it is frequently put in with two or three gradations of 
tint, the lightest where the edge of the letter catches 
most light, and the darkest in the under portions of the 
arms and bottom end of the letter. It always gives 
better effect to the whole when the bottom of the letter 
is painted a darker shade, as this portion of a projecting 
letter must necessarily be in the deepest shadow. The 
bottom portion of all letters throws a cast shadow, and 
these foi1ow beneath the thickness, so the shadow 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERING. 99 

always falls upon portions of such thickness, whichever 
side it is on. When a letter has its cast shadow and its 
thickness on the same side, and away from the source of 
light, the thickness is naturally darker than the face of 
the letter, and the shadow is preferably of a shade not 
far removed from black. 

The source of light is the pivot upon which turns 
the colouring and shading of a letter. When writing 
signs for exposure to the open daylight, where the sun, 
that lights all things, is constantly on the move, it 
would be impo�sible to so arrange shadows that they 
shall always appear in a direction opposite to that from 
which the sun is shining, because if correct in the 
morning, it would not be so in the afternoon. The best 
arrangement is to consult the position in which the sign 
is situated, notice from which direction the light is 
strongest during the greater part of the day, and adapt 
the light and shade of the work so as to conform with 
nature, as far as it can, in a pleasing and truthful manner. 

Many specimens of sign-writing have been treated 
in a purely conventional manner : for instance, letters 
without blocking or thickness possessing a cast shadow. 
Considering that the letters appear to lie quite flat upon 
the surface, the question arises, what is there to throw 
this shadow. Here the sign-writer disregards the laws 
of shading when painting blockless letters with a cast 
shadow. 

In treating blocked or raised letters on perspective 
lines, the angle of perspective used for different sets of 
alphabets may .to a great extent be left to the writer's 
discretion, but all letters on the same line must have 
the same angle or inclination. The ordinary set. square, 
with an angle of 45° is found to be most useful for 
setting out the proper inclination of the thicknesses. 
'l'his plan is recommended as the best way to educate 
both the eye and the hand. A variety of alphabets 
are given on pp. 80 to 82, and the two complete per
spective alphabets (Figs. 122 and 123), on pp. 100 and 101, 
will nrove of value in actual practice. 
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Church text requires separate treatment. A vast 
amount of this work is done within churches and such 
work is probably highly remunerative. M�ch of it 
borders on the art of illuminating, but an efficient sign
writer takes up certain branches of this work. Previous 
training should eminently fit him for executing such 

work with litLle extra study and preparation, and self
help and self-tuition may be relied upon as far as 
needed. The sign -writer who attains proficiency in this 

Fig-. 124.-0rnamental Lettering for Church Work
Initial Letter. 

lm:mch of decorative art, will find it to be the means of 
increasing his income, and for this reason he should give 
illuminating consideration. 

For church inscriptions the use of illuminated 
capitals, like Fig. 124, and meclireval lettering, like the 
alphabet, Figs. 125, 126, are uow much in vogue. Ordi
narily, Scripture texts should be painted on the plain 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERING. 1 03 

walls in two colours only, the capitals being red, red and 
black, or blue, and the small letters red, blue or black. 
The colour may be in such tints as stand out best 
against the ground colour on the wall. When painted, 
a wall is generally stone colour, so the plain colours 
look the best. Wails are sometimes painted in the 
many-coloured style of decoration. Here the lettering 
is more showy in colour, to be in keeping with the 
rest of the decoration. In medireval alphabets, it is 
necessary to use the various old-style space ornaments 
and accessories (Figs. 127, 128), such as quatrefoils, dots 
singly and in clusters, stars, etc. 

In church texts the words are frequently divided by 
these ornaments or stops. This method was adopted by 
the olden time illuminators, and it is still followed by 
modern members of the craft. In this class of lettering 
care has to be taken to use only the letters of one alpha· 
bet, and not to mix with them some other letter, 
which is apt to occur where the student has been 
exercising with a great many alphabets of different 
dates and countries. To avoid this, always carry speci
men books for reference. 

Alphabets antecedent to the twelfth century are not 
intelligible to the majority of modern readers. The 
sign-writer may have in his book Celtic and Anglo
Saxon characters as curiosities, but not for everyday 
use. They may · be required when lettering some 
archreological object, but that is all. 

In church lettering the point to consider is which 
alphabets to employ that shall be both readable and 
appropriate to the scheme of decoration in hand. In 
these days, when all can read and write, inscriptions 
should be decipherable by all, and this these obsolete 
alphabets are certainly not. 

Much text lettering is done upon zinc in the shape 
of scrolls, pulpit panels, etc., so the following recipe is 
appended. 

To prepare zinc for painting upon.-In sixty-four parts 
of water, dissolve one part of chloride of copper, one of 
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Fig. 125.-Mediroval Capitals. 

SHA DED AND FANCY LETTERING. 105 

a b c d e  

f g � i j k  
l :m :q o p  
q r s t u 

11-vJ 1( "Yrzi 
Fig. 126.-Medireval Small Letters. 
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nitrate of copper, and one of sal-ammoniac, and add one part of commercial hydrochloric acid ; brush the zinc over with this mixture, which gives it a deep black ; leave it to dry for twenty-four hours, when any oil-colour will 

c 

D 

A 

Fig. 127.-0rnaments for Church Work-A, Corners ; B, Centre ; c, Border ; D, Maltese Cross ; E, Trefoil ; F, Quatrefoils. 

firmly adhere to it and withstand both heat and damp. To prepare zinc for gold lettering, first brush over all the surface the following blackening mixture and allow it tw�nty-four hour� to dry. Mix 1 oz. each of copper chlonde, copper mtrate, and sal-ammoniac together · add the mixture to 3 -pints of water, and stir in half � 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERiNG. 1 07 

Fig. 128.-0rnaments for Churc'a Work-H,. Circles, K, 
Ribbon End · L Diamond Cluster ; M, Cross ; N, Star ; o, ' Tablet End ; P, Scroll End. 
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wineglassful of spirits of salts. This will turn the 
surface of the zinc a deep black, and the prepared 
surface will take oil-paint well. Gild with good leaf 
gold in the usual way, and varnish with good clear 
varnish. This method will ensure durability to the 
lettering, 

Having digested the subjects of ornamental and 
church lettering, and other matter appertaining thereto, 
it remains only to draw attention to other much-used 
forms of letters. This refers principally to letters that 
have to be somewhat distorted in shape to suit the exi
gences of space, which in some cases is excessive, and 
in others inadequate. First take the case of having to 
write a short name on a long narrow surface. The 
ordinary-shaped letter would not fit or look well in such 
a case, we therefore expand it, so that it may fill the 
long space better, and yet be sufficiently low in height to 
come within the width of the surface and allow for 
shading, etc. 

When it is desired to fill an extra long line with ex
panded letters, the expansion must be proportionattt 
throughout, so that the work may have a symmetrical 
appearance. A letter low enough for the purpose is 
selected, and _ this is expanded width ways to an extent 
which would be proper to a higher letter. 

This expansion will be made with mathematical 
precision by the following method :-Suppose the 
letters W 0 R K are to be painted on a signboard 
4 ft. long by 1 ft. 6 in. wide, and that these letters, in 
their usual form and properly spaced, extend to 2 ft., 
it will therefore be necessary to expand them to 
about 3 ft. Now refer to the diagram, Fig. 129, 
which is drawn approximately to scale. The normal 
letters extend, from A to B., 2 ft., and without in4 
creasing their height we have to spread them out 
1 ft., so that they will extend from c to D. At any 
convenient distance below, having the normal letters as 
shown at A B, rule two parallel lines 1 ft. apart, and 
3 ft. long from o to D, and draw a line from A to 

SHADED AND FANCY LETTERING. 1 09 

Fig. 1 29.-Method of Expanding or CoLd msing Letters. 
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D. Parallel to the line B D draw lines from the 
bottoms of the row of letters on A B to the line A D ; 
from the points where these lines cut A D draw vertical 
lines to the line c D. From these lines proceed to draw 
in the bottom letters ; the result will be as shown in 
Fig. 129. By this method letters can be extended to any 
desired width, and they may be condensed by making 

Fig. 132.-Elongated 
or Condensed Letters, 

HER 
Fig. 133.-Compressed Letters. 

the line c D shorter than the line A B. In practice, 
the student may either work out the problem as in a 
scale drawing, or he may draw the letters full size on 
two lengths of lining paper tacked to a wall or floor. 
The outline of the extended letters would then be pre
pared for pouncing the design upon the signboard. 

Fig. 134.-Expanded Ionic Letters. 

Elongated or condensed letters are the reverse of the 
last-named series, and are used principally where the 
surface to be lettered is short in length, but of unusual 
height. These elongated or condensed letters, shown in 
Fig. 132, come in useful on certain occasions, as do also 
the compressed letters, shown in Fig. 133. 

Three special kinds of fancy letters require considera
tion. These are slanting letters, thicknessed letters, and 
shaded letters. When the limbs corresponding to the 
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uprights in a plain block alphabet are made to lean to 
one side, it is necessary to draw the guide-lines at that 
angle. This is done by laying the straight-edge and set
square upon the slate sufficiently askew to obtain the 
required result. 

For writing a letter to appear as if it had thickness 
as well as length and breadth, It is as well to consider 
what lines would actually appear to the eye of a person 
looking at such a solid letter from the side and point of 
view to be represented : this consideration once fixed in 
the mind will make the counterfeit presentment easy. 
In a solid letter there are two sets of edges : one set in 
contact with the surface to which the letter is fixed, the 
other set at a regular distance in front of that surface, 
as far from it as the letter is thick. The whole of the 
front set of edges will be seen by a person looking at the 
letter, but only so much of the back set as is not hidden 
by the front. Therefore, in writing an imitation solid 
letter, it is necessary to see that the same appearance is 
presented to the eye. The rule to follow is to draw the 
front set of edges and fill the body in first. From the 
corners of these a number of parallel lines are drawn, 
their length being according to the thickness to be 
represented. These lines are drawn from each angle of 
the letter, where, by doing so, they do not cross the 
face of the letter. In the case of curved letters it is 
necessary to draw, from each centre round which the 
curves are struck, a line parallel to and of the same 
length as those drawn from the corners. The ends of 
these lines from centres are then used as fresh centres 
from which to draw a duplicate series of curves, 
which will thus be parallel to the originals. The 
thicknessing outline, in short, is an exact repetition of 
the original outline, drawn a little to the right or left 
of it, and a little above or below it ; the space between 
the two outlines, as far as it is not covered by the 
bodying-in of the original letter, is filled in with a, 
tint between that of the front of the letter and tha.t 
of the background. 

H 
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Shading, properly done, entails a rather close adher· 
ence to the rules governing the art of delineatin" 
shadows, this art being known by the pleasant name of 
sciagraphy. What is most often called or taken for 
shading is merely the outlining of a wide thicknessin"' 
and its subsequent division into two parts that farthest 
from the original being coloured black or

' 
some sombre 

tint, and that next to the letter as in the case of ordinary 
thicknessing. The actual shape of the shadow cast by a. 
�olid letter upon a flat ground resembles the letter only 
m part, and unless drawn correctly, will look very bad. 
Besides the lines bounding the face of the letter, shadows 
are cast by those others which stand out -at the angles, 
upright from the background, and form the ed"'es of the 
thickness ; and when curved ed"'es come to

"' 
be dealt • 0 

With, a correct representation by mechanical means really 
requires the application of the elaborate work used in 
mechanical perspective. This part of the art then can 
be safely neglected for the present, When thickn�ssed 
letters are drawn, it is necessary to allow an extra space 
between each letter, and to have the limb-thickness 
more slender than it would be if it had not to be thick
nessed. 

. 
Specimei?- al�habets, selected from good examples, 

�Ill be of mfimte use to the novice in writing signs, 
tickets, and posters. 

1 1 5  

CHAPTER VII. 
PAINTING A SIGNBOARD. 

HAVING discussed various styles of letters and the 
method · of forming them with true and graceful out
line, we will now proceed to put them to practical use 
in setting out and lettering a sign. Taking the sign
board as properly prepared and quite ready to work 
upon, start by damping the whole surface with a wet 
chamois leather. This simple process must always be 
gone through, otherwise trouble will arise from the 
colours running on the ground colour and leaving a 
ragged edge instead of a sharp clear outline. This can 
be rectified only by repeatedly going over the same out
line, with the effect of deteriorating the quality of the 
completed work, and even this will not always remedy 
the evil. If, after damping the board, the colours run, 
another rub should be given with the leatlwr, and 
should that fail it may be concluded that there is too 
much oil in the colour, and also it may be too thick ; in 
this case the addition of a little turpentine will at once 
prevent the colour from running, and also make it 
flow easier from the brush. 

The size and character of the letters being deter
mined upon, strike the necessary lines to contain them, 
and proceed to set out the writing with prepared pipe
clay, as mentioned in chapter V. 

Much depends upon this setting-out and spacing of 
the letters. It may mar or make the success ; for if badly 
set out the whole work will look clumsy and inartistic, 
no matter how well shaped the letters may be. First 
mark out the whole of the letters in a light and sketchy 
manner, taking pains to make them fill up the board 
evenly. If when finished they do not all come in pro
perly, wipe out the chalk marks with the damp leather 
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and try again. Care must be taken not to press the 
pipeclay upon the surface of the signboard, as it will 
leave marks that cannot be removed. Practice will soon 
enable the young writer to set out letters with exactness, 
but the spacing of the letters themselves, that is, their 
distance one from another, has also to be considered. In 
sign-writing, the letters A, C, G, J, K, 0, Q, P, V, W and Y 
require to be placed closer to their neighbours on either 
&ide than do the rest of the letters, for the reason that 
they are not of the same width throughout, and there
fore leave more space between them and the next letter. 
Reference to any large printed letters or to the specimen 
words given on p. 73, which are evenly spaced, will show 
this apparently unequal spacing. The novice at sign
writing should endeavour to avoid the appearance of 
uneven spacing, which evenly spaced letters always give. 
Close spacing should be the rule with all elongated 
letters (see Fig. 132). These would have a most un
desirable effect if widely spaced ; but with expanded 
letters wide spacing is very suitable. 

Whatever the matter may be it must be exactly in 
the centre of the board, with an equal space or margin 
�J.t each end. Want of skill in a writer is clearly dis
played in the careless arrangement of a name or other 
word in large letters, which leaves a margin wider at one 
end of the board than at the other, yet through indiffer
ent spacing this fault is frequently seen. 

For the spacing of large letters on high walls no fixed 
rule can be followed, as the letters must be formed as to 
size and spacing to suit the circumstances of the case, 
and it is seldom that these are precisely alike. An 
experienced writer finds no trouble in doing this, but a 
novice will find it easier to first measure the space on 
the wall that has to be lettered and then to arrange the 
matter on a similar space near the ground. When the 
size and spacing of all the letters are satisfactory, full 
measurements may be taken and these jotted down in a 
book ; then, by the aid of these and a measuring rod, 
he can pr0ceed to set out the work on the end of a 
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horu.e o r  in any other high situation. All this is really 
not difficult, and opportunity should, if possible, be found 
to watch a good sign-writer at work, as this will teach 
more than pages of instructions. 

Supposing the letters to be properly spaced and 
marked out, we next prepare to outline them in colour. 
The pencil is got into working order by dipping it in a 
little " turps " and wiping out any excess with a piece of 
rag. Sufficient colour is spread upon the palette with the 
paiette knife, and it is thinned out to a proper working 
consistency. No precise information can be given as to 
the best working consistency of a paint, but it should be 
somewhat thicker than rich cream. When too thick it 
will not flow freely from the brush, when too thin, it will 
not cover sufficiently, and will also very likely run. A little 
variation either way from the correct consistency may put 
everything out of order, and the workman out of temper. 

The letters should be outlined boldly with a pencil 
well charged with colour, which should not leave the 
surface till the outline is complete from top to bottom. 
Many beginners make their outlines in a series of short 
strokes, and occasionally stop in the middle of a line to 
recharge the pencil with c0lour. This makes shaky out
lines, and betrays the nervous, unpractised hand. It 
may happen that the pencil will not hold sufficient 
colour to enable the operator to work from top to bottom 
without a break in very large letters ; but, as such letters 
are generally at a good height, distance softens imperfect 
or ragged outlines. Before starting on every fresh line 
the pencil should be refilled with paint, and it will gener
ally hold out to the end. Remember that the larger the 
letter the larger the brush and the greater its holding 
capacities, so there need be no excuse for short, uneven 
strokes in any work of moderate size. 

It is more difficult for an unpractised hand to make 
a long line in one continuous stroke than in two or 
three but the beginner must not give way to the latter 
fault; and unworkmanlike method, or he will have 
greater difficultf in 11haking himself free frQm it 
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afterwardi. The hand may not rest on the sign ; if it be 
unsteady the wrist should rest on the mahl-stick, or on 
the wrist of the left hand ; never allow the right hand 
to support itself on the sign, or it will be cramped and 
hindered in its free movement. In curved letters this is 
especially so, as a bold, free, and pliable hand is 
necessary for their correct formati0n. It is good 
practice for the student to make all his outlines of a 
uniform thickness throughout ; this he will find some
what hard to accomplish at th'3 outset. 

When the outlining is complete, the letters are filled in 
with a short thick brush, of the pattern shown at Figs. 65 
and 66), then the whole is left to dry. On the succeeding 
day, any thicknesses are added and the shadows are put 
in, and any little defects are touched up. We may then 
consider our sign finished and ready for varnishing. If 
the work is surrounded with border, corners, or other 
ornaments, they are painted at the same time as the 
letters, and the whole completed together. Always use 
the point of the pencil in outlining, to get a straight, 
even line ; when used on its side, the pencil bulges or 
shrinks under the varying pressure of the hand, and a 
waved line is the result. · 

Italic and script lettering must be kept all to the 
same slope or slant, and the sign-writer had better make 
himself a few set square·J. which may be used as guides 
for this purpose. Italic letters should not slant so much 
as ordinary script or writing characters, hence at lea11t 
two set squares would be necessary. In script writing 
the capitals should be just double the height of the 
small letters. Script writing is often used for milliners' 
Md such-like businesses, for which purpose it seems very 
appropriate, especially when gold ]etten are used on a 
black ground. The sign-writer should always endeavour 
to adopt the style of letter appropriate to thto trade to 
which the sign refers as far as this is practicable. Some 
businesses allow of much more gaudy co)ouring than 
others, as already pointed out in a previous chapter. 

When varnishing the completed work1 it is better to 
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gtve three thin coats, well worked, than two thick ones. 
Each coat of varnish must be allowed to dry thoroughly 
hard before applying the next. This will do much 
towards preventing the sun from cracking the varnish 
and blistering the paint. 

Although it may be that the laws of perspective are 
not always faithfully followed by the sign-writer, he 
should, nevertheless, completely master the whole 
science of perspective, so that he can readily adapt it 
to his everyday requirements. 

The general principles of perspective are fully ex
plained in treatises devoted to the subject. Here we 
must be content to point out a few examples of sign
writers' perspective. Readers who care to study the sub
ject fully will find it dealt with in " The Principles of 
Perspective," by Trobridge, published by Cassell & Co., 
at Is. 6d. Those who followed the advice given in 
an earlier chapter of this hand-book, and have a black 
board, will have the means to work out the problems 
and to practise the various letters with the greatest 
facility. 

Most sign-writers have sufficient knowledge of per
spective to enable them to carry out designs with a 
passable semblance of truth. Occasionally, however, a 
glaring slip is made, through want of knowledge of the 
proper application of perspective lines. The best sign
writers,. in order to give themselves freedom of action 
and plenty of scope in carrying out their designs, use 
but few lines. The beginner should follow the same 
course, otherwise he will be hampered in his move
ments, and an awkward, stilted job may be the result. 
Linear and aerial perspective may both be applied to 
sign-writing, and plenty of practice on the blackboard 
will make the student proficient and expert, so that he 
can dispense with complicated lines to guide him in 
putting letters in perspective, the educated eye alone 
being sufficient. A difficult arrangement should always 
be drawn on paper, and to scale, in true perspective. 
Such work is best done at home, where the requisite 
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tools are at hand, includiRg mathematical instruments, 
squares, and drawing-board. The workman may then. 
transfer this design to the signboard, enlarging it and 
adapting the perspective as height and position may 
require. 

In sign-writing, as in picture-drawing, there is but 
one point of sight and one horizontal line for each row 
of letters. The spectator can only see from one point 
at one and the same time. He cannot see the first row of 
letters from one point and at the same time see the 
second row from another point. Lettering of this 
description has all top and bottom lines inclined to 
one vanishing point, which is situated on the horizontal 
line. This may be explained by the aid of a diagram 
(Fig. 135). 

To set out a perspective drawing take an oblong 
piece of paper, and draw the horizontal line across the 
centre, from A to A. Then decide upon the vanishing 
point, which in this case is at B. In the case of raised 
or shaded letters, as the lines of the thicknesses run in 
an opposite direction, there must be another vanishing 
point on the left at c. This second point has nothing 
to do with the body part of the letters, and it is only 
called into use for shading. Next decide upon the 
height of the first letter on the left ; draw this in, and 
strike two lines, D, D, respectively, from the top and 
bottom, to the vanishing point, B, and these two lines 
mark t he space within which the letters must be kept. 
The diagram shows the letters diminished not only in 
height but also in breadth as they recede towards the 
vanishing point, B. The outline of the thickness for 
each letter must retire towards the point c, as shown by 
the dotted lines. 

Fig. 138 is a specimen of sign-writing treated in the 
way described, but a much more effective way .of 
treating a perspective of this class is by the method 
shown at Fig. 136. This way of treating a sign makes a 
most attractive and striking advertisement for some 
purposes. Fig. 1 37 shows an instance of the point of 
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sight in the centre of the board at A, and a vanishing 
point on either side at n, n. In the name HIGGINS, the 
second G is tho middle letter, and it is drawn exactly in 
the centre of the board, the size determined upon, and 
the vanishing lines drawn on each side accordingly. 

A short sign, rendered necessary by cramped epace, 
is a good one upon which to apply this method, and it 
is made more showy and complete by the addition of an 
oval border. To strike perspective lines, when the 
vanishing points are situated outside the margin of the 
signboard, is in many cases impossible. There is, how
ever, a method of transferring perspective lines from a 
scale drawing on to a larger f!Urface, which is both easy 
and accurate. This plan is used in scene-painting, and 
tbP.re is no reason why it should not be used in lettering, 
with slight modification. Standing directly facing the 
centre of a signboard, having projecting letters tacked 
on the board, we see only the front surface of the centre 
letter, and not the sides of it ; of the letters to the riGht 
we see the front and left side only of the letter, of the 
letters to the left the front and right side only of letters. 
If we stand to the left of the sign, we see all the left
hand edges, and if we go to the right we see the rip-ht
hand thicknesses, the point of sight being in the first 
case to the left and in the second to the right. We 
cannot conveniently have this point in the centre, but 
we may have it on the right or the left, and the former 
i3 in most general use. 

In shading letters the general practice is to have 
a fresh vanishing point for each, which in effect 
means that most sign-writers draw all the receding lines 
of shadows and of thicknesses at an angle of 45°. An 
expert can do this by the eye alone. The beginner 
should use a set-square for the purpose, as badly 
shaded letters spoil a job .  An otherwise perfect letter 
is made to appear out of the perpendicular and has a 
tumble-down appearance if the shading be bad. 

We may now describe the method of painting some 
of those common ornaments, as some call them. which 
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the sign-writer is often called upon to paint upon a 
tradesman's sign or upon a. trade cart. We frequently 
see best work surrounded with a plain or an ornamental 
border, and this cannot well be dispensed with, even by 
the writer who is accustomed only to the simplest of work. 

• 0 

• 
Fig. 139.-Plain Board, with screw-heads at corners. 

Fig. 140.-Plain Shield, 

The accompanying outline drawings show some of 
the subjects most frequently employed, and it is neces · 
sary that the sign-writer should know how to draw these 
with accuracy. They are given only as copies for re· 
peated practice. In drawing these examples compasses 
and rule are permissible, but they Dllloy be drawn frau
hand for a time, 
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It is desirable for the student to practise on the black
board the series of outline subjects given with this 
chapter until he is able to turn out a passable specimen 
of each one. Fig. 139 is a plain board with a screw head 
a.t each corner ; Fig. 140 a plain shield ; and Figs. 141, 

Fig. Hu.-Hand pointing downwards. 

142, 143, 144, a series of four scrolls. Figs. 145 and 146 
are a pair of hands, one pointing in a horizontal direc
tion and the other downwards. 

The Royal Arms (Fig. 147) will prove the most diffi
cult subject of all, but as the sign-writer is frequently 
called upon to paint it he must take it very seriously in 
hand. After he has gained experience in the manipula
tion of his brush, he will find it not so difficult as it at 
first appears, and he will soon be able to draw it in 
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proper proportions with great facility. The subject 
should be first drawn on the board with chalk in a some
what sketchy manner, allowing freedom to the hand, and 
relying on the brush for putting in the lines in a firm, 
masterly way afterwards. 

It need hardly be said the Royal Arms is always 

Fig. 153.-Branch of Lemon Tree. 

Fig. 154.-Lemon Tree Conventionalised. 

executed in gold and certain regulation heraldic colours. 
In painting this, or any other heraldic emblem, every 
part of the work is outlined with black, and shaded 
more or less. The gold is best shaded with burnt 
sienna, with a little burnt umber added ; and the white 
parts with Vandyke brown and ultramarine blue, or 
with blue-black alone ; the reds and blues with purple· 
lake, or burnt umber and crimson-lake. The colours oi 
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coats of  arms and all heraldic devices are fixed abso
lutely, and from these there can be no departure. The 
Prince of Wales' Feathers (Fig. 148) is a much easier 
subject. Perhaps it would be better to attempt this 
first. 

The Crown (Fig. 150) is more difficult, and a little 
practice will be necessary to draw it to the correct shape. 
Fig. 149 is a centre ribbon ornament, and Figs. 151 and 
152 two scroll-work corner pieces. 

Hotel signboards hardly come within the range of 
the sign-writer, they belong to the sign-painting branch 
of the craft. They are numerous and varied in style 
and design. However, an example is given here, with a 
brief description. 

The Lemon Tree.-There is no appreciable difference 
in foliage between this and the orange tree, but the 
lemon is less bushy in growth ; the fruit is different in 
form and colour. The annexed sketches will be suffici
ently accurate for general purposes. Fig. 153 shows 
the actual growth, Fig. 154 is the tree conventionalised 
to fill the required space. The fruit should be made 
rather extra big, and the trunk, fruit, and leaf should 
have a bold black outline. The fruit, to make an effec
tive sign, should be gilded, and it may be shaded up 
with wash-black mixed with a dash of verdigris and 
Prussian blue. The leaves should be of a dark green, 
something the colour of the laurel. The Moorish arch, 
as sketched, will be filled by the tree-better than a 
Roman arch. It will also be more appropriate, as being 
that of the countries where lemon trees grow. 
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CHAPTER VIIL 

T I C K E T - W R I T I N G .  

BY attention to the following directions, anyone pos
sessed of the requisite patience will be enabled to 
master the general principles which underlie the craft 
of ticket-writing, and, by subsequent steady practice, 
will acquire proficiency in all its details. 

For a successful commencement the following tools 
and materials will be wanted :-

Brushes.-The best are made of sable-hair. If small 
writing is to be done, the size known as " crow " �Fig. 44, 
p. 36), costing 4d. each, will be best. When learning, 
however, it will be necessary to write the letters large ; 
just as in penmanship a good style can only be acquired 
by practising large hand. If only one brush is to be 
bought, a " goose " (Fig. 47, p. 36) will perhaps be the 
best size to select ; this will cost ls. 3d. in sable. For 
larger work, it will be well to have " small swan " (Fig. 
50), which, in sable, costs 4s. 6d., but a camel-hair 
brush, costing ls. 3d., will suit most purposes. The 
bodying-in of big letters can be done more quickly with 
a big brush. The ticket-writer's outfit of brushes might 
be considered complete for all kinds of writing if a 
" crow," a " goose," and a " small swan " are obtained. 
Very good work can be done with camel-hair or 
Siberian-hair brushes ; they are cheaper, but they do 
not work quite so easily as sable-hair ones. 

In using the brush, it is particularly necessary, in 
order to produce clean, well-written work, to acquire 
facility in making slow, steady sweeps, and not, as is 
mostly the practice with beginners, to make a number 
of 2hort, jerky, scratchy movements. This sweeping 
movement gives an even edge to the outlines of a letter, 
whilst short dabs only result in a saw-like jaggedness. 

TICKET- WRITING. 133 

The whole secret of using the brush may be said 
to lie in acquiring this sweeping movement. The 
rule should be :-Never allow your brush to be on 
the outer edge of a letter unless it is travelling at a 
slow, even rate, in the direction of the outline at that 
part. Of course, a brush must of necessity be removed 
and replaced ; but before removing it, draw it away 
towards the centre of the letter ; when replacing it, let 
first contact take place at some central part, and from 
there commence the sweeping motion, so that when the 
outer edge is reached the hairs have settled themselves 
into shape for continuing an even-edged mark. 

No amount of practice with the jerky method will 
ma

_
ke good ticket-writing, but with continuous sweep11, 

qmckness as well as correctness are certain. Enough 
i.nk must be taken up to keep a decided pool always 
under the brush, so that when a fresh dip is made 
into the ink-pot the brush is not returned to a partially 
dry line. A spot once allowed to dry must not be gone 
over again until the whole letter of which it forms part 
has dried. A second coat will be found to be quite 
unnecessary in all but exceptional cases, where bad ink 
or a bad surface is in question. 

If an outline of the writing is to be made first, 
this must be done in one of two ways. Either mark 
it lightly with a fine lead-pencil, or rule it with a 
drawing-pen and pen-compass. A broadish line should be 
used-perhaps .'. in. wide. The curved portions must be 
put in first, and their extremities joined where necessary 
by straight ruling. When this ink is dry, begin to 
fill in with the brush. Whilst using the brush, do 
not keep turning the ticket round and rouud to bring 
successive sides of the letters parallel with a line joining 
your eyes ; draw the brush from above downwards, 
when filling in upright or approximately upright limbs, 
and from left to right when filling in horizontal or 
approximately horizontal limbs. Tickets, as a whole, 
should be begun in left top corner, and finished a.t 
bottom right corner. 
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CHAPTER VIIL 

T I C K E T - W R I T I N G .  

BY attention to the following directions, anyone pos
sessed of the requisite patience will be enabled to 
master the general principles which underlie the craft 
of ticket-writing, and, by subsequent steady practice, 
will acquire proficiency in all its details. 

For a successful commencement the following tools 
and materials will be wanted :-

Brushes.-The best are made of sable-hair. If small 
writing is to be done, the size known as " crow " �Fig. 44, 
p. 36), costing 4d. each, will be best. When learning, 
however, it will be necessary to write the letters large ; 
just as in penmanship a good style can only be acquired 
by practising large hand. If only one brush is to be 
bought, a " goose " (Fig. 47, p. 36) will perhaps be the 
best size to select ; this will cost ls. 3d. in sable. For 
larger work, it will be well to have " small swan " (Fig. 
50), which, in sable, costs 4s. 6d., but a camel-hair 
brush, costing ls. 3d., will suit most purposes. The 
bodying-in of big letters can be done more quickly with 
a big brush. The ticket-writer's outfit of brushes might 
be considered complete for all kinds of writing if a 
" crow," a " goose," and a " small swan " are obtained. 
Very good work can be done with camel-hair or 
Siberian-hair brushes ; they are cheaper, but they do 
not work quite so easily as sable-hair ones. 

In using the brush, it is particularly necessary, in 
order to produce clean, well-written work, to acquire 
facility in making slow, steady sweeps, and not, as is 
mostly the practice with beginners, to make a number 
of 2hort, jerky, scratchy movements. This sweeping 
movement gives an even edge to the outlines of a letter, 
whilst short dabs only result in a saw-like jaggedness. 
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The whole secret of using the brush may be said 
to lie in acquiring this sweeping movement. The 
rule should be :-Never allow your brush to be on 
the outer edge of a letter unless it is travelling at a 
slow, even rate, in the direction of the outline at that 
part. Of course, a brush must of necessity be removed 
and replaced ; but before removing it, draw it away 
towards the centre of the letter ; when replacing it, let 
first contact take place at some central part, and from 
there commence the sweeping motion, so that when the 
outer edge is reached the hairs have settled themselves 
into shape for continuing an even-edged mark. 

No amount of practice with the jerky method will 
ma

_
ke good ticket-writing, but with continuous sweep11, 

qmckness as well as correctness are certain. Enough 
i.nk must be taken up to keep a decided pool always 
under the brush, so that when a fresh dip is made 
into the ink-pot the brush is not returned to a partially 
dry line. A spot once allowed to dry must not be gone 
over again until the whole letter of which it forms part 
has dried. A second coat will be found to be quite 
unnecessary in all but exceptional cases, where bad ink 
or a bad surface is in question. 

If an outline of the writing is to be made first, 
this must be done in one of two ways. Either mark 
it lightly with a fine lead-pencil, or rule it with a 
drawing-pen and pen-compass. A broadish line should be 
used-perhaps .'. in. wide. The curved portions must be 
put in first, and their extremities joined where necessary 
by straight ruling. When this ink is dry, begin to 
fill in with the brush. Whilst using the brush, do 
not keep turning the ticket round and rouud to bring 
successive sides of the letters parallel with a line joining 
your eyes ; draw the brush from above downwards, 
when filling in upright or approximately upright limbs, 
and from left to right when filling in horizontal or 
approximately horizontal limbs. Tickets, as a whole, 
should be begun in left top corner, and finished a.t 
bottom right corner. 
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Cardboard.-This is made in all thicknesses, and is 
called " two-sheet," " three-sheet," etc., according to the 
number of sheets that are pasted together to make it 
up. As a rule, the larger a ticket is to be the thicker 
should be the card on which it is written. The sheets 
in which card is sold also vary in size from ,, royal," 
20 in. by 25 in., to " antiquarian," 30l in. by 54 in., with 
intermediate sizes. Royal is the size mostly used, but 
any of the other sizes will do just as well. Card can 
be got in small or large quantities from any good 
stationery warehouse. A sheet can be cut into tickets, 
having lengths and breadths of widely varying pro
portions. For instance, a royal sheet will cut up into 
four long tickets 25 in. by 5 in., or into twenty square 
tickets 5 in. by 5 in., and, within the limits of the 
size of the sheet, into an endless variety of rectangular 
pieces. Much cardboard will be wasted unless heed is 
taken to cut economically : cutting pieces of useless 
widths or shapes is quite unnecessary in practice, and 
should be avoided. 

Ink-pots or Dippers.-A separate ink-pot will be re· 
quired for each colour and each kind of ink that is used. 
Any short, wide-mouthed bottle will do, ha>ing a stopper 
or cover that can be kept on to exclude dust and 
prevent evaporation when not in ac·tual use. An ink
pot need not hold more than about an eighth of a pint. 

.A Bom·d.-This need be only a piece of well-seasoned 
deal, without knots or cracks, 1 in. or more thick, and 
measuring 12 in. by 18 in. Both sides must be planed 
smooth and the edges squared. 

Drawing-pins are not necessary. Get into the habit 
of using the cork support under your right hand when 
writing, and steady the card with two digits of your 
left. 

.A Hand-rest.-This consists of a piece of cork 4 in. 
by 3 in. by l in., which can be got with the surfaces 
smooth as the cork-cutter's knife leaves them. A piece 
of tough brown paper must be glued to the top and 
another to the bottom of this cork and left tq 
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dry under pressure. When dry, the paper must be 
trimmed to the edges with a pair of scissors. Mark 
one side with some device, and always work with that 
uppermost. This rest is used under the hand, and 
keeps the ticket from getting moistened or dirtied by 
perspiration. It is light, and, at the same time, suffi
ciently thick to be easily picked up. 

Card Cutters.-For these will be wanted a good pair 
of scissors with 4 in. blades ; a piece of stout plate-glass 
rather larger than the largest tickets intended to be 
written-the edges and corners of this had best be 
ground off ; a shoemaker's knife (Fig. 155), which must 
b<:J kept sharp at the point by rubbing it upon a strip of 

Fig. 155.-Shoemaker's Knife. 

emery-cloth glued to a strip of wood, say 12 in. by 
3 in. by 1 in., used as a barber uses a strop, but without 
any lubricant. 

The sheet of glass mentioned above is used, in 
conjunction with the shoemaker's knife and metal 
straight-edge, to cut up card. The card is first ruled 
with pencil-marks to the sizes and shapes wanted. It is 
then laid, face up, on the glass, and the metal straight
edge is placed to coincide with the pencil-lines, and 
held firmly with the left, whilst the right hand draws 
the knife along the straight-edge. The knife's edge 
should be held at about 45°, and must sever the card at 
one cut ; a sharp point is, therefore, necessary. 

Rulers.-A metal straight-edge ; two set-squares, one 
45° and one 60° ; three wooden straight-edg�s, one 18 
in., one 9 in., and one 6 in. long. 

)feasurers.-A pair of compasses, with pencil and pen ; 
a. foot-rule divided into inches and fractions of an inch. 

Markers.-A few soft lead-pencils, some sharpened 
to pin-points (as shown by Fig. 156), and some to 
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chisel-shaped ends (as shown by Fig. 157), the points Ior 
outlining and marking freehand, the chisels for ruling 
lines ; a pricker made by inserti!lg a needle in a wooden 
handle with t in. of the point projecting ; a pounce, 
made by rolling a strip of flannel, 12 in. long and 3 in. 
wide, tightly into a roll and stitching it so ; a drawing
pen ; a sheet or so of tracing-paper. 

The needle-point tool is for use with the pounce and 
tracing-paper. When a large number of similar tickets 
are wanted or when it is desired to copy a letter 
quickly, a piece of tracing-paper is placed over it, and an 

Figs. 156 and 157.-Lead Pencils. 

outline made in pencil. This is then removed, placed 
over a thick cloth laid on a table and pricked through 
with holes making a perforation like that used in 
sheets of p�stage-stamps. A perforating wheel (Fig. 158) 
will do this expeditiously. Some charcoal is reduced to 
a fine powder and placed in a saucer. The pounce 
is held upright, and its end dabbed into the charcoal 
powder. The perforated tracing-paper is placed over 
a card so that the perforations come where the outline of 
the writing is to appear. The pounce is then dabbed 
a!ong the perforation, and by this means the charcoal 
dust is sent through, and black marks appear on the 
card beneath. A puff of breath will remove surplus 
charcoal dust from the ticket, and the writing can then 
be proceeded with direct, or the dotted line pencilled 
over first, if thought necessary. 

J,fiscellaneous.-A slate and slate-pencil ; a piece of 
soft indiarubber. The slate and pencil are used to 
make trial letters and tickets on, and will save · the 
waste of much paper. In learning ticket-writing, it is 
not easy to know exactly where to commence the lines, 
how many words to place in each line, how wide apart 
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the several lines should be, and what sized letters to use 
for each word, in order to make the most effective 
ticket. By experiment upon a slate, all this can be 
ascertained, and a more or less finished outline of the 
ticket made. Tracing-paper and pounce will then allow 
of it being transferred to the card, and the remainder is 
then easy enough. Gradually the slate will be found 
becoming unnecessary : this will be when tickets can be 
outlined upon it without requiring alteration ; then, 
of course, the outlining can be done in lead-pencil 

Fig. 158.-Perforating Wheel. 

directly upon the card, and the slate can be put aside. 
Later on, when great!�r proficiency is attained, the 
pencil can in the same way be dispensed with, and the 
ink-brush used at once upon the clean card. In copying 
the ticket upon tracing-paper from the slate, only the 
outlines of the letters and figures must be drawn ; 
guide-lines, although absolutely necessary at first to the 
beginner when working on the slate, are not wanted on 
the ticket itself. Great care must be taken to trace and 
prick the outline correctly. 

To begin writing, take the slate, and draw upon 
it two parallel lines, say 2i in. apart ; never work with 
small letters at first. Suppose we decide to write WORK 
between these guides :-first add up the number of 
letter widths (See Chap. II.) that are required for the 
word. To begin this, it must be first decided wha.t 
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width the ordinary letters are to be. Suppose this is 
decided upon as It in. The height is now nine quarters, 
and the width six quarters of an inch. Consider, then, 
the quarter-inch to be our unit for measurements. Sup
pose we decide to have the limb-width one-sixth of the 
height, it will be It units or t in. We will arrange 
to have our word in the middle of the slate. The letter· 
widths will be H in. for 0, R, and K, but W requires 
four-thirds of It in., or 2 in. There must be a space 
between each letter ; this is equal between the extreme 
limits of every letter, whether I or W. To get a fair 
readable-looking word, we will have a space of t in. 
between the letters. The total letter-widths and spaces 
together come to 2" + Il'' + It" + ll" + i" + l" + 
1'' = 8''. 

Find the middle point of the slate between the 
parallels already ruled. On each side of this point, 4 in. 
from it, draw a line at right angles to the parallels, 
to close their ends. Now, at intervals of l in. between 
the parallels and at right angles to them, draw a number 
of lines. The first eight of these will be taken up by 
W then two will go for a space, then six for 0, two 
fo; a space, six for R, two for a space, and six for K. 
Now draw the letters in outline according to the 
rules given in Chap. II. When completed, carefully 
trace the word on tracing-paper, and, by using pricking
needle and pounce, transfer it to a clean card. This 
outline can then be filled in with brush and ink. From 
this word it is but a step to the writing of a complete 
ticket. 

Never crowd letters, words, or lines together, nor put 
the writing as a whole upon a card that is too small for 
its proper display, and be careful to give a proportionate 
margin. Where possible, the rule should be followed to 
allow a space of from one-third to one-half a common 
letter-width between each letter, and twice as much 
between each word. Between lines allow a space at least 
equal to a quarter of the height of the tallest of the letters 
in the two lines it separates. More or less than these 
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proportions often cannot be helped, but by observing 
them, a clear, easily-read ticket can always be depended 
upon. Around the writing allow a margin of clean �ard 
twice as wide as the widest space between any two hues 
inside. 

Never copy inferior examples : large print, in good 
ink, on good paper, is the best thing to be got, a�though 
the spacing is often rather faulty. Collectwns of 
alphabets are sold by several publishers, and a selected 
set of these will afford a host of good examples. At 
any rate, obtain first-rate specimen letters only, and 
copy, copy, copy. 

When writing tickets, conform to the orthodox 
spelling ; always keep a reliable dictionary b

_
y you for 

reference when in doubt. However well a ticket may 
be written, a word spelled wrongly will make it 
ridiculous. 

Do not work in semi-darkness if it can possibly 
be avoided. The defects that will be likely to creep in 
if you do will be shown up to their fullest extent 
when they come to be placed in the strong light of 
a shop window. 

For all business purposeg it will be found sufficient 
to use black, red, and blue, with white for writing 
on black and dark-coloured card. Any other colours 
may be added at discretion, it being only necessary 
to buy the right pigments ; and the colourman will tell 
a purchaser what is most suitable. 

Tickets intended for exposure to the weather are best 
varnished all over. The written ticket is given a couple 
of coats of isinglass solution, made by dissolving I oz. in 
I pint of boiling water ; then mastic varnish or copal 
varnish is applied. A large flat brush is best for 
coating tickets as it must be done rapidly. Varnished 
tickets look better and last longer than those which 
only have the writing done in waterproof ink. 

Metal Tickets, such as are used by butchers, gret':n· 
grocers, fishmongers, etc., are written upon ti�-plate 
with oil-paint, and afterwards they are often varniShed. 
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When written, a ticket should be allowed to dry 
slowly, and should be placed aside out of the way of dust 
and dirt. Warming and other hastening processes result 
in wrinkling, scorching, and smudging. When, beyond 
question, the ink is dry, any pencil-marks must be re
moved by light touches with soft indiarnbber. 

Ink is best and cheapest when bought ready-made, 
but as many readers of this Handbook may like to 
make ink for their own use, the following recipes and 
formulas are given. 

Gum Arabic in solution forms the best vehicle for 
all indoor ticket-writing-that is to say, when the ticket 
is not tv be exposed to rain, as is often the case 
with writing affixed to the outsides of shopkeepers' 
plate-glass windows. The liquid gum only needs the 
addition of a pigment to form ink : to this a drop or 
two of oxgall is added in the case of colours to brighten 
them up ; not too much, or the reverse effect will be 
brought about. The gum arabic solution is made by 
selecting only such pieces of gum as are quite clear, 
clean, and transparent. These are dissolved by pouring 
upon them cold water in the proportions of a quarter of 
a pint to one ounce. Should the liquid not be clear 
and colourless, it can be rendered so by placing in 
it about an equal quantity of freshly-made animal char
coal, coarsely powdered, and shaking up the solution for 
two or three minutes. The charcoal is removed by 
filtering through blotting-paper, the liquid that passes 
being colourless. It is essential that the charcoal should 
be freshly-made animal charcoal. To obtain this, get 
some bones-say a sheep's rib-bones-and saw them 
into pieces about an inch long. · Bury these in a flower
pot, plugged at the bottom with clay and filled with 
silver-sand, and place in a fire or Bunsen flame. By 
uncovering now and then, the carbonising process can 
be watched, and when complete, the sand can be 
emptied out, the bones gathered together, and coarsely 
powdered with a pestle in a mortar. Blow away the 
fine dust, or it will clog the filtering paper. 

TICKET- 1¥RITING, 

Col�urs.-The following pigments are used to colour 
the gum solution :- Vermilion is the best red for general 
pur-poses, it costs 4d. an ounce when of good quality-a 
larger quantity of gum is wanted with it. Cobalt is the 
best decided blue ; it costs ld. an ounce. Emerald Green � unsatisfactory to mix at home, and should be bought 
m the tube and gum solution added to thin it. Indeed, 
when only a little ticket-writing is going to be done, it is 
cheapest, cleanest, and least trouble to buy tubes of colour 
and then thin it with gum solution. For Black get a 
halfpennyworth of vegetable black. For Gold ink buy 
gold leaf, sold in books each containing twenty-five 
leaves, 3! inches square, intJ)rleaved with tissue. Grind 
a leaf up with gum solution on the slab, adding water to 
thin it. Dutch metal, something like gold, but tarnish
ing quickly, costs only ld. a book. Bronze powders 
of various shades, gold, green, purple, red, yellow, etc., 
c�n be got at an oilshop and of artists' colourmen. Very 
httle gum solution should be used in mixing bronze 
powders. They are better dusted on a coat of nearly dry 
(sticky) gum solution, or, better, on a coat of gold size · 

the metallic dust is very hurtful to one's lungs if inhaled� 
All the above colours are bought dry, ready ground 

to powder. A sufficient quantity is tipped out on 
a slate or glass slab, and ground with a palette-knife. 
Enough gum solution is then added to make a treacly 
liquid. This is placed in an ink-pot, and diluted with 
more gum solution, adding a drop or two of prepared ox
gall and enough water to make a thin ink that will work 
well with the brush. A few drops of oil of cloves will 
prevent the moulding of the ink and give it a pleasant 
scent. Quite a passable black ink can be made by 
de�aching a little soot from a blackened paraffin-lamp 
chimney, and mixing it with some liquid gum on a sheet 
of glass, using a palette-knife to incorporate the two 
and, if necessary, adding water to thin it. 

' 

To make glossy ticket ink use very little colour 
to the liquid gum arabic. Try for quality by putting 
a dab on a waste piece of card. and seein�r how it dries. 
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How TO WRITE SIGNS, ETc. 
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How To WRITE SIGNS, ETC. 

Waterproof Black Ink is made as follows :-'-To half 
a pint of boiling water add half an ounce of powdered 
borax and one ounce of shellac. Place this over the fire, 
and keep stirring till shellac and borax are all dissolved 
Stir in just so much vegetable black as is necessary 
to colour the solution a deep black, without making it 
thick. Strain, when quite cold, through an old hand
kerchief. More shellac will make it glossier, more 
borax will make it less liable to chip off the card when 
written. A little indigo added will make the black less 
of a brown. 

Waterproof Coloured Inks. - (1) For small, stiff 
tickets, write with the ordinary ink, and varnish with 
spirit varnish applied with a large, soft, flat brush very 
carefully. When the varnish dries, the surface will be 
impermeable to wet. Give more than one coat of 
varnish if necessary. 

(2) Gelatine melted in hot water, and then having 
enough vermilion added to produce the required shade 
of red. When wanted, the gelatine ink should be stood 
in hot water and _melted, stirring up the colour if sunk 
to the bottom. 

(3) Either gelatine or size mixed with vermilion and 
melted iu hot water. Bichromate of potash, dissolved 
in as little hot water as is necessary, is added to small 
quantities of this ink a few minutes befvre it is used. 
The ink must then ,be used at once in a room dimly 
lighted. When tickets written with this ink are ex
posed to strong sunlight for an hour or more, the ink 
becomes non-absorptive of water, and remains fast 
against rain, etc. The objection to this ink is that, 
whether it dries in the pot or on a ticket, it cannot 
be dissolved again by water after light has fixed it. 

(4) For small tickets, bleached shellac dissolved in 
spirit of wine and coloured with any of Judson's dye& 
will make a moisture-proof writing material. This is 
expensive when large quantities are used. It evaporates 
from the bottle, too, rather quickly. 

(5) Get some white hard spirit varnish from an 

TiCKET- WRITING. 

oilshop, and store it in a very soundly corked bottle. 
Dissolve in a little spirit of wine any of J·udson's aniline 
colours (�lue, red, yellow, etc., sold in penny packets 
also at mlshops). Add the coloured spirit to the re
�uired quantity of varnish, and use quickly, preferably 
m a cold room, as a warm atmosphere so soon dries the 
writing. 

The following method may be employed to make 
waterproof ink of any colour, where the pigments will 
not be spoilt by its use :-Grind the colours up with 
a little gelatine dissolved in hot water and then add a 
little bichromate of potash. The ink m.'ust be kept from 
evapor�ting, as it cannot be again dissolved after having 
once dned and been exposed to daylight. 

An ink for writing upon linen, holland, calico, etc., is 
mad� as follows :-Vegetable black 1, gold size 2, tur· 
pentme 3? and boiled oil rather less than 1 part. When 
a colour 1s used, the proportions are : boiled oil 2 gold 
size 2, turpentine 5, to one of colour. 

' 

To prepare Oxgall for Ticket-writing.-(!) Evaporate 
fresh oxgall to a syrup, and then pour it in to a shallow 
tray, and set it by the fire to dry. Prepared in this 
way, the stuff will keep indefinitely in stoppered bottles. 
(2) It can be evaporated to dryness in a water bath. 
Treatment with alcohol will precipitate the mucus and 
epithelium. (3) Boil one pint of fresh oxgall with 1 oz. 
of alum. In another vessel, another pint with 1 oz 
of table salt. After these have stood for three month� 
the clear portion from each is mixed for use. The 
?olo�r ca!l be removed from oxgall by slightly acidulat
mg 1t w1th one or two drops of acetic acid and then 
passing through it a stream of chlorine gas �r nascent 
o_xygen. . <:Jonsidering the very small quantity used in 
t1cket-wntmg on a small scale, it hardly pays to make it. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

POSTER PAINTING. 

THE JllJ.terials required for poster painting will be com
prised in paper, colours, brushes, and a few other tools, 
such as compasses, tracing wheel, straight-edge, gauges, 
etc. The brushes should be of the best quality .At 
least six will be needed for quickness when working 
with several colours. Having a brush in each colour 
saves a lot of trouble and saves the delay caused by 
stopping to wash out brushes. Poster painting must be 
done quickly in order to be remunerative. One liui!.g 
brush, or preferably two, of different sizes will be re
quired ; these are bevelled brushes of the shape shown 
in Fig. 159 : At the least four flat fitches, as show!l at 
Fig. 160, are also wanted. These should range in size from 
about t in. to It in. wide-these would be known as 
Nos. 9, 10, 1 1, 12. 

The tracing wheel is a brass wheel with steel points, 
.fa in. or less apart, sticking out around it (Fig. 158). 
In use the ball handle is held firmly in the hollow of 
the hand, the wheel is run round the designed letter and 
the points will pierce as many as eight sheets of paper, 
thus outlining eight letters at once. 

Compasses are generally large ; the way to make 
them is as follows :-

'l'ake two pieces of clean wood, free from knots, cut 
a mortice in one and a tenon in the other, as shown in 
Fig. 161 ; cut the square parts as shown in Fig. 162. A 
screw is then inserted at A, Fig. 161, and the two pieces 
put together, forming the tool shown in Fig. 163. The 
use of the compasses will be obvious at once. 

PosTBR P AINTINrl• 145 
Straight-edges made of strips of wood t iu. thick, 

2� in. wide, and up to 5 ft. long are used. 
Gauges are flat strips of wood about 18 in. Ion� and 

of a width corresponding with that of the ordmary 
letters you may have to form. The gauge is laid upon 
the paper, and by making a pencil mar� on _b?th sides 
the width of letter is at once traced. This facihtates the 
work. An ordinary carpenter's pencil is good for this 

Fig. 159.-Lining Brush. 

Fig. 1 60.-Flat Fitch. 

purpose-it makes a bold line, and is not liable to 
break. . . , . 

The paint used for posters IS �sually pri.nters I.nk 
thinned with benzoline, adding a httle terebme, whiCh 
hardens the colour as it dries. Some colours dry much 
slower than others. Black is especially a slow drier, 
and wants a little gold-size to hasten it. Blue is not a 
quick drier. All reds and yel�ows ar�, as .a rule, go�d 
driers. In thinning out the mk, a httle JUdgment m 
working will show when the right consistency is at
tained. To make colour dry with a gl�s on. it, use 
varnish in the mixing. If paper varmsh IS u�ed 
instead of benzoline, turpentine must be used for thm
ning. Add this little by little, trying the colour after 
each addition ; too much turpentine is liable to spread 
from the colour, staining the paper round the letters. 

J 
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How TO WRITE SIGNS, Ere. 

With any other varnish, benzoline will do for thinning, 
but benzoline mixed with paper varnish, turns solid and 
cannot be used. If printers' ink cannot be obtained, 
grind up dry colours with varnish, and thin out the same 
with either benzoline or turpentine. 

e 

Fig. 161 .  

Fig. 1 62. 

Fig. 163. 
Poster Painters' Compasses. 

The regular sizes of papers generally used for posters 
are double-demy, 22t in. by 34i in., and double crown, 
20 in. by 30 in. Smaller sizes are made by folding these 
sheets. For poster painting it is best to have paper 
that is not very thin, or the colour would sink in and 
spoil before it dries. 

Before we commence work, everything must be 
systematically arranged because so much depends on 
quickness. In the room to be used for the purpose, 
have lines stretched from wall to wall to hang the 
po�ters on, so that they may dry as they are painted. In 
the middle of the room, have a table with a board the 

PosTER PAINTING. 1 47 

size of the sheets being worked on, raised about 4 in. at. 
the back to give it the slope of a desk. On one side 
have pots of colour arranged handy, with a spatula
that is, a piece of flat wood (see Fig. 164)-in each pot, to 
keep the colours well mixed, and o. brush in each colour 
in use. Paper, straight-edge, compasses, wheel, etc. 
should also be arranged handy and ready for use. 

To paint double-crown size letters-that is, each 
letter to fill one sheet of double-crown-select the first 
letter of the first word and count the total number of 
such letters that are wanted, and count out a sufficient 
number of sheets of paper. Take not �ore than the trac
ing wheel will prick through, and lay them on the board. 

ezt� sw  
Fig. 164.-Spatula. 

With a pencil draw the letter on the top sheet, then with 
the tracing wheel run over all the lines, pressing it firmly 
so as to prick through the whole of the sheets. Draw the 
outline of the letters with the guidance of a straight· 
edge and , lining brush, then fill in with broad fitches. 
A boy can do the filling in, and thus a great quantity of 
work may be got through in a day. As each letter is 
finished, hang it on a line. By the time all the lines are 
full, the sheet first put on should be thoroughly dry. 

Red letters filled in around with black as a back
ground show up well. Rustic letters look well. Brown 
and green high lights touched up with lemon chrome is 
another effective letter ; and striped letters representing 
Scotch plaids are good. Shaded letters, the differem 
colours being softened one into the other, are also showy 
-in fact, so much variety can be done in this line that 
it is only limited by the taste and judgment of the 
artist. 

Single letters on single sheets of paper are easier to 
mam�.ge than having to put two or more letters on each 
aheet. 
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IIow TO 1VRITE SIGNs, Ere. PosTER PA INTING. J 49 

Supposing you have a large poster to do-plan It out 
to scale on one sheet of paper, squaring out the number 
of sheets your poster is to contain (see Fig. 165). Now 
ascertain how many lines the matter to be dealt with 

Fig. 166.-Single Letter on Two Sheets of Double-crown. 

will take. See how many letters there are in the words 
to be displayed on each line, and divide the line into 
parts according to the size of the letters. Draw each 
letter, leaving a set space between each and an extra 
space between each word. 

Fig. 165 shows the word WORK, divided to fill a 
poster consisting of eight sheets of double-crown. Fig. 
166 shows, on an enlarged scale, two sheets of the same 
poster upun which the letter R appears. 
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Supposing you have a large poster to do-plan It out 
to scale on one sheet of paper, squaring out the number 
of sheets your poster is to contain (see Fig. 165). Now 
ascertain how many lines the matter to be dealt with 

Fig. 166.-Single Letter on Two Sheets of Double-crown. 

will take. See how many letters there are in the words 
to be displayed on each line, and divide the line into 
parts according to the size of the letters. Draw each 
letter, leaving a set space between each and an extra 
space between each word. 

Fig. 165 shows the word WORK, divided to fill a 
poster consisting of eight sheets of double-crown. Fig. 
166 shows, on an enlarged scale, two sheets of the same 
poster upun which the letter R appears. 
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According to the letters and their exact positions on 
the squares of the small design, so will they appear on 
the large sheets (see Figs. 165 and 166), the small squares 
represent the large sheets that are to be used. Fig. 166 
shows two double-crown sheets held together with two 
tacks or drawing pins while the first copy is being drawn 
in, afterwards as many as are wanted are marked with 
the tracing wheel 

For small posters, say 6 ft. or 8 ft. square, stick 
together sheets of paper by pasting the edges over
lapping each other about ! in. A good mate�ial to 
procure is lining paper ; it may be bought at any shop 
dealing in wall papers ; a roll of 12 yds. costs 7d. or 
Sd. This cut into lengths is much easier to handle 
than having smaller sheets to work with. 

After a little practical knowledge is gained, poster 
painting is work that will be found easy, pleasant and . , 
remunerative ; and it affords plenty of scope in forming 
new designs and letters, 

CHAPTER X. 
LETTERING WITH GOLD. 

THE tools and materials used by the sign·writer in 
gilding letters here mentioned are those generally used 
in letter-work. 

The materials used for gilding, real or imitation, are
(1) genuine gold leaf ; (2) alloyed gold ; (3) Dutch 
metal ; and (4) bronze powders. 

Genuine gold leaf always contains a certain amount 
of alloy, as pure gold is too ductile to be worked 
between the gold-beater's skin. It is sold in books of 
twenty-five� leaves at about ls. 4d. each, and gilders' 
work is mea!)ured and estimated by the hundred leaves. 
There are three shades of gold leaf sold-(a) very pale, 
(b) medium or yellow, (c) deep gold ; (b) is most suited 
for the sign-writer ; it looks best when varnished,. and 
is the most durable if left unvarnished. It also stands 
the best against atmospheric influences when used on 
outside work. Gold leaf must be kept in a dry place ; 
if allowed to get damp, it will be impossible to re
move it from the book without tearing. Damp also 
tarnishes the leaf, and if any is found to be in. this 
condition it should not be used, as it will spoil the work. 
Gold leaf should fall freely from the book on to the 
cushion by a gentle breath from the operator ; if it does 
not do so it is damp, and should be placed in front of 
a fire for an hour or so to dry it. 

Letters for gilding upon are written in oil gold size, 
procurable at any colour shop. There is a slow and a 
quick drying size ; the former is prepared by grinding 
up fat linseed oil and yellow ochre ; a quick-drying. 
varnish, with a little oil gold size added to it to keep it 
taeky, is a good preparation for the latter. By regu
lating the quantity of oil put with the varnish, it may 
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be made to dry in three or four hours. Japanners' gold 
size and picture-frame-gilders' size may also be used for 
lettering. 

. . 
The gilders' cushion (Fig. 167) 1s most Important �s n. 

suitable surface to manipulate the gold upon. It 1s a 
wooden slab about 8 in. by 5 in., padded and covered 
with a soft leather. A piece of parchment is tacked 
round one end, and half round the two sides, as shown 
in the illustration. This is to prevent the gold leaf 
from being lifted off the cushion, as a slight breath of 

Fig-, 167.-Gilders' Cushion. 

air is sufficient to carry it away. The cushion is held in 
the left hand by a leather loop, through which the 
thumb is inserted. There is also a smaller loop for 
holding the palette-knife when not in use. 

The knives (Fig. 168) consist of a long blade in a 
handle, and have a hard, smooth, but blunt edge. They 
must be kept clean and bright, otherwise they will tear 
the leaf instead of cutting it. They are used to cut the 
gold to the required size and shape. 

The " tip " (Fig. 169) is a thin layer of camel's hair 
glued between two pieces of cardboard, and is used for 
lifting the gold leaf from the cushion, and carrying and 

LETTER!NG WITH GoLD. 1 5 3 
attaching it to the spot to be gilded. It Js 4 in. wide, 
and varies in length, the most useful being I in., I �  in. , 

and 2 in. 

Fig. 168.-Gilders' Knives. 

Fig. l iitl.-Gilders' Tip. 

Fig. 1 70.-Gilders' Mop. 

The gilders' mop (Fig. 170) is either. flat or domed ; it 
is used to dab the gold with, in order to make it adhere 
firmly to the prepared surface. 

These are all the important tools that are really 
required, but a variety of 5able, camel's hair, hog's hair 
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pencils, and " skewing " may come into request in practice. 
Powdered chalk, tied up securely in a piece of fine 
muslin to make a pounce bag, for dusting on the painted 
s?rface is wanted. Sponges, dusters, and other. requi. 
sites should also be kept specially for this work, and 
the whole of the tools and materials are best kept in a 
compact tin box. 

The few necessaries required for letter gilding having 
been enumerated, the student may now be taken 
through the process of writing and gilding a si"n in 
simple unshaded letters on a black ground. Th; first 
thing to do is to prepare the painted surface of the 
sign so that the leaf will be prevented from sticking 
anywhere except upon the desired portion-that is, the 
letters. 

A sign which is to contain gilded letters, which are 
afterwards to be varnished, is always finished with a 
coat of " flatting," and on this surface there is not much 
chance of the gold adhering except upon the letters 
themselves. If the edges are not sharp and clear the 
sign must be " egg-sized " just round the letters. But 
many people will not have their gilded letters varnished 
over, as it takes so much off the brilliancy and richness 
of the gold. In such a case the sign has to be painted 
varnished, and finished in every respect before the gold 
letters are put on. Varnish of the best and hardest 
drying quality procurable should be used, and allowed 
to set quite hard ; it can be left for a week after being 
applie� to the sign-board. When hard, commence by 
remov�ng every trace of dust by sponging the board 
over with cold water ; this will remove a certain amount 
of greasiness from the varnish ; when dry set out the 
ietters in . pencil, not in pipe-clay, and then dust round 
with the pounce bag containing powdered chalk. This 
need not be done lavishly, as is frequently the case, but 
the chalk should be carefully applied to the spaces 
between the letters, and for an inch or two above and 
below the letters. This chalk is, of course to prevent 
the gold from sticking anywhere except to th� letters, an<l 

LETTERING WITH GoLD. I 5 5  

to give these a sharp, clear edge. A very slight dusting 
should be sufficient, and it must not obliterate the 
outline of the letters. Should any chalk grit get upon 
the letters, it must be carefully dusted off with a small 
brush before applying the size, which is now got into 
a workable state. 

Oil gold size _sold in the little jars by oil and colour
men is generally too thick, and requires thinning to the 
proper consistency. This is done with boiled linseed 
oil, and strained through a fine piece of muslin into a 
small jar for use. Slow-drying size is laid on one day 
and gilt the next, but one of the quick-drying mordants 
is used if the gold leaf is to be laid on the same day 
as the size is applied. 

Pouncing the sign with chalk, though a somewhat 
dirty and untidy method of working, is the one in general 
use ; some writers, however, use egg-size instead, which 
is prepared in this way :-The white of a fresh egg is 
mixed with a little water, and the whole whisked up into 
a froth with a clean new sash tool. This is applied over 
the entire surface of the sign, and will prevent stray 
particles of gold from sticking upon any part of the 
board. Mter the gilding is completed, the egg-size is 
washed off with a sponge and warm water. 

Having thus prepared the sign-board and gold-size 
and marked out the letters, take a suitable sable pencil 
and fill them in with the size, and leave it to get nearly 
dry. The great point, which is somewhat difficult for the 
novice to determine, is when the size is ready to take 
the leaf. If the size is too moist and tacky, the gold will 
sink into it, and lose its brilliancy, besides showing every 
joint and looking dirty in places. If the size has got 
hard and lost most of its tackiness, the gold will not 
adhere properly. The state of the atmosphere affects 
the drying, and as the drying qualities of different sizes 
vary a sharp eye must always be kept upon the work. 
A very slight tackiness will cause the gold to adhere, and 
this is all that is required. 

Supposing the size is now right, we proceed to apply 
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the leaf by the tip and cushion process. Take up the 
hook of gold leaf, open the first leaf, and, breathing very 
gently at the edge of the leaf, hold the book at the 
same time close down \;o the cushion, so that the leaf 
shall fall upon it. 

Take the cutting knife (Fig. 168), wipe it free from 
moisture, and cut the leaf into sizes suitable to the 
width of the letters. Dexterity is required in using the 
knife. Next take the tip (Fig. 169), lay it lengthways 
upon the leaf, and gently carry it from the cushion on to 
the sized letter ; this operation is repeated until the 
whole letter is gilded, when it is very lightly dabbed 
over with a piece of cotton wool, the mop, or the dabber, 
according ·to fancy. The remaining letters are treated in 
this way and the job is finished. This method of gilding 
is certainly best, but it can seldom be employed in the 
open air. The gold leaf laid upon the size without 
pressure has much greater brilliancy than when laid on 
from tissue paper or from tbe book. When pressure 
must be used, it is liable to disturb the size and press 
the gold into it, and cause uneven work. 

In outdoor gilding sign-writers of the old school tab 
up a book, turn back the paper leaves, and without any 
cutting, place the leaf direct against the sized letter ; this 
is a wasteful way of going to work:, as with the slightest 
wind a great deal of the gold is wasted. The slightest 
movement in the air renders it very difficult to proceed 
so, when gilding out of doors, .. 'the sign-writer is gener
ally shielded from the evil effects of the wind by a large 
coarse sheet. 

The easiest of all methods in gilding is with the trans
fer gold leaf, as this leaf is easy to handle. Open the 
book at the first page and with the left hand take out 
the tissue square with the metal attached, place it with 
the gilded side on to the letter, and with the right hand 
gently rub it with a piece of cotton wool, on that portion 
which you wish to adhere ; remove the tissue and apply 
the remaining leaf to another portion of the letter until 
all the gold is used up. 

IND E X .  

A 
Alphabet, Block, 24-30 
-, Drawing, 23 
-, Egyptian, 80, 100 
-, Expanded, 110, 111 
-, Italian, 101 
-, ltalict,!l1, 82 
-, - .ua.ir-line, 88 
-, Medlreval, 10J., 105 
-, Old English, 83, 84, 89 
- in Outline, 68, 73 
-, Roman, 74-77, 79, 88 
-, Script, 85, 86, 89, 90 
-, Skeleton, 64, 65 
- of Small Letters. 72 
-, Tablet, 87, 91 
-, Tuscan, 90 
Alphabets, Copying, 90 
American Cloth for Sign-boards, 59 
Angles, Various, 12 
Applying Gold Leaf, 156 
Arabic, Gum, 140 
- Numerals, Fol'IIlin&', 00-32 
Arms, The Royal

l 
126, 127, 130 

Arrangement, Co our, 50-52 

B 
Badger-hair Softener, 39, 40 
Benzoline, 145 
Blackboard, Making, 15-17 
Blender, Sable, 40 
Block Letters, 24-80, 84, 95-97 
Blocking np, 95 
Board. 134 
--, Cleaning, 21 
-, Pla.in, l24 
Border (for Church Work), 106 
Braces, Roman, 79 
Brackets, Roman, 79 
Bronze Powders, 141, 151 
Brush, Filling-in, 39, 40 
-, Holding, 21 
-, Lining, l45 
-, Testing, 85, 36 
-, Using, 132, 133 
Brushes, 19, 33, 35-40 -. -, Cleaning, 39 
-, Ticket-writers', 1� 

c 
Cable Twist, Drawn, 14 
Camel-hair Pencils, 19, 33, 34, 'R 
Candlestick. 4.3 

Canvas for Sign-boards, 55, 60 
-, Tanning Liquor for, 60 
Card-board, 184 
Card-cutters, 185 
Care of Tools, 83, 38 
Centre (for Church Work}, 106 
- Ribbon Ornament, 129 
Chalk, 19, 44 
-, Powdered, 153 
- -, Using, 154, 155 
Chamois Leather, 44 
Charlton White, 61 
Church Text, Treatment of, 102, lOll 
- Work, Centre for, 106 
- -, Circles for, 107 
- -, Corners for, 106 
Circle Drawing, 17-19 
Circles, Concentric, 18 
- for Church Work, 107 
Cleaning Board. 21 
- Old Sign-boards, 60 
- Pencils, 39 
Cloth for Sign-boards, 59 
Coil round Cylinder, Drawn, 15 
Colour Arrangement, 50-52 
- Combinations for Lettering, 51 
Colours, Drying, 145 
- for Sign-writers, 45, 48, 49 
-, Shading, 98 
-, Ticket-writers', 141, 144 
Compasses, 42, 43, 185, 144, 146 
Compound Curves, 13 
Compressed Letters, 112 
Concentric Circles, 18 
Condensed Letters, 112 
Corner-pieces, Scroll-work, 129 
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Cross, 107 
Crow Camel-hair Writer, 19, 85 - Sable Pencil, 36 
Crown, The, 129, 131 
Curved and Straight Lines, 13, 70, '11 
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Cushion, Gilders', 1.52 
Cylinder, Drawn Coil ronnd, 15 

D 

Dashes, Roman, 78, 89 
Diamond Clnster, 197 
DipJ>!'rs, Ill, 40, 41 
Divtdera, � 43 
Doubl•bl?oiled Letters, �7 
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Card-cutters, 185 
Care of Tools, 83, 38 
Centre (for Church Work}, 106 
- Ribbon Ornament, 129 
Chalk, 19, 44 
-, Powdered, 153 
- -, Using, 154, 155 
Chamois Leather, 44 
Charlton White, 61 
Church Text, Treatment of, 102, lOll 
- Work, Centre for, 106 
- -, Circles for, 107 
- -, Corners for, 106 
Circle Drawing, 17-19 
Circles, Concentric, 18 
- for Church Work, 107 
Cleaning Board. 21 
- Old Sign-boards, 60 
- Pencils, 39 
Cloth for Sign-boards, 59 
Coil round Cylinder, Drawn, 15 
Colour Arrangement, 50-52 
- Combinations for Lettering, 51 
Colours, Drying, 145 
- for Sign-writers, 45, 48, 49 
-, Shading, 98 
-, Ticket-writers', 141, 144 
Compasses, 42, 43, 185, 144, 146 
Compound Curves, 13 
Compressed Letters, 112 
Concentric Circles, 18 
Condensed Letters, 112 
Corner-pieces, Scroll-work, 129 
Corners (for Church Work}. 106 
Cotton Wool, 44 
Cross, 107 
Crow Camel-hair Writer, 19, 85 - Sable Pencil, 36 
Crown, The, 129, 131 
Curved and Straight Lines, 13, 70, '11 
Curves, Simple, 12 
Cushion, Gilders', 1.52 
Cylinder, Drawn Coil ronnd, 15 

D 

Dashes, Roman, 78, 89 
Diamond Clnster, 197 
DipJ>!'rs, Ill, 40, 41 
Divtdera, � 43 
Doubl•bl?oiled Letters, �7 
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How To WRITE SIGNS, ETC. 

Double-crown, Letters on Two High Wolls, Spacing on, 118 
Sheets of, 149 Holding Brush, 21 

- - Letters, Forming, 147 Hotel Sign-boards, 181 -- -- Poster, Eight-sheet, 14.8 
Drawing, 10, 62 
- Alphabet, 23 
- Circles, 17-19 
-- Practice, 10-15, 18, 63, 124.-126 
-- Skeleton Letters, 63, 67 
Drawn Cable Twist, H. 
- Coil round Cylinder, 14 
Drying Colours, 145 
Duck Camel-hair Writer, 19 35 
Duck Sable Pencil, The 36 

' 

Dutch Metal, 151 ' 

E 
Eagle Camel-hair Writer, The, 84 
Easel, Making, 16, 17 
Egg-Size, 155 
Egyptian Alphabet, 80 
Emtian Numera.Js in Perspective, 
Eifl8t-sheet Double-crown Poster, 
Elongated Letters, ! 12 
Expanding Letters, 108-1111 

F 
Filling-in Brush, 391 40 
- - Posters 147 
Fitch, Flat, 145 ' 

--, Long Hair, '$1 
Flat Fitch, 145 
l!'rs.mes for Glass Signs, 55 

G 
Gauges, 145 
Geometry, 10, 15 
Gilders' Tools, 152, 153 
Gilding, Methods of, 156 -, Preparing for 154 
Glass-papering, 58 
-- Stgns, Frames for, 55 
Gold Ink, 141 
-- Leaf, Applying, 156 
- -, Shades of, 17, 151 
-- Lettering, 60, 61, 151 
-- Size, 151, 152, 155 
Goose Camel-hair Writer, 19, 35 
-- Sable Pencil, 36 
Graduated Shading, 94, 96-98 
Grained Surfaces, 61 
Ground Colour, 57 
-, Preparing the, 58, 59 
Guiae Lines, 62, 137 
Gum Arabic, 140 

H 
Hair Softener, Badger. 1 39, 40 
Hand-rest, 184 
Hand, Resting. 118 
Ha.1u.L •. l.Jru.wiug. J26 

I 
Inmsed Letters, 61, 91 
Initial Ornamental Letter, 102 -- Stage, The, 14 
Ink, Gold, 141 -- for Linen, 143 
--, Ticket-writers', 140, 141 -- pots, 134 
Inks, Waterproof, To Make 142 148 
Ins?ription, Scroll for, 15 ' ' 
loll':c Letters, Expanded, 112 
Italian Alphabet in Perspective 101 
Italic Alphabet, 81, 82, 88 

' 

- Lettering, Slant of, 118 
J 

Judgment in Letter-colouring, 147 

K 
" X:erned " Letters, Spacing, 72, 7S 
Knife, Shoemaker's, 135 
Knives, Palette, 42 
--, Gilders', 152 

L 
Lark Camel-hair Writer, 19 
Leather, Chamois, 44 
Lemon-tree, The, 130, 131 
Letter-colouring, Judgment in 147 
-- forming, 24-30, 68-73 

1 

--, Incised, 61 91, --, Initial Ornamental, 102 

149
on Two Sheets Double-crown, 

Lsltering, Colour-combinations for, 
--, Gold, 60, 61, 151, 156 
--, Ornamental, 93 
Letters, Blocked, 94-97 
--, Compressed, 112 
--, Condensed, 112 --, Double-blocked, 94-97 
--, Double-crown, Forming, 147 
-, Elongated, 112 --, Expanding, 102-112 --, Incised, 61, 91 
-- in Perspective, 99-101 120 122 --, Italic\ 81, 82, 88 ' ' 
-- of Ob ique Lines, 68 69 
--, Old English, 84 ' 
--, Raiaed, 94-97 --, Roman, 74-79 
--, Script, 85, 86, 89 --, Shading, 90, 91, 94-99, 113, 114o 
-, Skeleton, 63-65 --, Slanting, 112, 113 --, Spacing, 115, 116!,}38 
--, -- .. "K emed," r�. 73 ro, 7{ ::ltnught and Curved Line.s, 

INDEX. 1 59 
Letters ofVer1aca1, Horizontal. and 

Oblique Lines, 69, 70 --, Thicknessed, 113 9s with Thickness against Light, 
- - - Underneath. 96 
Linen, Ink for, 143 
Liners, Sable, 38, 40 
Lines, Guide, 62, 137 --, Parallel, 12 
Lining, 20, 21 -- Brush, 145 
- Paper, 150 

11[ 
M:ahl Stick, 21, 43 
Making Black·board, 15-17 
-- Easel, 16, 17 -- Sign-board, 53-56, 59 
Maltese Cross, 106 
Marbled Surfaces, 61 
Markers, l3.S 
Materials for Poster Painting, 144 
Measurers, 135 
Medioova1 Alphabets, 93, 104, 105 
Metal, Dutch, 151 
-- Tickets, 139 
M�:ods of Practice, 21, 22, 32, 93, 

-· of Gilding, 156 
Mixing Pigments, 46, 47 
-- of Tints, 46, 47 
Mop, Gilders', 153 

N 
Numera.ls, Arabic, 30-32 
--, Roman, 77, 78, 89 --, Script, 86 
-, Skeleto� 66 
--, Tablet, rst 

0 
Oblique Lines, Letters of, 68, 69 
Old English Alphabet, 83, 8�, 89 
Ornament, Centre Ribbon, 129 
Ornamental Alphabets, 93 -- Church Work, 106, 107 -- Lettering, 93, 102 
Outfit, The Sign-Writer's, 33, 44 
Outline, Alphabet in, 68-73 
Outlines, Perforating, in Ticket. 

Writing, 136 
Outlining, 20, 21, 117, 118, 1.'13, 137 
- on Slate 137 
Oval Pencil Case, 37 
Oxgall for Ticket-writing, 148 
Ox-hair Pencils, 38, 39 
Oxide of Zinc, 61 

p 
Paint, Consistency of, 115, U5 
-- Strainer, 41 
-- for Posters, 145 
Painter, The Sign., 8 
Palette Knives, t2 

Palettes, 19, 20, 40 
Paper, Lining, 150 
-- for Posters, 146 
Parallel Lines, 12 
Pencil Cases, 37 
Pencils, Camel-Hair, 19, 33-37 --, Cleaning, 39 
--, Ox-hair, 38, 39 
--, Receptacle for, 39 
--, Sable, 36, 37, 38 --, Tracing, 38, 40 
Perforating Outlines an Tickets, 138 -- Wheel, 137, 144 
Perspective, 119 
-, Letters in, 99-1()1, 120, 122 --, Shading, 123 
--, Treatment in, 120, 123 
Pigments, Mixing, 45, 461 47 
--, Qualities of, 46 
Pipe Clay, 44, 88 
Plain Board, 124 
- Shield, 121. 
Plume, Prince of Wales' 128 
Poster-Painting, Materi�ls for 144 -- -- Preliminaries 146, 147 
Posters,. Compasses for, 144, 146 --, Pamt for, 145 
--, Paper for, 146 
--. Treatment of, 149, 150 
Powdered Chalk, 154-155 
Powders, Bronze, 141, 151 
Practice, Drawing, 10-15, 18, 63 124, 

125, 126 
• 

--, Methods of, 21, 22, 32, 139 
Preparing Ground, 57-59, 115, 154 --. �inc for Church Text,t103. 106 
Pnmmg, 57, 60 
Prince of Wales' Plume, 128 
Punctuating Signs, 30 

Q 
Qualities of Pigments, 46 
Quatrefoils, 106 

R 

Raised Letters, 94, 95-'17 
Receptacle for Pencils, 39 
Resting Hand, 118 
Ribbon End for Church Work, 107 
Riggers, 37, 39 
Roman Alphabet, 74-78 
-- Braces,' 79 
- Brackets, 79 
-- Dashes, 78, 89 
-- Numerals, 77, 78 
-- Stops, 78, 89 
Royal Arms, The, 126, 127, 130 
Rule of Shading, 99 
Rulers, 135 

S 
Sable Blend'!!! 40 -- Linen, oo, 40 
- Pencils, H 
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How To WRITE SIGNS, ETC. 

Double-crown, Letters on Two High Wolls, Spacing on, 118 
Sheets of, 149 Holding Brush, 21 

- - Letters, Forming, 147 Hotel Sign-boards, 181 -- -- Poster, Eight-sheet, 14.8 
Drawing, 10, 62 
- Alphabet, 23 
- Circles, 17-19 
-- Practice, 10-15, 18, 63, 124.-126 
-- Skeleton Letters, 63, 67 
Drawn Cable Twist, H. 
- Coil round Cylinder, 14 
Drying Colours, 145 
Duck Camel-hair Writer, 19 35 
Duck Sable Pencil, The 36 

' 

Dutch Metal, 151 ' 

E 
Eagle Camel-hair Writer, The, 84 
Easel, Making, 16, 17 
Egg-Size, 155 
Egyptian Alphabet, 80 
Emtian Numera.Js in Perspective, 
Eifl8t-sheet Double-crown Poster, 
Elongated Letters, ! 12 
Expanding Letters, 108-1111 

F 
Filling-in Brush, 391 40 
- - Posters 147 
Fitch, Flat, 145 ' 

--, Long Hair, '$1 
Flat Fitch, 145 
l!'rs.mes for Glass Signs, 55 

G 
Gauges, 145 
Geometry, 10, 15 
Gilders' Tools, 152, 153 
Gilding, Methods of, 156 -, Preparing for 154 
Glass-papering, 58 
-- Stgns, Frames for, 55 
Gold Ink, 141 
-- Leaf, Applying, 156 
- -, Shades of, 17, 151 
-- Lettering, 60, 61, 151 
-- Size, 151, 152, 155 
Goose Camel-hair Writer, 19, 35 
-- Sable Pencil, 36 
Graduated Shading, 94, 96-98 
Grained Surfaces, 61 
Ground Colour, 57 
-, Preparing the, 58, 59 
Guiae Lines, 62, 137 
Gum Arabic, 140 

H 
Hair Softener, Badger. 1 39, 40 
Hand-rest, 184 
Hand, Resting. 118 
Ha.1u.L •. l.Jru.wiug. J26 

I 
Inmsed Letters, 61, 91 
Initial Ornamental Letter, 102 -- Stage, The, 14 
Ink, Gold, 141 -- for Linen, 143 
--, Ticket-writers', 140, 141 -- pots, 134 
Inks, Waterproof, To Make 142 148 
Ins?ription, Scroll for, 15 ' ' 
loll':c Letters, Expanded, 112 
Italian Alphabet in Perspective 101 
Italic Alphabet, 81, 82, 88 

' 

- Lettering, Slant of, 118 
J 

Judgment in Letter-colouring, 147 

K 
" X:erned " Letters, Spacing, 72, 7S 
Knife, Shoemaker's, 135 
Knives, Palette, 42 
--, Gilders', 152 

L 
Lark Camel-hair Writer, 19 
Leather, Chamois, 44 
Lemon-tree, The, 130, 131 
Letter-colouring, Judgment in 147 
-- forming, 24-30, 68-73 

1 

--, Incised, 61 91, --, Initial Ornamental, 102 

149
on Two Sheets Double-crown, 

Lsltering, Colour-combinations for, 
--, Gold, 60, 61, 151, 156 
--, Ornamental, 93 
Letters, Blocked, 94-97 
--, Compressed, 112 
--, Condensed, 112 --, Double-blocked, 94-97 
--, Double-crown, Forming, 147 
-, Elongated, 112 --, Expanding, 102-112 --, Incised, 61, 91 
-- in Perspective, 99-101 120 122 --, Italic\ 81, 82, 88 ' ' 
-- of Ob ique Lines, 68 69 
--, Old English, 84 ' 
--, Raiaed, 94-97 --, Roman, 74-79 
--, Script, 85, 86, 89 --, Shading, 90, 91, 94-99, 113, 114o 
-, Skeleton, 63-65 --, Slanting, 112, 113 --, Spacing, 115, 116!,}38 
--, -- .. "K emed," r�. 73 ro, 7{ ::ltnught and Curved Line.s, 

INDEX. 1 59 
Letters ofVer1aca1, Horizontal. and 

Oblique Lines, 69, 70 --, Thicknessed, 113 9s with Thickness against Light, 
- - - Underneath. 96 
Linen, Ink for, 143 
Liners, Sable, 38, 40 
Lines, Guide, 62, 137 --, Parallel, 12 
Lining, 20, 21 -- Brush, 145 
- Paper, 150 

11[ 
M:ahl Stick, 21, 43 
Making Black·board, 15-17 
-- Easel, 16, 17 -- Sign-board, 53-56, 59 
Maltese Cross, 106 
Marbled Surfaces, 61 
Markers, l3.S 
Materials for Poster Painting, 144 
Measurers, 135 
Medioova1 Alphabets, 93, 104, 105 
Metal, Dutch, 151 
-- Tickets, 139 
M�:ods of Practice, 21, 22, 32, 93, 

-· of Gilding, 156 
Mixing Pigments, 46, 47 
-- of Tints, 46, 47 
Mop, Gilders', 153 

N 
Numera.ls, Arabic, 30-32 
--, Roman, 77, 78, 89 --, Script, 86 
-, Skeleto� 66 
--, Tablet, rst 

0 
Oblique Lines, Letters of, 68, 69 
Old English Alphabet, 83, 8�, 89 
Ornament, Centre Ribbon, 129 
Ornamental Alphabets, 93 -- Church Work, 106, 107 -- Lettering, 93, 102 
Outfit, The Sign-Writer's, 33, 44 
Outline, Alphabet in, 68-73 
Outlines, Perforating, in Ticket. 

Writing, 136 
Outlining, 20, 21, 117, 118, 1.'13, 137 
- on Slate 137 
Oval Pencil Case, 37 
Oxgall for Ticket-writing, 148 
Ox-hair Pencils, 38, 39 
Oxide of Zinc, 61 

p 
Paint, Consistency of, 115, U5 
-- Strainer, 41 
-- for Posters, 145 
Painter, The Sign., 8 
Palette Knives, t2 

Palettes, 19, 20, 40 
Paper, Lining, 150 
-- for Posters, 146 
Parallel Lines, 12 
Pencil Cases, 37 
Pencils, Camel-Hair, 19, 33-37 --, Cleaning, 39 
--, Ox-hair, 38, 39 
--, Receptacle for, 39 
--, Sable, 36, 37, 38 --, Tracing, 38, 40 
Perforating Outlines an Tickets, 138 -- Wheel, 137, 144 
Perspective, 119 
-, Letters in, 99-1()1, 120, 122 --, Shading, 123 
--, Treatment in, 120, 123 
Pigments, Mixing, 45, 461 47 
--, Qualities of, 46 
Pipe Clay, 44, 88 
Plain Board, 124 
- Shield, 121. 
Plume, Prince of Wales' 128 
Poster-Painting, Materi�ls for 144 -- -- Preliminaries 146, 147 
Posters,. Compasses for, 144, 146 --, Pamt for, 145 
--, Paper for, 146 
--. Treatment of, 149, 150 
Powdered Chalk, 154-155 
Powders, Bronze, 141, 151 
Practice, Drawing, 10-15, 18, 63 124, 

125, 126 
• 

--, Methods of, 21, 22, 32, 139 
Preparing Ground, 57-59, 115, 154 --. �inc for Church Text,t103. 106 
Pnmmg, 57, 60 
Prince of Wales' Plume, 128 
Punctuating Signs, 30 

Q 
Qualities of Pigments, 46 
Quatrefoils, 106 

R 

Raised Letters, 94, 95-'17 
Receptacle for Pencils, 39 
Resting Hand, 118 
Ribbon End for Church Work, 107 
Riggers, 37, 39 
Roman Alphabet, 74-78 
-- Braces,' 79 
- Brackets, 79 
-- Dashes, 78, 89 
-- Numerals, 77, 78 
-- Stops, 78, 89 
Royal Arms, The, 126, 127, 130 
Rule of Shading, 99 
Rulers, 135 

S 
Sable Blend'!!! 40 -- Linen, oo, 40 
- Pencils, H 
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16o Row TO WRITE SIGNs, Ere. 

Sans-scriff Letters, 67, 100 
Script Alphabet, 88, 89, 90 
--Lettering, Slant of, 118 
-- Numerals, 86 
Scroll End, 137 
-- for Inscription, 15 
-- Work Corner-Pieces, 129 
Scro Us, 125 
Shade Thickness, 94 
Shades of Gold Leaf, 151 
Shading Colours, 98 
-- Letters, 90, 91, 94-99, 113, 114 
--, Perspective, 123 
--, Rule of, 99 
Shield, Plain, 124 
Shoomaker's Knife, 135 
Sign Pa nter, The, 9 
- Writer, The, 9 
Sigus, 9 
--, �!Tames for Glass, 55 
--, Punctuating, 30 
Sign-boards, American Cloth for, 59 
-- --, Canvas for, 55, 60 
-- --, Cleaning off Old, 60 
-- --, Hotel, 131 
- -, :Making, 53-56, 59 
-- --, Preparing, 57, 115 
-- --, Wood for, 53 
Sign-Writers' Colours, 45, 48, 49 
-- -- Outfit, 33, 4� 
-- -- Tints, 48, 49 
Simple Curves, N 
Size, 59 
-, Egg, 155 
-, Gold, 151, 152, 155 
Skeleton Letters, 63, 64, 65, 67 
- Numerals, 66 
Slant of Italic Lettering, 118 
-- of Script Lettering, 118 
Sltnting Letters, 112, 113 
Slate, Outlining on, 138 
-- and Pencil, 136 
Sm»ll Letters, Alphabet of, 72, 
Softener, Badger Hair, 39. 40 
Sp�cing on High Walls, 116 
-- Letters, 115, 116, 138 
Spon·•e 44 
St:ue� The Initial, 14 
Star, 107 
Stick, :Mahl-, 21, 43 
Stops, Roman, 78, 89 
-- Ttl.hlet, 87 
Straight :J;.ines, Curved and, 13, 70, 

71 
Strainer, Paint, 41 
Su• faces, Marbled, 61 
s-;_�n Camel-ho.ir Writer, The, 19, 33, 
-- Sable Pencil, The, 36 

T 
Tablet End, 107 
-- Letters, 87, 91 
-- Numerals, 87 
-- Stops, 87. 
Tanning Liquor for Canvas, 60 
Testing Brush, 35, 36 
Text., Treatment of Church, 102, 103 
Thickness Above, Letter with, 97 
-, Graduated Shade, 9-1, 96, 97, 98 
-- against Light, Letters with, 98 
-- Underneath, Letter with, £6 
Thicknessed J.�ettPrs, 113 
Tickets, :Metal, 139 
--, Varnish for, 139 
Ticket-writers' Brushes, 133 
-- -- Colours, 1 11 
-- -- Ink, To make, UO, Hl 
Ticket-writing, To Prepare Oxgall 

for, 143 
Tin Dippers, 21, 40, 41 
Tints, Mixing of, 46, 47 
-- for Sign� writers . 48 
Tip, Gilder•', 152, 153 
Tools, Care of, 33, 38 
Tracing, 136, 137 
-- Pencils, 38, 40 
Transferring, 138 
Treatment in Perspective, 120-123 
-- of Posters, 149, 150 
Tree, The Lemon, 130, 131 
Trefoil, lOB 
Tuscan Alphabet, 90 

u 
Using Brush, 132, 133 
--_ Powdered Chalk, 154 

v 
Various Angles, 12 
Varnish for Tickets, 139 
Varnishing, 58, 119, 145 

w 
Waterproof Black Ink, To make,142 
-- Coloured Inks, To make, 142 
White, Charlton, 61 
-- Lettering, 61 
Wood for Sign-boards, 53 
Wool, Cotton, 44 
Working Consistency of Paint, 115, 

145 
Writer,_The Sign-, 9 

z 
Zinc, Oxide of, 61 
--, Preparing, for Church Text. 

103, 106 

:Printed b)' CASSELL & COllPUY, LlliiTBD, La Belle SauvagE.\ London, E.O. 
30,1006 

HANDICRAFT SERIES (continued). 
Electro• Plating, With Numerous Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-lntroduction. Tanks, Vats, and other Apparatus. Batteries, 
Dynamos, and Electrical Accessories. Appliances for Preparing and Finishing 
Work. Silver-Plating, Copper-Plating. Gold-Plating. Nickel-Plating and 
Cycle-Plating. Finishing Electro-Plated Goods. Electro-Plating with Variuus 
Metals and Alloys. Index. 

Clay Modelling and Plaster Castin g .  With 153 Engravings and 
Diagrams, 

Contents.-lntroduction. Drawing for Modellers. Tools and Material for 
Modelling. Clay Modelling Modelling Ornament. Modellmg the Human 
Figure. Waste-moulding Process for Plaster Casting. Piece-moulding and 
Gelatine Moulding. Taking Casts from Nature. Clay Squeezing or Clay 
Moulding. Finishing Plaster Casts. Picture Frame in f'laster. Index. 

Violins and Other Stringed I nstruments. With about I8o 
Illustrations. 

Contents.-Materials and Tools for Violin Making. Violin Mqulds. Violin 
Maki�g. Varnishing and Finishing Violins. Double Bass and a Violoncello. 
Japanese One-string Violin. Mandolin Making. Guitar Making. Banjo 
Making. Zither Making Dulcimer Making. Index. 

Glass Writing,  E m bossin g ,  and Fascia Work. (Including 
the Making and � ixing of Wooa Letters and Illuminated Signs.) With 
129 lllustr�tions. 

Contents.-Plain Lettering and Simple Tablets. Gold Lettering. Blocked 
Letters. Ster.cil Cutting. Gold Etching. Embossing. French or Treble 
Embossing. Incised Fascias, Stall-plates, and Grained Background. Letters 
in Perspective ; Spacing Letters. Arrangement of Wording and Colors. Wood 
Letters. Illuminated Signs. Temporary Signs for Windows. Imitation 
Inlaid Signs. Imitation Mosaic Signs. Specimen Alphabets. Index. 

Photog raphic Chemistry. With 31 Engravings and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Introductory : Relation of Chemistry to Photography. Some 

Fundamental Chemical Laws. Meaning of Symbols and Equations. Water : 
its Properties and Impurities. Oxygen and Hydrogen Photographically Con
sidered. Theories Concerning the Latent Image. Chemistry of Development, 
Toning, Intensification, etc. Nitrogen Compounds Employed in Photography. 
The Halogens and Haloid Salts. Sulphur and its Compounds. Metals Alkali 
Metals,_ etc. Organic or Carbon Compounds used in Photography. Pyr�xyline, 
Albumen, Gelatine, etc. Benzene and the Organic Developers. Index. 

Photog raphic Studios and Dark Rooms. With I8o Illus-
trations. 

Contents.-Planning Studios. Building Studios. Portable and Temporary 
Studios. Studios Improvised from Greenhouses, Dwelling Rooms, etc. 
Lighting of Studios. Backgrounds. Scenic Accessories. Dark�Rooms. Portable 
Dark-Rooms. Dark-Room Fittings. Portable Dark Tent. Index. 

M otor Bicycle Buildin� .  With 137 Illustrations and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Frame for Motor B1cycle. Patterns for Frame Castings. Build

ing Frame from Castings. Making 3! H. P. Petrol Motor. Spray Carburettor 
for 3! H. P. Motor. Ignition Coils for Motor Cycles. Light-weight Petrol 
Motor for Attachment to Roadster Bicycle. Spray Carburettor for Light
weight Motor. Index. 

Other Volumes in Preparation, 

DAVID McKAY Publisher, 6ro South Washington Square, Philadelphia. 
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16o Row TO WRITE SIGNs, Ere. 

Sans-scriff Letters, 67, 100 
Script Alphabet, 88, 89, 90 
--Lettering, Slant of, 118 
-- Numerals, 86 
Scroll End, 137 
-- for Inscription, 15 
-- Work Corner-Pieces, 129 
Scro Us, 125 
Shade Thickness, 94 
Shades of Gold Leaf, 151 
Shading Colours, 98 
-- Letters, 90, 91, 94-99, 113, 114 
--, Perspective, 123 
--, Rule of, 99 
Shield, Plain, 124 
Shoomaker's Knife, 135 
Sign Pa nter, The, 9 
- Writer, The, 9 
Sigus, 9 
--, �!Tames for Glass, 55 
--, Punctuating, 30 
Sign-boards, American Cloth for, 59 
-- --, Canvas for, 55, 60 
-- --, Cleaning off Old, 60 
-- --, Hotel, 131 
- -, :Making, 53-56, 59 
-- --, Preparing, 57, 115 
-- --, Wood for, 53 
Sign-Writers' Colours, 45, 48, 49 
-- -- Outfit, 33, 4� 
-- -- Tints, 48, 49 
Simple Curves, N 
Size, 59 
-, Egg, 155 
-, Gold, 151, 152, 155 
Skeleton Letters, 63, 64, 65, 67 
- Numerals, 66 
Slant of Italic Lettering, 118 
-- of Script Lettering, 118 
Sltnting Letters, 112, 113 
Slate, Outlining on, 138 
-- and Pencil, 136 
Sm»ll Letters, Alphabet of, 72, 
Softener, Badger Hair, 39. 40 
Sp�cing on High Walls, 116 
-- Letters, 115, 116, 138 
Spon·•e 44 
St:ue� The Initial, 14 
Star, 107 
Stick, :Mahl-, 21, 43 
Stops, Roman, 78, 89 
-- Ttl.hlet, 87 
Straight :J;.ines, Curved and, 13, 70, 

71 
Strainer, Paint, 41 
Su• faces, Marbled, 61 
s-;_�n Camel-ho.ir Writer, The, 19, 33, 
-- Sable Pencil, The, 36 

T 
Tablet End, 107 
-- Letters, 87, 91 
-- Numerals, 87 
-- Stops, 87. 
Tanning Liquor for Canvas, 60 
Testing Brush, 35, 36 
Text., Treatment of Church, 102, 103 
Thickness Above, Letter with, 97 
-, Graduated Shade, 9-1, 96, 97, 98 
-- against Light, Letters with, 98 
-- Underneath, Letter with, £6 
Thicknessed J.�ettPrs, 113 
Tickets, :Metal, 139 
--, Varnish for, 139 
Ticket-writers' Brushes, 133 
-- -- Colours, 1 11 
-- -- Ink, To make, UO, Hl 
Ticket-writing, To Prepare Oxgall 

for, 143 
Tin Dippers, 21, 40, 41 
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HANDICRAFT SERIES (continued). 
Electro• Plating, With Numerous Engravings and Diagrams. 

Contents.-lntroduction. Tanks, Vats, and other Apparatus. Batteries, 
Dynamos, and Electrical Accessories. Appliances for Preparing and Finishing 
Work. Silver-Plating, Copper-Plating. Gold-Plating. Nickel-Plating and 
Cycle-Plating. Finishing Electro-Plated Goods. Electro-Plating with Variuus 
Metals and Alloys. Index. 

Clay Modelling and Plaster Castin g .  With 153 Engravings and 
Diagrams, 

Contents.-lntroduction. Drawing for Modellers. Tools and Material for 
Modelling. Clay Modelling Modelling Ornament. Modellmg the Human 
Figure. Waste-moulding Process for Plaster Casting. Piece-moulding and 
Gelatine Moulding. Taking Casts from Nature. Clay Squeezing or Clay 
Moulding. Finishing Plaster Casts. Picture Frame in f'laster. Index. 

Violins and Other Stringed I nstruments. With about I8o 
Illustrations. 

Contents.-Materials and Tools for Violin Making. Violin Mqulds. Violin 
Maki�g. Varnishing and Finishing Violins. Double Bass and a Violoncello. 
Japanese One-string Violin. Mandolin Making. Guitar Making. Banjo 
Making. Zither Making Dulcimer Making. Index. 

Glass Writing,  E m bossin g ,  and Fascia Work. (Including 
the Making and � ixing of Wooa Letters and Illuminated Signs.) With 
129 lllustr�tions. 

Contents.-Plain Lettering and Simple Tablets. Gold Lettering. Blocked 
Letters. Ster.cil Cutting. Gold Etching. Embossing. French or Treble 
Embossing. Incised Fascias, Stall-plates, and Grained Background. Letters 
in Perspective ; Spacing Letters. Arrangement of Wording and Colors. Wood 
Letters. Illuminated Signs. Temporary Signs for Windows. Imitation 
Inlaid Signs. Imitation Mosaic Signs. Specimen Alphabets. Index. 

Photog raphic Chemistry. With 31 Engravings and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Introductory : Relation of Chemistry to Photography. Some 

Fundamental Chemical Laws. Meaning of Symbols and Equations. Water : 
its Properties and Impurities. Oxygen and Hydrogen Photographically Con
sidered. Theories Concerning the Latent Image. Chemistry of Development, 
Toning, Intensification, etc. Nitrogen Compounds Employed in Photography. 
The Halogens and Haloid Salts. Sulphur and its Compounds. Metals Alkali 
Metals,_ etc. Organic or Carbon Compounds used in Photography. Pyr�xyline, 
Albumen, Gelatine, etc. Benzene and the Organic Developers. Index. 

Photog raphic Studios and Dark Rooms. With I8o Illus-
trations. 

Contents.-Planning Studios. Building Studios. Portable and Temporary 
Studios. Studios Improvised from Greenhouses, Dwelling Rooms, etc. 
Lighting of Studios. Backgrounds. Scenic Accessories. Dark�Rooms. Portable 
Dark-Rooms. Dark-Room Fittings. Portable Dark Tent. Index. 

M otor Bicycle Buildin� .  With 137 Illustrations and Diagrams. 
Contents.-Frame for Motor B1cycle. Patterns for Frame Castings. Build

ing Frame from Castings. Making 3! H. P. Petrol Motor. Spray Carburettor 
for 3! H. P. Motor. Ignition Coils for Motor Cycles. Light-weight Petrol 
Motor for Attachment to Roadster Bicycle. Spray Carburettor for Light
weight Motor. Index. 
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 
Important New Series of Practical Volumes. �dite� by PAUL 

N. HASLUCK. With numerous IllustratiOns m the Text. 
Each book contains about 160 pages, crown 8vo. Cloth, 
$ I .OO each, postpaid. 

Practical Draughtsmen's Work. �ith 226 Illustration�. 
Contents.-Drawin� Boards. Paper a_nd �?untmg . . Draug_ht.sm.en s Instru .. 

ments. Drawing Stratght Lines. Drawmg Ctrcul�r Lmes. Elbpttc� <(urv:es. 
Projection. Bac� Lining D!3-wings. Scale Dra wmgs and Maps. o ounng 
Drawings. Makmg a Drawmg. Index. 
Practical Gasfittin g .  With 120 lllustrations. 

Contents.-How Coal Gas is fvJ.ade. Coal Gas fro� the Retort t!> th� Gas 
Holder. Gas Supply from Gas Holder to Meter. Lay!ng the Gas P!P'? tn t�e 
House. Gas Meters. Gas Burners. lncandesc:,ent Ltgh!s. _Gas F1ttmf'· m 
Workshops and Theatres. Gas Fittings for Fesuval Illummattons. Gas tres 
and Cooking Stoves. Index. 
Practical Staircase J oineey .  With 215 ll�ustratiotis. . Contet�ts.-Introduction : Explanation o�Terms. Stmple Form of Statfl.C:abe 
-Housed String Stair : Measuring, Planmng, an� Settm� Out,. Two- �� t 
Staircase. Staircase with Winders at Botto�. Staircase. With Wmders at t op 
and Bottom. Staircase with Half-space of Wmders: Sta1r_case ov�r an Obhque 
Plan. Staircase with Open or Cut Strings. Cut Strm� Stauc!lse w1th BW�c�c:ts
Open String Staircase with Bull nose Step. Geometrical Staircases. m mg 
Staircases. Ships' Staircases. Index. 

• p • 1 M tal PI t Work With 247 Illustrations. 
r�.«;}:��-Ma�erials us� i� llletal Piate �ork. Geometrical Consr'stifd of Plane Figures. Geometrical Constructton and Development <? o I 

Fignres. Tools and Appliances used in Metal. Plate Work. Soldermg :o-n� Brazing. Tinning. Re�tinning and Galvamsmg. Examples of Pract1ca 
Metal Plate Work. Examples of Practical Pattern Drawing. Index. 
Practioai 'Graining and M arbling . With � Illus!rations . . .  ConUn:ts.-Graining: Introduction, T?o!s,  �nd �echamcal ���s. �ram�n� 
Gr UIJ:.ds and Graining Colors. Oak Grammg m 01L Oak Grammg m ��1r1t 
anf Water Colours. Pollard Oak and Knotted Oak. qrainin�. Maple Gramt�g 
M:ihogany and Pitch-pine Graining. Walnut Gramm.g.. • ancy. W '?od yrj'!'

,i in . fl"urniture Graining Imitating Woods by Stammg. l_mtt.atm� !1 �� 
W�ods. Marbling : Introduction, Tools, and Mater1als. lmttating artettes 
of Marble. Index. 
Painters' Oilfl Colors and Varnishes. With Numerous 

Illustrations. 
· p· Bl Cantents.-Painters' Oils. Color and Pigments. Wht!e 1gmen;_. 

d P!-l
e 

Pi m�nts Chrome Pigments. Lake Pigments. Green Ptltl!lents. e 1g� 
m!nts. :Brown and Black Pigments. Yell?W and Orang� Pigme�tsi Bron

fi
ze 

Color$. Driers. Paint Grinding and Mixtng. Gums, Otls, and So vents or 
Varnishes. Varnish Manufacture. Index. 
Practical Plu m bers' Work. With 298 I11ustrations. 

Contmts.-Materials and Tools Used. S<_>lder and How to. Mak'l!t.
d �

ee� Lead Working. Pipe Bending. Pipe Jointmg. Lead Bummg. ea - or 
on Roofs. Index. 
Practical Pattern M akin g .  With 295 lll!-'stratio':'s· . Contents -Foundry Patterns and Foundry Practice. Jomtmg·UP. Pat��s. 
Finishing P�tterns. Circular Patterns. Making Core Boxes.

E 
B.orm� r 0

d 
es 

in Castings Patterns and Moulds for Iron Columns. Steam- ngme 
P 

Y m er 
Patterns a�d Core Boxes. Worm Wheel Pattern. Lathe Bed atterns. 
Head Stock and Poppet Patterns. Slide--rest Patterns. Valve Patterns and 
Core Boxes. Index. 
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION (continuetl). 
Practical Hand rail ing.  With I+4 lllustrations. CmeteMt,r.-.Prmciples of liandrailing. Definition of Terms. Geometrical Drawing. bimple Handrails. Wreathed Handrails on the Cylindrical System. The Uses of Models. Obtaining Tangents and Bevels. Face Moulds : their Construction an<! Use. Twistmg the Wreath. Completing the Handrail. Orthogonal or Rtght-angle System of Setting Wreathed Handrails. Handrails for Stone Stairs. Setting out Scrolls for Handrails. Setting out Moulded Caps. Intersecting Handrails without B.�ments. Index. 
Practical B rickwork. With 368 Illustrations. Contents.-Enghsh and •·lemish Bonds. Garden and Boundary WaU.. Bonds for Square Angles. Excavations, Foundations, and Footin�. "Junctioas of Cross Walls. Reveals, Piers. Angles and other Bonds. Jointing_ aild Pointing. Damp·proof Courses and Construction. Hollow or Cavity Walls. 

g�i�\V1!d���-
Fireplaces. Gauged Work and Arches. Niches and Domes. 

Practical Painters' Work. With Numerous lllustrations. Contents.-Objects, Principles and Processes of Painting. Painters' Tools and A_ppliances. Materials used by Painters. Preparing Surfaces for Painting, Painting Woodwork, Painting Ironwork, Painting Stucco or Plaster : Distempering and Whitewashing Color Combination. House Painting. Varnish and Varnishing. Stains and Staining. Estimating and Measuring Painters' Work. Index. 

Textile Fabrics and Their Preparation for Dyeing.  With Numerous Illustrations. 
Contents.-Cotton. Flax, Jute, and China Grass. Wool. Silk. Cotton Bleaching. Linen Bleaching. Mercerising. Wool Scouring and Bleaching Scouring and Bleaching Silk. Water. About Dyeing. Index. ' 

Coloring M atters for Dyein g  Textiles. With Numerous Illustrations. 
Contents.-Indigo Coloring Matters. Logwood Coloring Matters. Natural Red and Yellow Coloring Matters. Aniline Coloring Matters. Azo Coloring Matters. Anthracene Coloring Matters. Chrome Yellow, Iron Buff Manganese Brown, Prussian Blue, Method of Devising Experiments in byeing. Estimation of the Value of Coloring Matters. Index. 

Sanitary Construction in Buildi n g .  With 13r Illustrations. Contents.-Introductory. Soils, Subsoils, and Sites. Materials of Construction. Footings, Foundations, and Damp-proof Courses. · Stability of Walls. Roofs. Floors, Hearths, and Staircases. Air Space and Ventilation. A Typical Dwelling. Index. 
I ron : Its Sou rces, Properties, and M a nufactu re. With Numerous Illustrations. 

Contents.-,-Introductory; Terms Explained. Refractory Materials, .Crucibles etc. Ores of Iron. Metallurgical Chemistry of Iron. Cast Iron or Pig IroO:. Preparation of the Ores. Changes in the Blast Furnace. Blast Furnace. Air Supply. Blowing Engines Working the Blast Furnace. By-products. Malleable or Wrought Iron. Production of Malleable Iron. Preparation of Malleable Iron in Open Hearths. Puddling. Refining Pig Iron and Dry Puddling. Forge Machinery. Iron-rolling Mill. Index. 
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